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ABSTRACT 
 
Full Name : Yousef S. I. Elarian 
Dissertation Title : Arabic Handwriting: Analysis and Synthesis 
Major Field : Computer Science and Engineering 
Date of Degree : 2014 
 
 
 
Handwriting recognition and synthesis are challenging problems, especially for 
the Arabic script. However, synthesis, or the automatic generation of handwriting, has 
recently gained interest because of its various applications that include training 
recognition systems and font personalization.  
In this dissertation, we addressed the problem of Arabic handwriting analysis and 
synthesis. We collected a dataset that is specifically designed for Arabic handwriting 
synthesis. This was accomplished by assuring that the dataset-text contains all Arabic 
characters and their shapes. Moreover, we introduced the idea of decoupling ligative from 
unligative texts to ease dealing with each separately. 
The unligative dataset was and ground-truthed to the character-level, and an 
entropy-based measure was used to cross-validate the automatic and the semi-automatic 
results. The ground-truthed dataset and the adapted measure form a valuable resource for 
benchmarking segmentation systems.  
The segmentation step produced two sets of character-shapes: strictly segmented 
character-shapes and extended character-shapes. The extended character-shapes were 
concatenated by setting the selected shapes in juxtaposition so that their extensions 
directly connect in what we call the extension-glyph technique. Strictly segmented 
character-shapes require synthetic extensions for their connection. Hence, these were 
modeled and generated for what we call the synthetic-extension technique.  
We synthesized and recognized handwriting samples using the extension-glyph 
and the synthetic extensions techniques. Not only did the synthesized data improve the 
performance of a baseline recognition system on a popular testing benchmark, but also it 
 xviii 
 
 
appeared natural to the eye. An improvement of 16.39% in the recognition performance 
of the baseline system was achieved when 8,652 synthetic extension samples were 
injected to the original training set of 2,322 words. An additional benefit of the 
synthesized data is that it can be regarded as an expanded ground-truthed dataset on its 
own. 
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 ملخص الرسالة
 
 
 يوسف سالم عيسى العريان :الاسم الكامل
 
 خط اليد العربي تصنيعتحليل و :عنوان الرسالة
 
 علوم وهندسة الحاسوب :التخصص
 
 4201 :تاريخ الدرجة العلمية
 
التعرف على الكتابة اليدوية وتكثيفها لمن المسائل التي نواجه فيها تحديات علمية، لا سيما فيما يخص الكتابة إن 
وقد استقطب مجال التكثيف الآلي للكتابة الشبيهة باليدوية الاهتمام بسبب تطبيقاته العديدة، والتي منها تدريب . العربية
 .المتعرفات الآلية وشخصنة خطوط الحاسوب
ه الرسالة متوجهة لتحليل وتكثيف خط اليد العربي، حيث قمنا بجمع قاعدة بيانتا صممت خصيصا لهذا الهدف، هذ
كما قمنا . وذلك بجعلها مشتملة ليس على جميع أحرف اللغة العربية فحسب، بل وعلى جميع أشكال تلكم الحروف
 .كل فريق على حدا   بفصل ما يتراكب من الحروف مما لا يتراكب منها تمهيدا للتعامل مع
وقد قيمنا . آلي تارة، وبشكل آلي تارة أخرى-بعد جمع الفقرات الكتابية، قمنا بتقطيعها إلى أحرف بشكل شبه
وهنا نشير إلى أن البيانات . الآلي عبر مقياس خصصناه ليتلاءم مع هذه المهمة-التقطيع الآلي بمقارنته بنظيره شبه
 .مع المقياس المذكور أداة للتحكيم الكمي على التقطيع الآلي -امبشكل ع–المقعة بشكل شبه آلي تشكل 
الحروف المقطوعة حدا والحروف المقطوعة : وقد نتجت عن عمليات التقطيع مجموعتان من أشكال الحروف
ف فأم الممتدة، فتوصل بوضعنماذجها المختارة متجانبة حيث تلتقي الامتدادات فيما أطلقنا عليه أسلوب الحر. بامتداد
وأما الحروف المقطوعة حدا فإنها تحتاج لامتدادات صناعية تمت نمذجتها وتكثيفها واستخدامها . الممتد لتكثيف الكتابة
 .لتكثيف الكتابة فيما أطلقنا عليه أسلوب الوصلة الصناعية
نة بحاله عندما وقد توجنا تكثيف الكتابة بتقديم نتاجها لمتعرف آلي من الظراز الأحدث، فازدادت نسبة تعرفه مقار
، وبلغت نسبة التحسن في المتعرف المزود بكتابة مكثفة بأسلوب الامتداد تدرب على قاعدة البيانات الأصلية فقط
الأول أن الكتابة المكثفة امتازت بمشابهتها للحقيقية أمام العين، : هذا وتجدر الإشارة إلى أمرين%. 16.32الصناعي 
 .لنوع الذي يمكن تقطيعها لأصلها، مما يكسبها أهمية تقنية قصوىوالثاني أن هذه النتائج تعد من ا
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1 CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Handwriting is challenging, whether for analysis or synthesis, especially for 
languages that use the Arabic script. Analysis aims at gaining better understanding of a 
complex object by breaking it down into to smaller components [1]. Handwriting analysis 
usually encompasses segmenting handwritten images into characters. 
Synthesis refers to a combination of two or more entities that together form 
something new; alternately, it refers to the creating of something by artificial means [2]. 
Synthesis of handwriting often aims at the automatic production of images that resemble, 
or perform like, those of human handwriting. Handwriting synthesis can be seen as the 
reverse operation of handwriting recognition: In recognition, handwritten images are 
given, and the corresponding text is output. In synthesis, a required text is given, and a 
corresponding handwritten-like image is output.  
Synthesis has applications in the improvement of text recognition systems, in PC-
personalization, in forgery detection, in Steganography (the art of hiding the existence of 
information), and in Completely Automated Public Turing test to tell Computers and 
Humans Apart (CAPTCHA). These applications may require different specifications on 
the synthesized data, such as being of a specific writer’s style or difficult to read by 
machines. Other characteristics of a handwriting synthesis systems include: whether the 
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data is online (with temporal information from tablets) or offline (on paper, without time 
stamps), the synthesis level (stroke, character, word, etc…), and the scripting system 
(Arabic, Chinese, Latin, etc…). 
Handwriting synthesis may encompass generation [3]–[5] and concatenation [6]–
[8] operations. Handwriting generation alters samples of handwriting to increase their 
shape-variability within some closed-vocabulary. Concatenation operations, in contrast, 
aim at the compilation of new units of vocabulary, such as words, from a smaller pool of 
basic samples, such as characters. Handwriting generation can be seen as the inverse 
operation of preprocessing in a text recognition system whereas handwriting 
concatenation can be seen as the inverse operation of segmentation.  
 
1.1 Problem Statement  
Handwriting recognition requires training samples that capture as much as 
possible of the natural variability of handwriting styles [9]. Moreover, it requires the 
samples to contain ground-truth (GT) information that aligns the underlying text with the 
corresponding images at some level. The conventional ways of collection and ground-
truthing encompass manual tasks that can be very laborious and time-consuming. Hence, 
researchers have proposed the use of synthesized data in expanding training sets of 
recognition systems [10]–[14].  
The insertion of synthesized data in a training set can have benefits and side 
effects. While the increased variability of the training set may lead to the recognition of 
otherwise mal-recognized examples, distorted samples may disturb the parameters of a 
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recognition system from their adequate values. The overall impact of any proposed 
method needs to be positive in terms of recognition rates. Intuitively, we can expect that 
naturally looking data are more promising to avoid distorting the parameters of a 
recognition system while improving its recognition performance. Hence, we aim at the 
synthesis of Arabic handwriting that looks natural and improves the accuracy of 
recognition systems.  
Concatenation-based systems can provide a means of open-vocabulary synthesis. 
However, concatenation calls for character-segmentation, a quite challenging problem, 
especially for the Arabic script. One main cause for the lag in solving Arabic 
segmentation is the severe lack of appropriate ground-truthed datasets for its 
benchmarking. Since ground-truths, themselves, consist of labeled segmented 
handwriting, ground-truthing and segmentation engage in a “chicken and egg” 
relationship: the ground-truth data is needed for the development and evaluation of 
segmentation systems, and segmentation systems are needed to speed ground-truthing up.  
One way to break this recursion is by implementing text-aware alignment 
systems. These can result in accurately labeled (segmented) data for the special 
circumstances where the text is known, like in certain datasets. Another way out is to find 
subjective and objective semi-automatic alternatives for ground-truths for segmentation 
evaluation. For all of the above, it is useful to expand small amounts of manually ground-
truthed data via handwriting synthesis 
 23 
 
 
1.2 Motivation and Applications 
Researchers cite the lack of datasets of Arabic handwriting as a reason for the 
lagging-behind in Arabic writing recognition. Conventional ways of collecting datasets 
directly from writers have some disadvantages:  
 Collection is costly in terms of time and effort.  
 Once a dataset is designed and collected, adding new words to it can be difficult. 
 Ground-truthing usually necessitates human interaction; hence, it is time-consuming. 
Synthesized data can improve systems that have deficiencies in their text 
segmentation accuracy, recognition features and classifiers, or variability of training data. 
In practice, all these are not perfect and may benefit from the use of synthesized data to 
improve recognition rates. Hence, one motivation to synthesize data is to expand text 
recognition training sets independently from their underlying recognition system [10], 
[12]. Other applications that demand handwriting synthesis include: 
 Word spotting [15] and holistic recognition [16] 
 Writer imitation/authentication [17], 
 Personalized fonts generation [4],  
 CAPTCHA generation [18], and 
 Aesthetical calligraphy generation [19]. 
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1.3 Background and Pre-Analysis of the Arabic Writing System 
As a native language, Arabic is used by more than 200 million people around the 
world [20]. In addition, there are around 1.6 billion Muslims with some association to 
Arabic due to religious reasons [21]. The Arabic alphabet is also used to write Jawi, 
Urdu, Persian and other languages.  
In Arabic, most characters obligatorily connect to their within-word successors. 
The Arabic character Hamza “ء” does not connect to either its precedent or to its 
successor, even if in the same word. Six other Arabic characters (“ا”, “د”, “ذ”, “ر”, “ز”, 
and “و”) and some Hamza-diacritized variants of them, never connect to their successors 
in the same word. These characters cause words to separate into unconnected pieces of 
Arabic words (PAWs). Spaces between PAWs are typically smaller than inter-word 
spaces. Figure 1 shows samples of printed and handwritten texts for Arabic and Latin 
scripts.  
 
Printed  ةحفصلا Paris 
Hand-written 
 
 
  (a)  (b) 
Figure 1. Printed and handwritten samples for Arabic (a) and Latin (b) scripts. 
Arabic characters can take up to four shapes depending on their positions in a 
PAW. From right to left (the Arabic writing direction), the first character in an Arabic 
PAW takes a character-shape that is called the beginning shape (B). A (B) shape in a 
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PAW can be followed by one or more middle shaped characters (M) before an ending 
shaped character (E) ends it. If a PAW consists solely of one character, it takes a shape 
called the isolated shape (A). In regular expressions, Arabic PAWs are expressed as <(A) 
| (B)(M)*(E)>, where the bar symbol “|” denotes the “OR” operator, and the star symbol, 
"*", denotes zero or more occurrences of the character-shape it follows. Figure 2 shows a 
word divided into three PAWs: PAW1 consisting of an (A) character-shape, PAW2 
consisting of a (B) and an (E) character-shapes and PAW3 consisting of a (B), an (M), 
and an (E) character-shape. PAW1, PAW2 and PAW3 of Figure 2 are examples for the 
<(A)>, <(B)(E)> and <(B)(M)(E)> expressions, respectively. The PAWs in the figure are 
ordered from right to left, as this is the direction of Arabic script.  
 مــيــحرـل ا 
 مـ ـيـ ـح رـ ـل ا 
 E M B E B A 
 PAW3 PAW2 PAW1 
Figure 2. An Arabic word with three PAWs. 
 Table 1 shows a list of the 29 Arabic characters along with extra Arabic-used 
keyboard characters [22], [23]. The number of the character-shapes is 117. 
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Table 1. A list of Arabic characters and their different shapes based on their positions within PAWs. 
Character Names Alone (A) Ending (E) Middle (M) Beginning (B) 
Hamza ء    
Alef with Madda Above آ آـ   
Alef with Hamza Above أ أـ   
Waw with Hamza Above ؤ ؤـ   
Alef with Hamza Below إ إـ   
Yeh with Hamza Above ئ ئـ ـئـ ـئ 
Alef ا اـ   
Beh ب بـ ـبـ ـب 
Teh Marbuta ة ةـ   
The ت تـ ـتـ ـت 
Theh ث ثـ ـثـ ـث 
Jeem ج جـ ـجـ ـج 
Hah ح حـ ـحـ ـح 
Khah خ خـ ـخـ ـخ 
Dal د دـ   
Thal ذ ذـ   
Reh ر رـ   
Zain ز زـ   
Seen س سـ ـسـ ـس 
Sheen ش شـ ـشـ ـش 
Sad ص صـ ـصـ ـص 
Dad ض ضـ ـضـ ـض 
Tah ط طـ ـطـ ـط 
Zah ظ ظـ ـظـ ـظ 
Ain ع عـ ـعـ ـع 
Ghain غ غـ ـغـ ـغ 
Feh ف فـ ـفـ ـف 
Qaf ق قـ ـقـ ـق 
Kaf ك كـ ـكـ ـك 
Lam ل لـ ـلـ ـل 
Meem م مـ ـمـ ـم 
Noon ن نـ ـنـ ـن 
Heh ه هـ ـهـ ـه 
Waw و وـ   
Alef Maksura ى ىـ   
Yeh ي يـ ـيـ ـي 
 
Arabic characters usually connect horizontally within an imaginary line that we 
refer to as the baseline (BL).  The simplest and most frequent form of connecting 
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consecutive Arabic characters is through a semi-horizontal stroke called the Kashida. The 
Kashida stroke, shown in Figure 3, can vary in length, shape and thickness depending on 
the writing style. The figure also shows vertical overlapping between several characters 
and PAWs in the handwritten sample, which is a common case in the Arabic script. It 
also shows a broken character (the rightmost ـب character).  
 
Printed with implicit 
Kashida بلغ حاج 
Color Legend: 
Blue: Beginning character-shape (B) 
Green: Middle character-shape (M) 
Orange: Ending character-shape (E) 
Black: Alone character-shape (A) 
Gray: Kashida 
o Broken characters 
   Overlaps 
 
Printed with explicit 
Kashida بـلـغ حـاج 
Handwritten   
Figure 3. Arabic printed and handwritten samples colored to distinguish their (B), (M), (E) and (A) character-
shapes. 
We define ligatures [24] as alternate forms that replace certain sequences of 
characters in a way that is deformed from their direct concatenation. We use the terms 
ligative or ligaturisable for sequences of two or more characters that accept to be 
connected with a ligature. We use the term unligative or ligatures-free for sequences of 
two or more characters that only accept to be connected with a simple extension on the 
baseline. Ligatures are mainly used for aesthetic reasons. They can also play a role in 
making a writing more compact [25]. Figure 4 shows characters that are ligated in one 
instance of a Qur'an script and unligated in another [26]. 
 
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 4. Examples of the same script from the Holy Qur'an (a) without and (b) with a ligature. 
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Calligraphic conventions determine which connectable character sequences are 
ligative. Except for the Lam-Alef family (لإ،لآ،لأ،لا), where ligation is obligatory, actual 
ligation is a writer's choice. In other words, being ligative is a necessary but not sufficient 
condition for ligation (forming a ligature). 
The frequency of ligature usage in a document may depend on the font or 
handwriting style, the level of formality of the document content (e.g. poetry vs. business 
documents) and on other factors [27]. In general, the frequency of ligatures in 
handwritten documents tends to exceed their frequency in modern printed documents. 
Figure 5 shows three pairs of connectable characters, hereafter referred to as 
bigrams. Figure 5(a) is an example of a ligative bigram that can be optionally written as a 
ligature. Figure 5(b) shows an instance of an unligative bigram since it does not 
encompass any ligative form. Figure 5(c) shows an instance of the obligatorily ligative 
family of bigrams  
 
Sequence of Character-shapes ـل  ـمـ  ـح  دـ 
 
ـل  ـا 
Horizontal Connected Form ـمـل  دح - 
Ligature Connected Form ـمل  - لا 
 (a)  (b)  (c) 
Figure 5. Examples of (a) a ligative, (b) an unligative and (c) an obligatorily-ligative characters.  
Arabic characters may have ascenders that go above the BL range (as exemplified 
in the dashed box of Figure 6), descenders that go below it (exemplified in the dotted box 
of Figure 6), or curvy shapes within the BL zone (like the area surrounded by the dash-
dotted diamond in Figure 6). Arabic characters may have secondary diacritics and dots 
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above or below the primary glyph of a character (surrounded by ellipses in Figure 6). 
Arabic characters vary considerably in width and height (see Appendices A and B for 
statistics on these). 
 
Figure 6. A word with Kashida (solid boxes), ascender (dashed box), descender (dotted box) and dots (ellipses) 
1.4 List of Contributions 
In this section, we list the most important contributions of this dissertation along 
with pointers to the most related chapter or section in the dissertation (enclosed between 
parentheses): 
 We wrote the first and only standalone survey document on shape-simulation 
handwriting synthesis. It includes original classifications of techniques, applications, 
and evaluation methods and a literature survey for each of these classifications 
(Chapter 2). 
 Statistics on the widths, heights, and character frequencies of the Arabic language and 
script (Section  4.4.2, and the Appendices A to E). 
 We designed, collected and digitized a dataset of Arabic handwriting (Chapter 3). In 
particular, a list of Arabic ligatures and a paragraph of non-ligaturisable text are 
designed with compactness and comprehensiveness analysis.  
 We have developed, implemented and tested segmentation algorithms on the line, 
word, PAW, and character levels (Chapter 4). 
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 Representative samples of Arabic handwriting have been ground-truthed to the pixel-
level, and an entropy-based measure was adapted for the evaluation of Arabic 
handwriting segmentation against the aforementioned ground-truth (Chapter 4).  
 We have developed algorithms and tools for synthesis and used them to synthesize 
masses of pixel-level ground-truthed data for two different scenarios (Chapter 5).  
 A statistical framework for generating simple writing strokes from their width and 
direction parameters is demonstrated (Section  5.4). 
 The impact of synthesized data is investigated on a recognition system, and promising 
results are reported and compared (Chapter 5). 
1.5 List of Publications 
This work has resulted in several journal and conference papers, some of which 
are still under review. The following list includes our journal papers. 
 Yousef Elarian, Irfan Ahmed, Sameh Awaida, Wasfi Al-Khatib and Abdelmalek 
Zidouri, An Arabic Handwriting Synthesis System, Pattern Recognition, (submitted 
for revision). 
 Yousef Elarian, Radwan Abdel-Aal, Irfan Ahmed, Tanvir Parvez, & Abdelmalek 
Zidouri, Handwriting Synthesis: Classifications and Techniques, the Inter. Journal of 
Document Analysis and Recognition (Accepted). 
 Yousef Elarian, Wasfi Al-Khatib, Sameh Awaida, and Abdelmalek Zidouri. 
Ligatures in the Design of Comprehensive Arabic Datasets, the Journal of Language 
Resources and Evaluation (submitted for revision). 
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 Yousef Elarian, Wasfi Al-Khatib and Abdelmalek Zidouri, A Segmentation 
Benchmark for Arabic Handwriting Based on a Character-Level Ground-Truth and a 
Novel Evaluation Metric, the Journal of Language Resources and Evaluation 
(submitted for revision). 
The following list includes the conference papers that are related to this work. 
 Yousef Elarian, Abdelmalek Zidouri, Sameh Awaida, and Wasfi Al-Khatib, 
“Ligatures in the Design of Arabic Handwritten Datasets,” Document Engineering 
2014, Fort Collins, Colorado (submitted for revision). 
 Yousef Elarian, Abdelmalek Zidouri, and Wasfi Al-Khatib, “Ground-truth and 
Metric for the Evaluation of Arabic Handwritten Character Segmentation,” the 14th 
International Conference on Frontiers in Handwriting Recognition ICFHR2014. 
 Yousef Elarian, Husni Al-Muhtaseb and Lahouari Ghouti, Arabic Handwriting 
Synthesis, in International Workshop on Frontiers in Arabic Handwriting 
Recognition, Istanbul, 2011. 
 Yousef Elarian and Sabri A. Mahmoud, “An Adaptive Line Segmentation Algorithm 
(ALSA) for Arabic,” Inter. Conference on Image Processing, Computer Vision, and 
Pattern Recognition, pp. 735–9, Las Vegas, 2008. 
 Yousef Elarian, “Arabic Handwriting Synthesis,” 1st Saudi Higher Education 
Students Conference, Riyadh, 2010 (winner of the 4
th
 conference prize). 
 Yousef Elarian, Sameh Awaida and Sabri Mahmoud. “Design of Datasets for 
Handwritten Arabic Texts Research,” 1st Saudi Higher Education Students 
Conference, Riyadh, 2010. 
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 Yousef Elarian, “Analysis of Some Arabic Scripting Units in Computational-
Linguistic Resources,” 1st Saudi Higher Education Students Conference, Riyadh, 
2010. 
1.6 Dissertation Organization 
Typical concatenation-based synthesis systems for cursive writing involve a 
segmentation phase and a concatenation phase. The sequence of the remaining chapters 
in Figure 7.  
 
Figure 7. Blocks of a concatenation-based synthesis system and their main discussion sections. 
The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter  2 presents our 
classifications and surveys of synthesis in literature. Chapter 3 presents analysis of 
Arabic handwriting and discusses the design of our dataset and the steps towards 
extracting handwriting samples from it. Chapter  4 documents our processes and results of 
segmenting and aligning blocks of handwritings into ground-truthed character-shapes and 
opens doors for pixel-level analysis. Chapter  5  presents our synthesis approach and 
results. Finally, we conclude and recommend future work in Chapter 6.  
Synthesis by  
Concatenation 
(Chapter 5) 
Synthesized 
Handwriting and 
Recognition Results 
(Chapter 5) 
Character-covering 
dataset 
(Chapter 3) 
Character-level 
Segmentation 
 (Chapter 4) 
Text for Synthesis 
(Chapter 5) 
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2 CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Handwriting synthesis refers to the artificial generation of data that resembles 
human writing. Synthesis has applications such as the improvement of text recognition 
systems, PC-personalization, calligraphic fonts, forgery detection, and Completely 
Automated Public Turing test to tell Computers and Humans Apart (CAPTCHA). These 
applications may require certain specifications on the synthesized data, such as being of a 
specific writer’s style or a specific script. Applications also suggest methods to evaluate 
the adequacy of synthesized data.  
Handwriting synthesis can model handwriting either via the simulation of the 
human writing process (top-down approach) or via the mere imitation of its outcome 
(bottom-up approach). In the top-down approach, the neuromuscular acts of writing are 
simulated in what is commonly termed as movement-simulation. When the data itself is 
regenerated without imitating human movements, synthesis is termed as shape-simulation 
[28].  
Some synthesis systems can be seen as the reverse of more well-known 
applications. For example, when synthesis aims at the generation of individual characters 
from their ASCII codes, it can be regarded as the reverse of character recognition. 
Similarly, when synthesis aims at the generation of words through the concatenation of 
characters, it can be regarded as the inverse of character segmentation. 
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Handwriting synthesis is a hot topic with increasing interest from the research 
community. Among the refereed journals that contribute to the dissemination of 
established knowledge in the area are: the International Journal of Document Analysis 
and Recognition (IJDAR) (e.g. [14], [29], [30]), Pattern Recognition (e.g. [18], [31]–
[33]), Pattern Recognition Letters (e.g. [34]), Machine Learning (e.g. [35]), and others. 
Besides, some prestigious conferences such as the International Conference on Document 
Analysis and Recognition (ICDAR) (e.g. [36]–[39]), the International Workshop on 
Document Analysis Systems (DAS) (e.g. [12]), the International Conference on Pattern 
Recognition (ICPR) (e.g. [40]–[43]), and the International Conference on Frontiers in 
Handwriting Recognition (ICFHR) (e.g. [4], [44]–[46]) help in spreading the advances in 
the field. In this chapter, we survey synthesis techniques with focus on shape-simulation 
approaches.  
2.1   Synthesis Applications, Specifications and Evaluation Methods 
The applications of synthesis guide the specifications (requirements and 
constrains) of synthesized data and suggest methods to evaluate the corresponding 
synthesis systems. In this section, we identify some handwriting synthesis applications 
and link them to the specifications and evaluation methods that may suit them. 
2.1.1 Synthesis Applications 
Handwriting synthesis has a wide range of applications. It can be used to generate 
desired and inexpensive ground-truth data for the development of text segmentation and 
recognition systems [47]. A recent application of synthesis is CAPTCHA. Synthesis can 
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also be a means for fonts personalization [48], [49]. Synthesis with writer-imitation can 
be used for calligraphy generation, word spotting, and writer identification.  
Synthesized handwriting might target humans, machines or both. It may be 
intended to imitate a particular writer's style, to generate writer-independent handwriting, 
or to tell humans and machines apart. Synthesized calligraphy, for example, targets 
human subjects [17], [44], [50] while generic training data targets text recognition 
systems [11], [12], [34]. Then again, word spotting systems may benefit from writer-
specific synthesis to find words written by a particular scribe [15], [51] and from generic 
synthesis to find words regardless of scribes. Some synthesis applications may require 
human legibility but low machine readability [52].  
Figure 8 shows some applications on a Machine-Human readability plane. 
CAPTCHA is a test used to ensure that a response is generated by a human, not a 
computer. Handwritten CAPTCHAs, in particular, exploit the gap between humans and 
machines in reading handwriting [18]. Similarly, calligraphic and personalized fonts aim 
at the aesthetic aspects of writing but may be confusing to machines. On the other hand, 
some perturbed and noisy text which might not be pleasant to humans can be useful for 
training recognition systems [11], [38], [41]. Steganography, the art of hiding data, is 
another application for synthesized handwriting where secret messages can be 
communicated by certain choices of the optional features in a script [53], [54]. 
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Figure 8. Applications of handwriting synthesis on the Human- vs. Machine-Readability graph. 
2.1.2 Specifications of Synthesis Systems and Outputs  
There are several aspects of the synthesized data that can be specified based on 
their application. One, or occasionally more, specifications for each of the following 
aspects can be used to describe a synthesis system: 
 Input/output levels relationship: Generation vs. concatenation system 
 Output level: Stroke, character, character group/PAW, word, line or paragraph 
 Data types: Online vs. offline 
 Writing script: Arabic, Chinese, Indian, Latin, etc… 
 Parameterization: parametric vs. non-parametric system 
 Writer-imitation: Writer-specific vs. writer-independent 
The input/output levels relationship and the parameterization aspects specify 
synthesis systems, rather than their outputs. The data types’ aspect may specify input or 
output data. The rest of the aspects strictly describe specifications of the outputs of 
synthesis systems. The first two aspects are discussed jointly while the remaining ones 
are discussed in the subsequent subsections. 
Human Readability   high 
Machine Readability   
high 
Text Recognition & Word-Spotting 
Font-Personalization & 
Steganography Cover  
CAPTCHAs 
Artistic calligraphy 
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Input / Output Levels  
Handwriting synthesis receives images of handwritten samples and generates 
output handwriting images.  The input and output images can be at different levels of 
writing units such as sub-characters, characters, words, lines, or paragraphs. Based on the 
relationship between the levels of the input units and the output units, we classify 
synthesis techniques into: generation techniques and concatenation techniques. 
Generation techniques produce new synthesized images at the same level of the input 
samples they receive. Concatenation techniques, in contrast, produce output images at 
higher levels than their inputs. Figure 9 and Figure 10 show examples of generation and 
concatenation synthesis, respectively. The levels of the output units in Figure 9(a) [55], 
Figure 9(b) [19] and Figure 10(a) [3] are characters while Figure 10(b) [18], (c) [56], and 
(d) [4] correspond to words, lines and paragraphs, respectively. 
 
 
  
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 9. Generation of (a) Hangul and (b) Hiragana character. 
 
Data Types 
Online data, such as coordinate time-stamps and pressure, are captured as writing 
occurs on special devices called tablets. Offline data are taken as static images of script 
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that are written on paper. Figure 9(a) and Figure 10(a) show online data. Offline data 
lacks temporal information but contains inking and stroke-thickness information (e.g. 
Figure 10(b)). Usually, the data types of the inputs and the outputs of synthesis systems 
are the same.  Sometimes, however, online data might be used to generate offline-like 
outputs, often by the addition of inking effects [4], [12], [50]. In addition, some systems 
utilize a mixture of online and offline data in their inputs (e.g. Figure 9(b)) such as when 
a printed character is used as a standard reference for handwritten samples [57]. 
 
 
 
(a)  (b) 
 
 
(c)  (d) 
Figure 10. Concatenation for (a) Latin online character from sub-characters (b) Latin offline word from 
characters (c) Arabic line from characters and (d) Latin paragraphs from PAWs. 
 
Writing Scripts 
A script can be used to write several languages. The Latin script, for example, is 
used in English and Spanish languages. A script can be inherently cursive as in Arabic, 
inherently discrete as in Hiragana [58] and Katakana [59], or mixed as in modern Latin. 
Researchers have worked on synthesis of Latin [4], [44], Arabic [14], [56], Cyrillic [34], 
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Chinese [36], [60], Korean (Hangul) [12], Japanese ([19], [58] and [59]) and Indian 
(Hindi, Tamil, Malayalam, and Telugu) scripts [46]. Occasionally, systems are 
implemented and tested on multi-scripts [15], [29], [34]. 
Parameterization 
The number of parameters a synthesis technique involves is an important aspect to 
study. In general the less the number of parameters the preferable it is. But sometimes, 
more parameters provide increased flexibility in deciding the desired quality of 
synthesized text. Parameters may also affect the computational efficiency of a technique. 
Another important aspect of parameters is their estimation/training. Some techniques may 
involve parameters which require expert knowledge for calibration while other 
parameters may be trained from the data available. Moreover the number of parameters 
that need to be trained also places some constraint on the minimum data required to 
robustly train the model [61].  
Synthesis systems may differ in the ways how they are parameterizable [62]. 
Parametric models use observable parameters to define a system. Non-parametric models, 
e.g. statistical models, may still use parameters; but these usually lack physical meaning 
[63]. Sigma lognormal models [40], [64], as well as signal-based models [65] and spline-
based models [3], [44], depend on parameters for the definition of character-shapes. 
Parameterization may be used to smooth joining ligatures between characters in 
concatenation systems [18], [48]. In generative systems, changes to samples are 
controlled via parameters. For example, perturbation is added to samples, as in [6], [11], 
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[39]. Naturalness can be parameterized, as in [66], where the relative distance from the 
printed sample and the nearness to handwritten sample is considered naturalness.  
Writer-Imitation 
Synthesis may or may not aim at the imitation of a specific writer's style, 
depending on their applications. Synthesis for character recognition improvement [3], [5], 
[12], [58], as well as for CAPTCHA generation, usually lacks writer-specific features 
[18], [67]. On the other side, applications such as PC-personalization [4], [17], [44], [66] 
and writer-identification [17], [68], [69] call for writer-specific synthesis. In Table 2, we 
classify the applications of handwriting synthesis by their writer-imitation and target 
aspects. In some cases (e.g. [40]), large databases of handwriting can be synthesized to 
generate writing samples for a single writer as well as in multi-writer setup. Some 
researchers [55] [45] develop systems that can function in either a writer-independent or 
a writer-specific modes. 
Table 2. Reported works on handwriting synthesis for the human and machine targets. 
Writer-Imitation 
Target 
Writer-Independent Writer-Specific 
Human  
Pen-Based PC [28], [44] 
Calligraphy Arts [17], [50] 
CAPTCHAs [18], [67] 
Writer-imitation [56], [65] 
PC- Personalization [4], [17], [45], 
[50], [66], [70] 
Machine  
Text Recognition  [3], [5], [11], [11]–[13], [17], 
[37], [39], [41], [42], [56], [58], [65], [71]–[73] 
Word-Spotting [56] 
Compression [3], [34] 
Writer Identification [17], [39], [65], 
[69] 
Word-Spotting [56] 
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2.1.3 Evaluation Methods 
The choice of evaluation methods for synthesized data depends on the application 
domains for which the synthesis system is designed. Commonly used evaluation methods 
fall into two main categories: subjective and objective.  
Subjective evaluation methods mainly rely on the opinion of human subjects. In 
few cases, trained subjects may decide if some handwriting belongs to a specific writer. 
Several researchers have used subjective methods for evaluating the synthesized 
handwriting. Subjective opinions of 21 English native speakers, that were not among the 
15 writers of the database of [73], were used to evaluate the performance of their 
parameter calibration. For example, Guyon mentioned that in subjective evaluation, the 
trained eye can find exaggerated regularities in character-shapes and probable 
inconsistencies in inking [4]. Other works that rely on subjective evaluation include [17], 
[44], [55]. 
Objective methods rely on quantitative measures for the evaluation of synthesized 
handwriting. Text and writer recognition systems give success rates which can be used as 
measures of the machine-readability or writer-resemblance of some handwriting  [10], 
[69]. In order to assess data that is synthesized for OCR improvements, the data can be 
injected to the training set. Injecting more synthesized data to training data is expected to 
improve the performance of the recognizer under the condition that the synthesized data 
captures variability of natural writing. The premise is taken from a rule of thumb with 
real data: the more training data the better the recognition [74].  
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Figure 11 shows the most common evaluation methods grouped into the 
subjective and objective criteria.  
 
Figure 11. Most common methods to evaluate synthesized data. 
 
Improvements in HMM-OCR performance on the IAM database were reported 
after the injection of synthetic training data in [38] and [10]. Support vector machine 
OCR that runs on a database of 10 Hiragana characters (from the HANDS-nakayosi t-98-
09 database) was used in [12], with reported improvements on the OCR performance. 
Similar efforts for improving OCRs using synthesized data include [5], [69], [71], [75]. A 
script recognizer was used to classify synthesized text into Arabic, Latin or Russian by 
Vincent et al. [34]. Although all of their synthesized data was perfectly labeled with its 
correct script type, the authors commented that the differences between correlation 
coefficients were quite small and not very reliable. In [37], normal OCR Turing test is 
used for the evaluation of synthesized Arabic handwritten. The models derived in  [65] 
achieve 99.4% success rate when tested as recognizers. 
Analysis by synthesis is an objective evaluation method that judges synthesizers 
by the quality of their recognition models. This evaluation method is especially useful 
with generative model-based synthesizers. An analysis by synthesis scenario was used in 
Evaluation Methods 
Subjective 
Evaluation by non-experts 
Evaluation by handwriting 
style experts 
Objective 
OCR, Word Retrieval, and 
Writer Identification rates 
Analysis by Synthesis 
Resemblance with a 
reference model 
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[65]. They performed a test of completeness on their statistical model to demonstrate the 
ability to recognize data not in the training set. 
Another objective evaluation method for synthesis compares synthesized 
handwriting to some reference model. Dolinsky and Takagi consider printed Hiragana 
characters as reference models that are deformed by personal handwriting styles [76]. 
Correlations and regression analysis are used to quantify the difference between the 
synthesized and reference model. Zheng et al. [39] also quantify the amount of 
deformation needed for their fusion-based algorithm.  
A combination of subjective and objective evaluations was performed by Rao [3]. 
He used his synthesis model to implement a recognition scheme, in analysis by synthesis. 
He also demonstrated the distances between some original and the synthesized sample 
characters on a graph and reported the natural and legible appearance of the results. The 
results of character synthesis are reported to be similar to their corresponding natural 
characters. The shape vectors used in that work achieve 94% success rate as recognition 
models.  
The performance of CAPTCHAs is evaluated by low OCR recognition rates while 
preserving reasonable human legibility. Hence, both OCR and subjective evaluation 
methods are needed to evaluate CAPTCHAs [18], [67].  
2.1.4 Linking Applications, Specifications and Evaluation Methods 
Applications may drive specifications related to the outputs of synthesis systems 
such as the level, data type, and writer-style imitation aspects. Table 3 suggests 
specifications of the outputs of synthesis systems for some common applications of 
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synthesized handwriting along with some suitable evaluation methods. The script aspect 
is not shown because it directly follows from the application script.  
Table 3. Output specifications and evaluation methods for some common applications. 
Application Level 
Online / 
Offline 
Writer-Specific? Suitable Evaluation Methods 
Word Spotting Word Offline 
Application 
dependent 
Objective: Retrieval accuracy/sensitivity rates 
CAPTCHAs 
Character 
string 
Offline No 
Subjective/Objective: Human legible text with 
deteriorated OCR rate  
Character recognition 
improvement 
Text Both Usually not 
Objective: Recognition success ratio  
Objective: Analysis by synthesis 
Forgery detection 
Words or 
text lines 
Mostly 
offline 
Yes 
Subjective: Handwriting style experts 
Objective: Writer identification results 
Objective: Resemblance with a reference model 
Calligraphic & 
aesthetic styles  
Words or 
text lines 
Offline Style specific Subjective: Evaluation by experts and non-experts 
Personalization 
Words or 
text 
Offline Yes 
Subjective: Evaluation by non-experts 
Objective: Writer identification results 
 
2.2 Review on Shape-Simulation Approaches 
Shape-simulation approaches for handwriting synthesis model the shapes of 
handwriting units rather than the movements that produce them. Hence, they are more 
practical when online data is not available, i.e. when data acquisition means are not 
restricted to PC-tablets.  
There are generation and concatenation techniques for shape-simulation. 
Generation techniques synthesize new instances for a given writing unit while 
concatenation techniques connect smaller scripting units into larger ones. Figure 12 
shows a classification of shape-simulation techniques under the generation and the 
concatenation approaches.  
Generation techniques can be subdivided into: perturbation-based, fusion-based, 
and model-based techniques. Perturbation-based techniques generate new synthesized 
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text by altering geometric features such as the thickness and slant of one input sample. 
Fusion-based techniques take two-to-few input samples and fuse them into new outputs 
that take patterns from each input sample. Model-based techniques capture the variations 
in writing from many samples of a desired unit into models. 
Concatenation techniques can be subdivided, according to the concatenation 
means they adopt, into no-connection, direct-connection, and modeled-connection. No-
connection techniques juxtapose writing units into text lines. Direct-connection 
techniques take writing units and position them such that the ending ligature from one 
unit (also referred to as tail [44], [77], [78] or prefix segment [3]) directly connects to the 
starting ligature of the next unit (also referred to as head or suffix segment) to form a text 
line. Modeled-connection techniques add new connection ligatures synthesized by 
parametric curves. 
  
 
Figure 12. Classification of shape-simulation synthesis techniques. 
 
Table 4 classifies common shape-simulation works, with the type of data and 
scripting units used. For character synthesis, generation techniques are more popular 
although concatenation was used to synthesize from characters from sub-characters [3] 
Shape Simulation  
Generation 
Perturbation-Based 
Fusion-Based 
Model-Based 
Concatenation 
No-Connection 
Direct-Connection 
Modeled-Connection 
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[46]. On the other hand, cursive PAWs are mainly concatenated except when they are 
part of complete lines which are generated using perturbation [38]. For text line 
synthesis, both concatenation as well as generation techniques are commonly used 
although no work is reported on online synthesis of text lines using generation 
techniques. In Section ‎2.2 and Section ‎2.2.2, we discuss generation and concatenation 
techniques, respectively. 
 
Table 4. Shape-simulation techniques with input/output units and scripting systems. 
Output  
Unit  
Data Type 
Character PAWs/Word Text Lines 
Concatenation Generation Concatenation Generation Concatenation Generation 
Online 
Rao [3]  
Jawahar and 
Balasubramanian 
[46] 
Stettiner and 
Chazan [65]  
Wang et al. 
[28], [44], 
[60]  
Choi et al. 
[45], [55] 
Zheng and 
Doermann 
[39]  
Rao [3]  
Wang et al. [28]  
Saabni [14], 
[37] 
--- 
Guyon [4] 
Lin et al.[13] 
Jawahar and 
Balasubramanian 
[46] 
--- 
Offline --- 
Mori et al. [5] 
Viswanath et 
al. [42], [71], 
[72] 
Miyao [12], 
[58] 
Thomas and 
Govindaraju 
[18], [67] 
Helmers and 
Bunke [10] 
Thomas and 
Govindaraju 
[18], [67] 
Elarian et al. 
[56] 
--- Elarian et al. [56] 
Varga and 
Bunke [11], 
[38], [41] 
Vincent et al. 
[34] 
Cheng and 
Lopresti [73] 
Chen et al. 
[69]  
Mixed --- 
Dolinsky and 
Takagi [76]a 
Liu et al. 
[50]b 
--- --- --- Xu [70] c 
a Printed and online inputs, offline output   
b Online input and offline-like output   
c Not specified   
2.2.1 Generation Techniques 
As mentioned before, there are perturbation-based, fusion-based and model-based 
generation techniques. Perturbation-based techniques can disturb a single handwritten 
sample into several variations of it. Fusion-based techniques fuse two or more samples of 
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a unit shape into novel samples. Model-based techniques rely on large numbers of 
samples to generate models of a writing unit. Except for perturbation-based techniques, 
the two other techniques require shape-matching operations [39], [71]. Table 5  presents 
different works classified by the three generation-based techniques along with the various 
output data types used. In the following subsections, each of the three generation 
techniques is discussed in detail. 
 
Table 5. Generation-based synthesis techniques with data types. 
Technique 
Data Type 
Perturbation-based Fusion-based Model-based 
Online 
Lin and Wan [17] 
Wang et al. [44] 
Zheng and 
Doermann [39] 
Rao [3]  
Stettiner and Chazan [65] 
Choi et al.[55]  
Wang et al. [28], [44] 
Offline 
Varga and Bunke [11], [38], [41] 
Cheng [73] and Chen [69] with 
Lopresti 
Viswanath et 
al.[42], [71], [72] 
Mori et al. [5] 
Vincent et al. [34] 
Dolinsky and Takagi [19] 
Mixed --- --- 
Liu et al. [50]a  
Miyao [12], [58]b 
a Online and offline  
b Online inputs – offline outputs 
 
Perturbation-Based Generation 
Perturbation-based techniques generate new samples by altering geometric 
features such as the size, thickness and slant of a given sample. Perturbation-based 
operations can be seen as the inverse of the preprocessing steps employed in text 
recognition. Perturbation-based techniques are easy to apply, but the results may be 
unnatural due to random and non-calibrated parameter settings [11], [69], [73]. 
Stroke-wise rotation and scaling perturbations are applied to online strokes with 
high curvature points in [17]. Perturbations are added to text lines in [44] in order to 
generate additional training data to increase the variability within the dataset. Varga and 
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Bunke [11], [38], [41] apply non-linear geometric perturbations on complete text lines 
and connected components of offline images. They choose the parameters of their 
perturbation models randomly from predefined ranges. Their results show that this 
approach can be useful in improving hungry-for-data OCR recognition performance by 
adding synthesized data to otherwise small training sets. Cheng and Lopresti [73] 
calibrate the parameters of the perturbation-based model of the work of Varga and Bunke 
[38]. Chen et al. use those perturbation models for writer identification on Arabic 
handwritten data [69]. 
Fusion-Based Generation 
Fusion-based techniques take few input samples and combine them into new 
synthesized outputs. They differ from concatenation techniques in that they generate 
scripting units at the same level as their inputs; e.g. characters generate new characters. 
Shape-matching algorithms are necessary for fusion-based techniques to make sure that 
segments are properly aligned. The number of unique outputs is limited in fusion-based 
techniques as compared to that of other generation techniques.  
Zheng et al. [39] present a point-matching algorithm and apply it to generate 
online Latin characters by displacing the points in the range between two samples. 
Viswanath et al. [42], [71], [72] implicitly combine different partitions of samples of 
offline images into hybrid images while fixing their shared components. Fusion-based 
handwriting synthesis is not very common in the literature, probably because it is not as 
established as model-based techniques. 
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Model-Based Generation 
Model-based techniques capture the statistics of natural handwriting variations 
into models. Although model-based techniques are profoundly established in theory, they 
may often be challenging to implement due to the large number of samples they require 
[39]. Models resulting from these techniques can also be utilized in recognition systems 
[3], [79]. Synthesis via model-based techniques can be seen as a decoding process after a 
lossy-compression encoding of many natural samples. 
Model-based generation may process sampled points of data often chosen for 
their structural features e.g. maximum curvature [44] or zero-velocity [65], by spatial 
sampling e.g. equidistance [19] or by drawing them from a generative statistical 
recognizer e.g. a Bayesian network [55]. A common modeling scenario is that statistics 
on displacements of the sample points from a template sample are captured. New sample 
points are then drawn from the statistical model to generate shapes. 
Techniques adopted for model-based generation depend, again, on the target 
applications and data types. In the following, we discuss the various techniques for 
model-based generation under online and offline categories. 
Techniques that use online data 
As for online data, different techniques are used to sample the drawn co-ordinates. 
One can extract straight graphemes within online characters and select them to be control 
points [3]. From these control points, more significant ones can be selected using Gabor 
filters [44] or Principle Component Analysis (PCA) [28]. Some works avoid the sampling 
of points and generate the co-ordinates directly [55], [65].  
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Once control points are selected from the online data, characters can be 
synthesized by using polynomial splines by connecting the control points [3]. One 
approach [44] is to match the control points to a template that is computed from all the 
sample characters and draw the control points according to a generative model of their 
displacements from the template and then using curves (splines) to connect them into a 
character-shape. Some authors have used Eigen vectors instead of splines [28]. 
Techniques that do not directly rely on the extraction of control points from 
sample characters, define generative models from which new samples can be synthesized. 
Some authors use generative statistical systems to synthesize handwriting through 
sampling from estimated joint distributions [55]. Stettiner and Chazan [65] consider the 
online x- and y-sequences of single-stroke character-shapes as the impulse response of an 
online signal. Characters are sampled into fixed sized vectors and match the points by 
using the Modified Newton Method. They find the character synthesizing filters by 
solving the optimization problems of the transfer functions for each pair of inputs and 
matched outputs. 
Techniques that use offline data 
 These techniques work on the images of handwritten texts. A natural idea is to 
derive some template patterns from the offline data and then generate new samples from 
the templates. In [5], all the points from a sample of training data are matched with its 
class template and their displacements are recorded. Then generation of new samples is 
done by selecting new points within the pre-calculated displacements. A similar approach 
of generating samples from templates with displacements is used in [19]. However, the 
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authors used characters from standard fonts as templates. To calculate the displacements, 
the outlines of font templates are sampled equidistantly to match it with the offline 
images. 
In another approach, Vincent et al. [34] applied fractal decomposition and 
synthesis as a lossy encoding-decoding process to offline character images. They defined 
reference bases that are repeated in an alphabet and then used these to model characters 
of the alphabet. 
Techniques that use mixed online and offline data 
There are several works that try to take benefits of both online and offline data.  
In [12], [58], affine-perturbed online data are thickened into offline data. All online 
samples of the Hiragana character set were optimally matched to a selected template 
sample by dynamic programming. The differences between the template and the other 
samples were modeled by PCA and the highest Eigen valued vectors were used for online 
sample synthesis. 
Liu et al. [50] patented the idea of using trained Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) 
as generative statistical models to synthesize handwritten samples. The HMMs were 
trained as handwriting recognizers using handwritten and calligraphic-font samples. 
Pressure and ink data provided online and offline flavored outputs. 
2.2.2 Concatenation Techniques 
Concatenation refers to any synthesis approach that combines input samples into 
outputs of higher semantic levels. One common example is the concatenation of 
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character-shapes into words or text lines. Concatenation can be seen as the reverse of 
character segmentation in a text recognition system. It encompasses tasks such as 
baseline detection, horizontal space modeling, connection part segmentation and 
modeling, and segment joining and trimming. The input units for concatenation 
techniques are usually characters [13] but can also be sub-characters [3], character groups 
[4] or connected components [56].  
Concatenation techniques depend on knowledge of the rules of a writing script. 
Some scripts, such as Arabic, enforce most characters to be joined in a continuous flow 
[80] while other scripts, such as the composite style of Latin, allow the writer to connect 
or disconnect characters. Others, such as Chinese, do not usually connect characters 
together.  
The shape of the segments connecting characters, referred to as ligatures in [18], 
also relies on the script. In Latin, they often ascend in a curvy line to connect the suffix 
segment of a character to the prefix segment of the subsequent character [3]. The Arabic 
connection (Kashida) is usually horizontal with occasional vertical ligatures [56]. 
Concatenation techniques can be classified into no-connection, direct-connection, and 
modeled-connection. Table 6 shows works for online and offline no-connection, direct-
connection, and modeled-connection categories. 
Table 6. Classification of works according to concatenation techniques and data types 
   Concatenation Technique 
Data Type 
No-Connection Direct-Connection Modeled-Connection 
Online 
Guyon [4]a 
Jawahar and 
Balasubramanian [46]b 
Saabni [37] Rao [3] 
Wang et al. [28], [44] 
Lin and Wan [17] 
Offline Elarian et al. [56] Elarian et al. [56] Thomas et al. [18] 
a Sequential juxtaposition. Inking effect is added in one of the variations to generate an offline-like version of this approach 
b Overlapping juxtaposition 
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No-Connection Concatenation 
No-connection techniques concatenate scripting units by aligning them in 
juxtaposition without connection. Guyon [4] suggests simple juxtaposition of selected 
character strings to synthesize semi-cursive text. Character groups are selected based on 
their frequency in a linguistic corpus. In the training phase, a sample of each of the 
character strings is collected from the writer whose handwriting is to be imitated on an 
online tablet. In the synthesis phase, the text to be synthesized is parsed into a sequence 
of available character strings and the corresponding character string images are placed as 
text lines and paragraphs. This approach works well in subjective tests at the first glance. 
However, the trained eye may soon notice abrupt pen lifts between glyphs, repetitions of 
glyph appearance, and too regular pressure or inking. Geometric transformations are 
introduced to reduce such effects. In [56], non-connecting PAWs (Parts of Arabic Word) 
are aligned without any connection. 
Direct-Connection Concatenation  
Direct-connection techniques take writing units and position them such that the 
ending ligature from one unit directly connects to the starting ligature of the next unit to 
form text lines. These techniques are suitable for inherently cursive scripts like Arabic. 
Arabic online handwritten samples have been segmented and later concatenated to 
produce new samples in [37]. Similar ideas for segmenting, sampling and concatenating 
Latin characters were proposed in [17], [28], [44] and patented in [13]. In [56], samples 
of offline Arabic segmented characters are conditionally selected and later connected 
directly using the horizontal connection stroke (Kashida).  
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Modeled-Connection Concatenation  
Modeled-connection techniques add new connection ligatures synthesized from 
models such as parametric curves. Rao [3] modeled the connection between the suffix 
segment of a character to the prefix segment of the subsequent character using 
polynomial and Bezier curves. His results of character to character concatenation are 
reported to appear natural, provided the segments of characters are adequately extracted.  
Wang et al. [44] and Xu et al. [70] developed a character concatenation model in 
addition to a character generation model. Their character concatenation technique is 
similar to that of [3]: They concatenate the tail segment of a character to the head 
segment of the subsequent character (corresponding to the suffix and prefix segment in 
Rao's work, respectively) to minimize energy in a deformable model.  
Style preserving concatenation [17] suggests connecting English characters 
according to some probabilities that reflect the writer's style. Whenever it is decided that 
characters should be connected, the extensions (probably trimmed) are connected with 
interpolation. If it is decided that characters should not be connected, an ending-position, 
rather than a middle-position, sample of the character is used (i.e. a no-connection 
technique). 
Cursive handwritten CAPTCHAs are produced by the concatenation of 
skeletonized characters at the level of the baseline [67]. They define their connection 
ligatures by looking at the derivative of the vertical projection. They parameterize 
ligatures and join them from the end of a character to the body of the next character. 
Table 7 summarizes some key shape-simulation works. 
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Table 7. Summary of the specifications of shape-simulation systems. 
Author(s) 
[citations] 
Technique Input unit 
Output 
unit 
Online/ 
offline 
Applications Evaluation Script 
Rao [3] 
Concatenation Characters 
Cursive 
writing 
Online 
OCR  
Data 
compression 
Subjective 
and analysis 
by synthesis 
Latin 
Model-based 
Sub-
characters 
Characters 
Stettiner and 
Chazan [65] 
Model-Based  Character Character Online 
OCR, 
Writer-
imitation & 
identification 
Test of 
completeness 
for the model 
Latin 
Guyon [4] Concatenation Glyphs 
Semi-
cursive 
writing 
Online + 
inking 
Personalization, 
Pleasant view 
Subjective Latin 
Mori et al. [5] Model-based Digits Digits Offline OCR --- Digits 
Wang et al. [44] 
Concatenation Ligatures  
Cursive 
writing 
Online 
Online 
Pen-based 
computers 
Subjective Latin Model + 
some 
Perturbation 
Characters Characters  
Wang et al. [28] 
Concatenation 
+ sampling 
Characters 
with 
extensions 
Cursive 
writing 
Online 
Pen-based 
computers 
--- Latin 
Model-based 
Segmented 
samples 
Characters 
Helmers and 
Bunke [10] 
Concatenation 
1.Isolated 
characters  
2.characters 
form text 
3.n-tuples of 
characters 
Cursive 
writing 
Offline OCR OCR Latin 
Choi et al. [45], 
[55] 
Model-based Characters Characters Online Personalization Subjective 
Hangul & 
Digits 
Varga and 
Bunke[11], [38], 
[41] 
Perturbation 
1) text line 
2) connected 
components 
1) Text line 
2) 
connected 
components 
Offline 
Training data 
for HMM-
based OCR  
OCR training  Latin 
Viswanath et al. 
[42], [71], [72] 
Fusion-based Characters Characters Offline 
Nearest 
Neighbor 
Classifier 
Nearest 
Neighbor 
Classifier 
Digits 
Zheng and 
Doermann [39] 
Fusion-based Characters Characters Online 
OCR,  
Writer 
Identification 
Deformation 
error 
Latin 
Vincent et al. 
[34] 
Model-based Text line Text line Offline 
Scripting 
system 
recognition, 
Compression 
Language 
and Script 
Recognition 
Latin 
Arabic 
Cyrillic 
Miyao [12], [58] Model-based 
Online 
characters 
New offline 
characters 
Online Offline OCR OCR training Hiragana 
Dolinsky and 
Takagi [19], 
[66], [76] 
Model-based 
* font 
character 
*handwritten 
samples 
Characters Both 
Human-like 
behavior, 
personalized 
PC 
Errors of 
recurrent 
neural 
networks 
Hiragana 
Lin and Wan 
[17] 
Concatenation 
+ sampling 
Characters 
Cursive 
writing 
Online 
Aesthetical & 
personal view, 
forensics,  
For disabled, 
OCR, 
CAPTCHA 
Subjective Latin 
Perturbation  Characters Characters 
Thomas and 
Govindaraju 
[18], [67] 
Concatenation Characters 
Cursive 
writing Offline CAPTCHA  
Subjects and 
OCR 
performances 
Latin 
Perturbation Characters Characters 
Elarian 
[56] 
Concatenation 
+ sampling 
Segmented 
characters 
Text lines Offline 
OCR,  
Word-Spotting 
Comparison 
between best 
and worst 
synthesis 
Arabic 
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Saabni and El-
Sanaa [14], [37] 
Concatenation 
Segmented 
characters 
Connected 
components 
Online Holistic OCR OCR training Arabic 
Cheng and 
Lopresti [73] 
Perturbation Text line Text line Offline OCR Subjective Latin 
Chen et al. [69] Perturbation Text line Text line Offline 
Writer 
identification 
Writer 
Identification 
Arabic 
Jawahar and 
Balasubramanian 
[46] 
Model + 
Concatenation 
Characters 
Characters 
and words 
Online 
OCR, 
personalization, 
study of human 
style 
Subjective 
Indian 
(Hindi, 
Tamil, 
Malayalam, 
Telugu) 
Fujioka [59] 
Generation & 
concatenation 
Character 
Cursive 
writing 
Offline Calligraphy Subjective 
Japanese 
(Kana) 
Xu [70] 
Generation & 
concatenation 
Text 
Novel 
cursive text 
Unspecified  Personalization NA (Patent) Latin 
Liu et al. [50] Model 
One or more 
characters 
Characters 
probably 
with inking 
Online 
offline-like 
Personalization 
& artistic view 
NA (Patent) Latin 
Lin et al. [13] Concatenation 
Character 
positions  
Text line Online Training OCR NA (Patent) Latin 
 
2.3 Overview on Some Other Synthesis Approaches 
In this section we present techniques for handwriting synthesis which are non-
shape simulation approaches. The most common of the non-shape simulation approaches 
are the group of techniques which can be termed movement-simulation approaches. 
Movement simulation is a top-down approach to handwriting synthesis where the 
neuromuscular acts of writing are simulated.  One approach to synthesizing handwritten 
data is to model strokes as oscillatory components where the character formation is a 
result of horizontal and vertical oscillations (i.e. constrained modulation); the horizontal 
oscillation and its modulation controls the stroke/character-shape and the vertical 
oscillation and its modulation controls the character height [78]. Motivated by this idea, 
Gangadhar et al. proposed a neural network model of handwriting strokes, where the 
stroke velocities are expressed as oscillatory neural activities. The architecture has stroke 
selection as the input layer and the estimated stroke velocities are represented by the 
output layer [30]. 
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One of the most notable contributions for modeling strokes is by Plamondon and 
his group [31]–[33], [64], [81]–[83]. The strokes are defined from the context of 
Kinematic Theory of Rapid Human Movement as primitive movement units which can be 
superimposed to construct word patterns [40].  A stroke model describes the essential 
characteristics of the pen-tip trajectory [84]. The main idea behind the Kinematic Theory 
is that a neuromuscular system involved in the production of a rapid movement can be 
considered as a linear system made up of a large number of coupled subsystems and the 
impulse response of such system converges toward a lognormal function under certain 
conditions [82], [83], [85]. 
There are many models derived from this lognormal paradigm. These models can 
be broadly categorized into two: 
 (i) Delta-Lognormal, which involves two neuromuscular systems (each 
described by a lognormal impulse response and timing properties), one agonist to, and the 
other antagonist to, the direction of the movement. This model generates straight strokes 
and predicts all the velocity patterns observable in a set of strokes.  
(ii) Sigma–Lognormal model, where the assumption is that the two 
neuromuscular systems do not work in exactly opposite directions and thus the resultant 
velocity is described by the vectorial summation of the contribution of each of the 
neuromuscular systems involved. Further in sigma-lognormal models, there are two 
versions: a straight vector (the simpler version) and a curved vector (a more complex but 
precise version where it is assumed that the input command vectors are not straight but 
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curved). The curved sigma-lognormal models can be used to generate single strokes with 
almost any required precision, depending on the number of parameters used.  
All the different models differ in their stroke generation quality depending on the 
number of parameters used in a given model (the simple one with three parameters to the 
more complex ones having up to 11 parameters) [64]. 
Estimating the parameters robustly is one of the issues in using these stroke 
models for handwriting synthesis. Moreover, the variability of handwriting, as a result of 
varying the parameter values, to generate realistic text needs further investigation. There 
are many methods proposed to estimate the initial parameters of the log-normal stroke 
models [84], [86]. The INFLEX algorithm exploits the characteristics of the tangent lines 
at the inflexion points of a single lognormal to estimate the initial parameter values. 
Later, it uses non-linear regression to optimize the initial solution (minimizing mean 
square error). The INITRI algorithm [87] uses analytical methods to estimate the initial 
parameters. Two points are selected along the rising velocity curve (it is assumed that 
mainly the agonist component contribute during the increasing part of the velocity curve) 
along with the time occurrence of the maximum velocity and the relationships between 
the parameters to estimate the initial values. This is later optimized using non-linear 
regression. Further, a third algorithm named XZERO is proposed that exploits the 
analytical relationships existing between three points of the lognormal profile i.e. 
maximum (the first order time derivative is zero) and two inflexion points (the second 
order time derivatives are zero). Each of the above three algorithms has its advantages 
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and limitations, and the authors have proposed using hybrid versions of them as they 
seem complementary to each other [87]. 
In [40], the authors presented a system for synthesizing a large database of 
handwriting from few specimens using the Sigma-Lognormal model. The system can be 
used to generate writing samples for a single writer, as well as in multi-writer setup. The 
variability observed in handwriting data can be regenerated by varying the Sigma-
Lognormal parameters around their mean values within the limits fixed by their standard 
deviations. The factor of variability needs to be carefully fixed so as to get intelligible 
samples. 
In another approach, time trajectories of the English alphabet were modeled using 
oversampled reverse time delay neural network (TDNN) architecture to generate outputs 
that can control the writing of characters with a pen [88]. The network was trained on 
character glyphs as a sequence of successive points in time. Three outputs provided the 
time sequences of signals that controlled the X and Y positions of the pen and up/down 
pen control.   
Bayoudh et al. [35] propose using the principle of analogical proportion to 
synthesize new examples from an existing limited set of real examples. Each character is 
represented as a sequence of Freeman chain codes including a set of anchorage points. 
Experiments evaluated the improvement in the training of a set of classifiers on character 
recognition rate as a result of increasing the size of the dataset. The results confirmed that 
the proposed approach is as effective as character synthesis through knowledge-based 
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approaches in the form of image-based (scant and slat) distortions and online (speed and 
curvature) distortions. 
Slim and Benrejeb [89] modeled the handwriting process of few Arabic characters 
using electro-myographic signals (EMG) generated by muscles in the forearm. An RBF 
neural network with feedback and time delay learns to associate the EMG signals 
generated, as a character is drawn, with the sequence of pen displacements recorded in 
the X and Y directions. Inverse models are also described for generating the EMG signals 
from the recorded position signals. 
2.4 Synthesis for Text Recognition 
Synthesis based on the kinematic theory and on shape-simulation can be used to 
improve text recognition in terms of recognition accuracy [10], [35], stability with new 
classes [90], [91], and speed performance [58], [92]. Bayoudh et al. [35], for example, 
expanded the training set of a recognition system and achieved improvements on the 
character recognition rate for their online test set.  
Shape-simulation via perturbation-based, fusion-based and model-based 
generation [39] were also used to enhance recognition accuracy. Varga and Bunke [11], 
[38], [41], for example, apply geometric perturbations on handwritten text-lines to 
supplement training sets of recognition systems. Similarly, Wakahara et al. [93] Keysers 
et al. [94] apply affine transformations and local perturbations for the same goal, 
respectively. Fusion-based techniques combine two samples into shapes that take features 
from both inputs. Zheng and Doermann [39] and Viswanath et al. [42], [71], [72] adopt 
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fusion-based techniques for the expansion of training sets. Model-based techniques are 
used for online recognition in [28], [55], [65] and for offline recognition in [5], [19]. 
Concatenation operations can be performed, with or without connecting the 
aligned units, for the same goal. It was used without to form words and lines for a 
training set in [4], [46]
 
and [56]. Direct-connection techniques connect character tails to 
their heads, as in [37] [56] for Arabic  and [17], [28], [44] [13] for Latin cursive text-
lines. More sophisticated concatenation was achieved by connection-stroke interpolation 
which is based on polynomial-models [46], modeled-models [44][3][70] or probabilistic-
models [10][17].  
Bayoudh et al. [35] inject 300 synthesized versions of the 26 English characters to 
the training set and increase the character recognition rate (CRR) by up to 13%. Helmers 
and Bunke [10], Saabni and Sanaa [14], [37], and Miyao and Maruyama [12] generate 
data that performs approximately as well as their collected data for the recognition of 
Latin, Arabic and Hiragana, respectively. Varga and Bunke [11], [41] improve 
recognition rates of Latin handwriting by around 16% by injecting perturbed data. 
Similarly, Plamondon et al. [92] inject synthesized samples to reduce the error rates of a 
set of 11 online gestures by 50%. 
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2.5 Arabic Handwriting Synthesis 
Movement-simulation for cursive handwriting, including Arabic words, is 
performed by superimposing velocity beta profiles of basic writing strokes [95]. Ltaief et 
al. propose neural networks to model curvilinear velocity beta profiles for Arabic and 
Latin [96].  
As for shape-simulation, offline Arabic synthesis was first presented by Elarian et 
al. [56] where the idea of sample selection and concatenation was introduced. Online 
concatenation, after PCA reduction of the samples space, is addressed by Saabni and El-
Sanaa [14], [37]. Dinges et al. [97], [98] generate and concatenate offline Arabic 
character-shapes from online data. Chen et al. use perturbation models for writer 
identification from Arabic handwriting [69]. 
We conclude from this chapter that for Arabic recognition enhancement, 
concatenation-based synthesis may have advantage over generation-based synthesis; 
since it can provide arbitrary vocabulary. Besides, when offline data is concerned, shape-
simulation becomes handier than movement-simulation. Arabic concatenation requires 
no-connection techniques between PAWs and direct-connection or modeled-connection 
within them. We depict such conclusions in the highlighted cell of Table 8. 
Table 8. The adequate specifications of synthesis systems per technique. 
Technique Movement-Simulation Shape-Simulation 
Generation Closed Vocabulary, Online Data Closed Vocabulary, Offline Data 
Concatenation Open Vocabulary, Online Data Open Vocabulary, Offline Data 
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3 CHAPTER 3 
ARABIC HANDWRITING ANALYSIS AND 
DATASET DESIGN 
Handwriting synthesis necessitates the acquisition of samples that cover a 
writing system. Coverage, here, refers to the presence of sufficient samples to be capable 
to generate any arbitrary text in a given scripting system. Moreover, the samples may 
need preprocessing and preparation to enhance their usage. In this chapter, we analyze 
Arabic typographic models and ligatures. Then, we address the design and collection of a 
covering dataset for Arabic script.  
3.1 Analysis of Arabic Typographic Models  
The traditional Arabic typographic model contains a large number of character-
shapes that may combine to create hundreds of ligatures. In order to reduce these 
numbers, we can use other models to merge resembling character-shapes into groups 
[99]. For example, the dot-less model [100], [101] divides Arabic character-shapes into 
groups that share identical character bodies with different stress marks (dots “.”, Hamza 
“ء” and Madda “~”). Figure 13 shows a dot-less character group and some characters that 
participate in the group for the (B) and (M) character-shapes only. 
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Isolated Shape (A) Ending Shape (E) Middle Shape (M) Beginning Shape (B) 
ن ئ ي ث ت ب نـ ئـ يـ ثـ تـ بـ ـنـ ـئـ ـيـ ـثـ ـتـ ـبـ ـن ـئ ـي ـث ـت ـب 
Figure 13.Sample characters that differ only in dots/Hamza in some character groups. 
The 2-Shapes model [102], [103] represents the (B) and (M) shapes of a character 
by the (B) character-shape for most characters. It does so as the (M) shape resembles the 
(B) shape of the same character, except for an additional small extension to its right. 
Similarly, it represents the (A) and (E) shapes of most characters by the (A) character-
shape for the same reason. The only exception for such resemblances occurs with the Ain 
and Heh character groups. 
The 1-Shape model benefits further from the resemblance between the (B)-shapes 
(M)-shapes from one side and the (A)-shapes and the (E)-shapes from the other side and 
the characters, except for some tail parts. In the literature [104], “root shape” is defined as 
the part of the character that is independent from its position. The “tail shape” is a curved 
extension that follows some root shapes (i.e. (A), (E)) at word-ends. If the tail shape is 
removed from the root shape, many characters can be represented with the single root 
shape. Table 9 shows one example of a character that only fits in the 4-Shapes model, a 
character that fits in 2-Shapes model, and a character that fits in the 1-Shape model. 
Table 9. Examples of character-shapes with the name of the smallest model that applies to the set. 
Model Beginning Middle Ending Isolated 
4-character-shapes  
 
ـه  ـهـ  هـ  ه 
2-character-shapes  
 
ـك 
 
ـكـ 
 
كـ 
 
ك 
1-character-shape  
 
ـج  ـجـ  جـ  ج 
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Figure 14 visualizes the reductions in the different glyphs models. The hashed 
bars show the number of shapes if the dot-less models is applied in addition to a shape-
model.  
 
Figure 14. The numbers of shapes in different models of the Arabic writing. The hashed bars are for the dot-less 
versions of a model. 
 
The dot-less model exploits resemblances among characters; whereas the 2-
Shapes model exploits resemblances among shapes of characters. These two reduction-
models are orthogonal; i.e. they can be combined. The three reduced typographic models 
are shown in Table 10.  
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  .sledom denibmoc eht dna ,sepahS-2 eht ,ssel-tod eht no desab depuorg sretcarahc cibarA .01 elbaT
  ledoM ssel-toD ledoM sepahS-2 ledoM denibmoC
 B M E A
  ء
 
 ا ـا أ ـأ إ ـإ آ ـآ
  نـبـ ـتـ تـ ـثـ ثـ  ـبـ ب ـب ت ـت ث ـث
 ـنـ
 ـيـ يـ ـئـ ئـ
  ـن ن
 ي ـي ئ ـئ ى ـى
 ـجـ جـ ـحـ حـ ـخـ خـ ج ـج ح ـح خ ـخ
   د ـد ذ ـذ
 
   ر ـر ز ـز
 
  سـ ـشـ شـ ـسـ  ـس ش ـش س
 ـصـ صـ ـضـ ضـ ص ـص ض ـض
 ـطـ طـ ـظـ ظـ ط ـط ظ ـظ
 عـ ـعـ ـع ع
 غـ ـغـ ـغ غ
 ف ـف
 ـفـ فـ ـقـ قـ
 ق ـق
 ـكـ كـ ك ـك
 ـلـ لـ ل ـل
 ـمـ مـ م ـم
 ـه ـة ه ة
 هـ ـهـ
 
 و ـو ؤ ـؤ
 
 
 B M E A
   ء
  ـا ا 
  ـأ أ 
  ـإ إ 
  ـآ آ 
 بـ ـبـ ـب ب 
 تـ ـتـ ـت ت 
 ثـ ـثـ ـث ث 
 جـ ـجـ ـج ج 
 حـ ـحـ  ـح ح 
 خـ ـخـ  خ ـخ
  ـد د 
  ـذ ذ 
  ـر ر 
  ـز ز 
 سـ ـسـ  ـس س 
 شـ ـشـ ـش ش 
 صـ ـصـ ـص ص 
 ضـ ـضـ ـض ض 
 طـ ـطـ ـط ط 
 ظـ ـظـ ـظ ظ 
 عـ ـعـ ـع ع
 غـ ـغـ ـغ غ
 فـ ـفـ ـف ف 
 قـ ـقـ ـق ق 
 كـ ـكـ ـك ك 
 لـ ـلـ ـل ل 
 مـ ـمـ  ـم م 
 نـ ـنـ ـن ن 
 هـ ـهـ ـه ه
   ـة ة
  ـو و 
  ـؤ ؤ 
 يـ ـيـ   ـي ي
  ـى ى 
 ـئـ ئـ ئ ـئ
 rieht tneserper sepahs-retcarahc denilrednU
 a ni si retcarahc eno naht erom nehw ,spuorg
 .llec
 B M E A
    ء
     ـا ـأ ـإ ـآ ا أ إ آ
 ـبـ ـتـ ـثـ  ـب ـت ـث ب ت ث
 ـنـ 
 ـيـ ـئـ
 بـ تـ ثـ
  نـ  
  يـ ئـ 
 ـن ن
 ـي ـئ ـى ي ئ ى
 جـ حـ خـ ـجـ ـحـ ـخـ ـج ـح ـخ ج ح خ
   ـد ـذ د ذ
   ـر ـز ر ز  
 سـ شـ ـسـ ـشـ ـس ـش س ش  
 صـ ضـ ـصـ ـضـ ـص ـض ص ض
 طـ ظـ ـطـ ـظـ ـط ـظ ط ظ
 عـ غـ ـعـ ـغـ ـع ـغ ع غ
 ـف ف
 فـ قـ ـفـ ـقـ
 ـق ق
 كـ ـكـ ـك ك
 لـ ـلـ ـل ل
 مـ ـمـ ـم م
 هـ ـهـ ـه ـة ه ة
     ـو ـؤ و ؤ
 
 era sledom-noitcuder dna lanoitidart eht rof sepahs-retcarahc fo stnuoc ehT
 dna evitagil ruo fo ngised eht ni deredisnoc retal era stnuoc esehT .11 elbaT ni deyalpsid
 .smrof evitagilnu
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Table 11. Numbers of character-shapes for different typographic models. 
Model Isolated Shape (A) Ending Shape (E) Middle Shape (M) Beginning Shape (B) Total 
Traditional 36 35 23 23 117 
Dot-Less 19 18 11 11 59 
2-Shapes 35 + 5a 23 + 3b 66 
Combined 18 + 3 c 11 + 2 d 34 
a
 Corresponding to the extra (A) shapes of Hamza, Ain, Ghain, Heh and Teh Marbuta. 
b
 Corresponding to the extra (M) shapes of Ain, Ghain and Heh. 
c
 Corresponding to the extra (A) shapes of Hamza, Ain and Heh. 
d
 Corresponding to the extra (M) shapes of Ain and Heh. 
 
 
The use of reduced typographic models is especially handy when designing 
ligative datasets. This is because the ligative dataset covers bigram combinations of 
character-shapes, the number of which (2,622, as in Appendix D) is of quadratic order of 
the underlying alphabet whereas the unligative dataset covers single character-shapes. 
3.2 Analysis and Design of Dataset 
Part of this work is to design an Arabic handwritten dataset to serve the objectives 
of this dissertation, as well as other research objectives. In the discussion below, we 
analyze and elaborate on the design of an Arabic handwriting dataset suitable for 
synthesis.  
We design a dataset that consists of parts each of which aims at ensuring some 
kind of coverage. The covering units of the different parts of the dataset range from 
isolated characters to paragraphs and contain units like isolated bigrams, words and 
sentences. In general, the design of all dataset parts emphasizes on their conciseness and 
adequate level of naturalness. Hereafter, we will use the acronym(s) PoD(s) to abbreviate 
"Part(s) of the Dataset". 
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In the following sections, we introduce a systematically designed set of separate 
ligative and unligative texts used for the collection of handwriting samples. In addition, 
we briefly present two other dataset parts that were aggregately collected. 
3.2.1 The Ligatures Part of Dataset 
Using ligatures may significantly change the shape of one or more characters. 
Hence, ligature identification and distinction is useful. Comprehensive datasets of aligned 
text and images, which are necessary for the development of automatic text recognition 
and handwriting synthesis systems [56], [105], [106], have started including ligature 
information in their ground-truths. Some modern Arabic datasets, e.g. ERIM [107] and 
IFN/ENIT [108], recognize the importance of ligature identification in ground-truths by 
assigning some of the common ligatures distinct encodings. However, ligature 
identification necessitates laborious human intervention [104]. We separate ligative from 
unligative texts to ease ligature identification in our datasets.  
Arabic script calligraphic workbooks [109], [110] suffer from the absence of an 
explicit and comprehensive list of ligatives. Such a list is useful for font development, 
dataset design, text recognition, and text synthesis research. Researchers have reported 
encountering more than 200 distinct bigram and trigram Arabic ligatures [111], which is 
a sizable number [112]. However, these ligatures are not systematically documented. The 
Unicode standard [113] contains more than 300 ligatures. However, it often lacks 
consistency as the Unicode standard frequently defines a ligature for a pair of character-
shapes while ignoring similar cases for character-shapes that may only differ from the 
defined pair by dots (i.e. they share a dot-less model). 
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Optional ligatures may occur when characters connect into a shape that differs 
from the horizontal Kashida concatenation of their shapes. The ligatures part of the 
dataset (PoD) is dedicated to gather isolated bigrams and words that can optionally 
contain ligatures. Ligatures are n-grams in essence; hence, the number of their possible 
combinations grows exponentially with the number of their composers.  
A ligature may only occur if a character connects to its subsequent. Hence, 
bigram ligatures can be formed by either a (B) or an (M) character-shape followed by 
either an (M) or an (E) character-shape. In regular expressions, these are denoted as: 
<(B)(M)>, <(B)(E)>, <(M)(M)>, and <(M)(E)>. These bigrams can be considered as (B)-
ligature shapes, (A)-ligature shapes, (M)-ligature shapes and (E)-ligature shapes, 
respectively.  
Comprehensiveness of the Ligative Part 
We aim at making a comprehensive list of bigram ligatives and then develop a 
rule that extends it to n-gram ligatives. Bigrams occur when a (B) or an (M) shape is 
followed by an (M) or an (E) shape. Table 12 shows Arabic bigrams. Each row 
corresponds to a (B) or an (M) character group, identified by a representative character, 
according to the dot-less model. Similarly, each column corresponds to an (M) or an (E) 
character group. This generates four expressions for bigrams: <(B)(E)>, <(B)(M)>, 
<(M)(M)>, and <(M)(E)>, each of which is located in a quadrant in the table. The 
numbers shown in Table 12 are the counts of ligatives according to the traditional model. 
These are computed as the products of the group cardinalities of the row and columns to 
which they belong.   
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Table 12. Bigrams based on the dot-less model with shadings on the shortest 1-shape representatives. 
Dot-less 
Groups 
Middle (M)  Ending (E) 
ـبـ ـحـ ـسـ ـصـ ـطـ ـعـ ـفـ ـكـ ـلـ ـمـ ـهـ  اـ بـ حـ دـ رـ سـ صـ طـ عـ فـ قـ كـ لـ مـ نـ هـ وـ يـ 
Beginning (B) 
ـب 
 
18 
 
  
    
6 6 
   
18 
          
6 
   
18 
ـح 
 
9 
 
  
    
3 3 
   
9 
          
3 
    
ـس 
 
6    
    
2 2 
   
6 
 
4 
        
2 
   
6 
ـص 
 
6 
 
  
    
2 2 
   
6 
 
4 
        
2 
   
6 
ـط 
 
6 
 
  
    
2 2 
   
6 
          
2 
    
ـع 
 
6 
 
  
    
2 2 
   
6 
          
2 
    
ـف 
 
6 
 
  
    
2 2 
   
6 
          
2 
   
6 
ـك 
 
3 
 
  
   
1 1 1 
 
4 
 
3 
         
1 1 
   
3 
ـل 
 
3 
 
  
    
1 1 
 
4 
 
3 
          
1 
   
3 
ـم 
 
3 
 
  
    
1 1 
   
3 
          
1 
    
ـه 
 
3 
 
  
    
1 1 
   
3 
         
 1 
      
    
  
                         
M
iddle (M
) 
ـبـ 
 
18 
 
  
    
6 6 
   
18 
 
12 
        
6 6 
  
18 
ـحـ 
 
9 
 
  
    
3 3 
   
9 
          
3 
    
ـسـ 
 
6    
    
2 2 
   
6 
 
4 
        
2 
   
6 
ـصـ 
 
6 
 
  
    
2 2 
   
6 
 
4 
        
2 
   
6 
ـطـ 
 
6 
 
  
    
2 2 
   
6 
          
2 
    
ـعـ 
 
6 
 
  
    
2 2 
   
6 
          
2 
    
ـفـ 
 
6 
 
  
    
2 2 
   
6 
          
2 
    
ـكـ 
 
3 
 
  
   
1 1 1 
 
4 
 
3 
         
1 1 
    
ـلـ 
 
3 
 
  
    
1 1 
 
4 
 
3 
          
1 
    
ـمـ 
 
3 
 
  
    
1 1 
 
4 
 
3 
          
1 
    
ـهـ  3 
 
  
    
1 1 
 
4 
 
3 
 
2 
        
1 
    
 
In general, n-gram ligatives require a PAW to contain n – 1 overlapping ligatives. 
Overlapping ligatives refer to consecutive ligatives that share a connecting (M) character. 
For example, the word “دمحم” has a trigram ligative “ـمحم” that is formed by combining the 
bigram “ـمح” with the bigram “ـحم-“ using Table 12, with character “ـحـ” being the connecting 
character. 
Compactness of the Ligative Part 
When designing a dataset, one often looks for a compact, yet comprehensive 
dataset. The compactness of an Arabic dataset can be achieved by reducing the numbers 
of character-shapes and PAWs; since PAWs are the smallest scripting units that bear 
information on character connections [16], [114], [115]. We define the character- and 
PAW-bounds (abbreviated as CB and PB) as the minimum numbers of character-shapes 
and PAWs required by a comprehensive dataset, respectively.  
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Ligatives taken from the topmost left quadrant of Table 12, viz. <(B)(E)>, are 
standalone-ligatives as they are written without being connected to previous or 
subsequent characters. It is more natural to write standalone bigrams in isolation than it is 
for other bigrams. Therefore, we use them to represent all bigrams in the other quadrants, 
which corresponds to the 2-Shapes reduction-model. The ligatives that are highlighted in 
Table 12 are those that do not have standalone representatives. Hence, we insert them 
into words, as shown in Table 13 to be naturally collected in our dataset. Again, we use 
<(B)(M)> bigrams to represent corresponding <(M)(M)> bigrams, in conformance with 
the 2-Shapes model. 
Table 13. Example words containing ligatives that do not have standalone bigrams. 
<(B)(M)> <(M)(E)> 
ـهب ـهح ـهس ـهص ـهط ـهـع ـهف ـهك ـهل ـهم ـهه امـ أهـ رهـ نبـ ربـ 
اِهب لهج اهُس   ةَوْهَص رهط نهع مهف لْهَك ْوَهل اهم انهه امل اهم رهن َنَبل رْبِح 
 َُبَهت اهحافك يهش اهضرأ رهظ لاباهغ  رَْهق       زهب   َنِتف رتس 
اهثافن اهخذب             َنْثَحَـب رثن 
راَهن               َننَم َرنَك 
 َُبَهي             نيت رْيَخ 
انفاهئ                نَئي رِئب 
 
 
        
  
 
 زبُخ 
 
 
        
  
 
 ىّكََزَتي 
 
 
        
  
 
 زْنَك 
 
 
        
  
 
 ىَزيِض 
 
 
        
  
 
   ِزئـَمَْشي 
 
In Table 14, we display PB and CB under the four typographic models. PB is 
computed from Table 12 as follows: In the traditional model, we sum up all the numbers 
in the table; in the dot-less model, we count the number of filled cells; in the 2-Shapes 
model, we sum up the numbers in the <(B)(E)> quadrant, and expanded in Table 15, to 
those that are highlighted in the other quadrants; finally, in the combined model, we 
count the number of highlighted cells, and the filled cells in the <(B)(E)> quadrant. 
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Table 14. Bounds of ligatives for the four typographic models. 
Model <(B)(E)>  <(B)(M)>  <(M)(M)>  <(M)(E)>  Total 
Bound PB CB PB CB PB CB PB CB PB CB 
Traditional 151 302 116 ≥348 116 ≥348 165 ≥495 548 ≥1493 
Dot-Less 34 68 34 ≥102 34 ≥102 34 ≥102 136 ≥374 
2-Shapes 151 302 23 ≥69 23 ≥69 28 ≥84 225 ≥524 
Combined 34 68 11 ≥33 11 ≥33 5 ≥15 61 ≥149 
 
Character-bounds in Table 14 can be found from the corresponding PB by the 
following relations: The character-bounds of <(B)(E)> bigrams are twice as much as their 
PAW-bounds. The character-bounds of the <(B)(M)> and <(M)(E)> ligatives are at least 
three times as much as their PAW-bounds. The character-bounds of <(M)(M)> bigrams 
are at least four times as much as their PAW-bounds. 
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 .tsil dednapxe serutagil-detalosI .51 elbaT
  33 23 13 03 92 82 72 62 52 42 32 22 12 02 91 81 71 61 51 41 31 21 11 01 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
  هم هج مم مج لي لم لج لا كي كم كل كج كا في فم فج عم عج طم طج صي صم صر  جص سي سم سر سج جم جج بي بم بج 1
 كح كإ قي قم قج غم غج ظم ظج ضي ضم ضر ضج شي شم شر شج حم حج تي تم تج 2
  
 لح لإ كئ
 
 مح لئ
 
 هح
 
 
 سز سح خم خج ثي ثم ثج 3
 
 صز صح سئ
 
 طح صئ
 
 عح
 
 فح
 
 كخ كأ فئ
  
 لخ لأ كى
 
 مخ لى
 
 هخ
 
 
 جح ني نم نج 4
 
 شز شح
 
 ضز ضح شئ
 
 ظح ضئ
 
 غح
 
 قح
 
 كآ قئ
    
 لآ
       
 
 حح يي يم يج 5
 
 سخ
  
 صخ سى
  
 طخ صى
 
 عخ
 
 فخ
 
 فى
             
 
 خح ئي ئم ئج 6
 
 شخ
  
  خض شى
  
 ظخ ضى
 
 غخ
 
 قخ
 
 قى
             
 
 بح 7
 
 جخ بئ
                             
 
 تح 8
 
 حخ تئ
                             
 
 ثح 9
 
 خخ ثئ
                             
 
 نح 01
 
 نئ
                              
 
 يح 11
 
 يئ
                              
 
 ئح 21
 
 ئئ
                              
 
 بخ 31
 
 بى
                              
 
 تخ 41
 
 تى
                              
 
 ثخ 51
 
 ثى
                              
 
 نخ 61
 
 نى
                              
 
 يخ 71
 
 يى
                              
 
 ئخ 81
 
 ئى
                              
 
 151 1 3 1 3 3 1 3 4 3 1 1 3 4 6 2 6 2 6 2 6 6 2 4 6 6 2 4 6 3 9 81 6 81 latoT
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3.2.2 The Unligative Text and the Isolated Characters Parts of Dataset 
A comprehensive unligative dataset covers all character-shapes while avoiding 
ligatives. Pangrams, in logology [116], are texts that contain every character of an 
alphabet [117]. Lipogram are writings constrained to avoid sets of characters [118]. 
Hence, a comprehensive unligative dataset is essentially a special pangram with a special 
lipogram condition.  
The unligative text (UT) PoD and the isolated characters (IL) PoD, together, 
cover all Arabic character-shapes and some obligatory ligatures. The idea of making 
minimal but meaningful texts that cover all possibilities of an Arabic writing unit is 
borrowed, in concept, from [106], where they select single words that cover all character-
shapes. Unfortunately, some of the words they provide are awkward to ordinary writers. 
Besides, sentences and short stories can bear more features of the natural writing than 
single words (e.g. how writing inclines at different positions of a page). For these 
reasons, the UT and the IL parts were designed. 
To ease keeping track of the numbers of the Arabic character-shapes in a text, a 
GUI tool, with a snapshot in Figure 15, was implemented. It distinguishes with colors the 
character-shapes that are used zero, one, or more times. The tool has a batch processor as 
well as a design window that displays statistics of the text that is edited. It also includes 
an option to exclude character-shapes that occur in a form that is ligaturisable from 
character-shape counts. 
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Figure 15. A snapshot of the GUI tool that counts character-shapes analyzing a text 
Several character-shape pangrams were suggested for unligative forms (e.g. the 
one in Section 6.2). The set of sentences in Figure 16(a), along with the set of (A) 
character-shapes in Figure 16(b), were finally chosen to appear in all unligative forms. 
The separation of the eight character-shapes of Figure 16(b) helps reducing the total 
number of words in the dataset since these shapes can exist only once per word, at most. 
The pangram contains 43 words with 163 shapes that are shown in Figure 16.  
 
(a) 
ك ق غ ظ ط ش س خ 
(b) 
Figure 16. (a) the selected Arabic character-shape pangram with obligatory (highlighted) and optional 
(underlined) ligatives, and (b) the complementary set of (A) character-shapes. 
 هاخا نأ جاح غلبمظ قفط فوع يداوب نآ ىعسيلإراضح ثلاث ت مزمز برقجنهو عوطس عم هيجي لاشسم 
ضوع ثح شلاخي تو بصو همركأف كلذ ددصب حونلك لاقو فللآت عأمظ 
 طبضهسأو ليخشا صل صاحلي 
ار شغحج ضقناو ظيغب نج اذل ةماثغ ناهتت 
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We choose not to tackle omni-ligatives in the forms and to develop semi-automatic 
tools that are particularly aware of their positions, instead. 
Comprehensiveness of the Unligative Text and the Isolated Letters Parts 
Although several Arabic character pangrams (known in Arabic as "فورلحا عماج" 
[119]) are in the literature [120], we need a special kind of written pangrams that 
accommodate the occurrence of every character-shape in the writing. Our pangram 
condition can be asserted by ensuring that every instance of the 4-shapes model is 
included in the dataset.  
We also need the pangram to conform to a special lipogram condition: to avoid 
the ligative bigrams of character-shapes. Our lipogram condition is assured by avoiding 
the usage of the ligative bigrams of Table 12. Unfortunately, the two conditions 
sometime cannot be fulfilled together because of what we call omni-ligatives. Omni-
ligatives are character-shapes that have the potential to ligate with every previous 
character. An omni-ligative is evident when a column of a character-shape is fully-
populated. From Table 12, we can spot fully-populated columns corresponding to five 
omni-ligative dot-less character-shape groups (viz.,  حـ, ـحـ, مـ, ـمـ, and  ـهـ).  
We formulate the pangram selection problem as a Set Covering Problem [121], 
[122] and follow a greedy approach to find a (probably suboptimal) solution to it. Our 
Character-Shapes Covering algorithm (CSC), listed in Figure 17, selects a pangram for a 
given alphabet from a parsed corpus. A lipogram option can be set to ignore character-
shapes that appear in ligative bigrams but are not omni-ligatives.  
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Moreover, a heuristic is used to help making such pangram compact. The 
heuristic favors the early coverage of character-shapes with few occurrences in the 
corpus. Iteratively, CSC computes a cost function for each input sentence based on the 
occurrence of the least frequent character-shape in it. The cost function considers the 
uncovered character-shapes that a sentence can add. The sentence with the minimum cost 
and fewest characters is added to the pangram and its character-shapes are overlooked in 
subsequent iterations. Eventually, if the corpus contains all character-shapes, the 
algorithm halts with a pangram. 
Character-Shapes Covering (CSC) 
Inputs:  
R, a corpus of Arabic sentences 
A, the alphabet of character-shapes 
Include_lipo_condition, a flag to request lipogram monitoring 
Output: P, an Arabic pangram 
Algorithm: 
1. Initiate set S to contain all elements in A; 
2. Let H be the histogram of the character-shapes in S based on 
probabilities computed from R; 
3. Repeat until set S is empty 
4.    For each sentence X of R 
5.         Let x be the set of character-shapes in X; 
6.                 if Include_lipo_condition 
7.              remove from x all character-shapes that only appear in 
ligative bigrams; 
8.     Added_Value = x ∩ S;   
9.     Cx = minimum(H{Added_Value}); 
10.         Move X with minimum Cx to the output set P resolving ties 
with the smallest X; 
11.    Remove entries in x from the set S; 
Figure 17. The Character-Shape Covering Algorithm (CSC). 
To seek alternative pangrams for the unligative dataset, we called for an online 
competition on character-shape pangram composition. Our semi-automatic GUI editor 
was provided to competitors. The texts were evaluated for the pangram condition, 
lipogram condition and compactness. The winner text is shown in Figure 18. It contains 
851 characters from Arabic proverbs and clichés. It covers character-shapes so that only 
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omni-ligatives are not asserted to be unligative. We feel it can be made more compact for 
future datasets. 
جرفلا نم هاندأ رملأا قيضأ  
 ةلذملا بلجي عضاوتلا يف طارفلإا 
ضرلاا نم برق ام اورذحا 
 رسنتسي انضرأب ثاغبلا نإ 
 ةعاضولا يفو صرحلا يف لذلا 
 لآملا رظتني لاملآابو لاجرلا ربتعت يأرلا ردقب 
 ديصي ام شارخ يردي امف شارخ ىلع ءابظلا ترثاكت 
  ئواسم سانت ُْمه دُو كل مدي ناوخلإا  
 جلجل لطابلاو َُجلْبأ قحلا 
ئِناوم نيعلاا  
ماعطلا ملاا َخبطت 
ظافللاا ةملاس لبق لقعلا ةملاس 
حافكلا مث حلاسلا 
 انريغ حمق لاو انريعش 
ةرم فلأ كقيدص رذحا  
بضغي لا نم عاجشلا 
دوسلأا كمويل ضيبلأا كشرق ظفحا 
هراجل راجلا نسُحي 
آرقلا ةءارق رثكان   
هيخلأ خلأا 
 ىلإ  عاسَك هل اخأ لا ْنَم نإف كاخأ كاخأ
حلاس ريغب اجيهلا 
كنونظ ءيست لا 
 لا تلئس نإ و فّوست  
داقرلا بهذ داؤفلا غرف اذإ 
هؤايح لق هجولا ءام لق اذإ  
اهمنتغاف كحاير ْتََّبه اذإ 
  ِدَّلَخُم ريغ رهدلا نأب ملعا و ِّد لجت 
مهلبانب مهلباح طلتخا  
سانلا ىأر للاهلا  
 ينأب يل ةداهشلا يهف صقان نم يتمذم تتأ اذإ
لماك 
هتملأ لوسرلا عفشي  
 يأرلا غلبأ مزاح ةحيصن  
ءابرجلا زنعلا اهتداق منغلا تقرفت اذإ 
كتكلم ةملكلاب تملكت اذإ   
رثكتساف تينمت اذإ 
اصعلا هل دعأف بئذلا تركذ اذإ 
شق ةموك يف ةربإ 
عقارلا ىلع قرخلا عستا 
 ُي ثيح سلجا ثيح سلجت لاو  َرُبتَو كديب ُذَخْؤ
  رَُجتو كلجرب ذخؤي. 
Figure 18. An Arabic character-shape pangram, composed from proverbs and clichés, with the lipogram 
condition. 
Compactness of the Unligative Text and The Isolated Letters Parts 
In this subsection, we study the character-bound (CB) and the PAW-bound (PB) 
for two hypothetical PAW-based unligative datasets. The two datasets derive from 
extreme assumptions on the level of ligativity of an alphabet (or font), viz. the high-
ligativity (HL) and the low-ligativity (LL) assumptions. High-ligativity assumes that all 
character-shapes are omni-ligative except for one (B), one (M) and one (E) instances. 
Low-ligativity depicts a case where a distinct unligative character-shape can be found for 
a set of PAWs that form a pangram. Low-ligativity can become more probable if 
character-shapes that ligate frequently are used earlier in the CSC algorithm. 
The HL and the LL assumptions lead to worst and best-case scenarios with 
respect to CB and PB, regardless of the underlying alphabet. The following observations 
facilitate the derivation of CB and PB for the HL and LL assumptions. Denote the 
number of (A), (B), (M) and (E) character-shapes in a given model by |A|, |B|, |M| and |E|, 
respectively. Then, 
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 (A) character-shapes may appear only as a single character PAWs. Hence, CB and 
PB equations must include one |A| term.   
 (B) and (E) character-shapes appear exactly once per PAW.  
 (M) character-shapes can only exist within PAWs of at least three characters.  
 |E| is larger than |M| and |B| in all typographic models, as revealed by Table 11. 
Hence, we need at least |E| PAWs to include all (E) shapes in the dataset, 
repeating some (B) character-shapes. 
Equation (3.1) formulates PB under the LL assumption. In addition to the |A| 
single-character PAWs, we need as many multi-character PAWs as the maximum of |B| 
and |E|.  
              PBLL = |A| + MAX(|B|,|E|) = |A| + |E|  (3.1) 
Equation (3.2) derives a CB expression for the LL assumption from Equation 
(3.1).  
              CBLL = |A| + |M| + 2*MAX(|B|,|E|) = |A| + |M| + 2*|E|  (3.2) 
The 2 * MAX(|B|,|E|) + |M| terms of Equation (3.2) account for the minimum 
number of characters in MAX(|B|,|E|)  PAWs that may include up to |M| character-
shapes.  
Equation (3.3) reveals that PB under the HL assumption is of the order of the total 
count of character-shapes.  
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              PBHL = |A| + |E| + |B| + |M| - 2  (3.3) 
|B| PAWs are needed for all (B) character-shapes to appear with their unique 
unligative neighbor. Similarly, |M|-1 and |E|-1 additional PAWs are needed to cover the 
(M) and (E) character-shapes with their respective unligative neighbors. The 1 is 
subtracted in order to avoid double-counts of the unligative placeholder character-shapes.  
Equation (3.4) maps PB of Equation (3.3) into CB.  
              CBHL = |A| + 2 * |E| + 2 * |B| + 3 * |M| - 4  (3.4) 
In the best-case scenario, the |B| and |E| PAWs of Equation (3.3) are bigrams that 
contribute 2 * |B| and 2 * |E| character-shapes, respectively. (M) character-shapes may 
appear in PAWs of length 3 or more. Assuming ternary PAWs are used, 3 * |M| 
character-shapes are needed to make |M| PAWs. We subtract 4 from the sum to account 
for repetitions of character-shapes used as placeholders. 
Table 16 shows character and PAW bounds under the LL and HL assumptions for 
the typographic models of Table 10. 
Table 16. Character and PAW bounds under the low-ligativity and the high-ligativity assumptions. 
Model PBLL CB LL PBHL CBHL 
Traditional 71 115 129 217 
Dot-Less 37 57 66 106 
2-Shapes 40 64 78 126 
Dot-Less & 2-Shapes 21 32 41 63 
 
Further reductions in the size of the ligative dataset can benefit from linguistic 
analysis. For instance, ancient Arabic cryptanalysts Al-Kindi, Ibn Dunaineer and Ibn 
Duraihem [123] had compiled lists of characters sequences that cannot appear in a given 
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word. In Table 17, we display 67 ligative bigrams of such stop-list. Discarding some or 
all of these reduces the size of dataset forms. The stop-list can also be applied in error 
detection for text recognition [124], [125].  
Table 17.  Linguistically excluded ligatures according to Arabic cryptanalysis. 
BE BM ME MM 
Ib
n
 
D
u
ra
ih
em
  
زض  زضـ  
حه ـحه حهـ ـحهـ 
خه ـخه خهـ ـخهـ 
خع ـخع خعـ ـخعـ  
BE BM ME MM 
Ib
n
 D
u
n
a
in
ee
r 
زس  زسـ  
  زثـ  
خح ـخح خحـ ـخحـ 
حخ ـحخ حخـ ـحخـ 
حع ـحع حعـ ـحعـ 
حغ ـحغ حغـ ـحغـ 
خغ ـخغ خغـ ـخغـ 
جق ـجق جقـ ـجقـ 
جط ـجط جطـ ـجطـ 
جغ ـجغ جغـ ـجغـ 
 
BE BM ME MM 
A
l-
K
in
d
i جظ ـجظ جظـ ـجظـ 
حظ ـحظ حظـ ـحظـ 
خظ ـخظ خظـ ـخظـ 
جص ـجص جصـ ـجصـ 
زص  زصـ   
 
 
3.2.3 The Passages Part of Dataset 
The passages PoD aims at having a distribution of character-shapes near to 
natural. Natural distribution of a dataset has tremendous advantages in training and 
testing. Training on data that is abundant in natural language should improve the system 
on such data; hence reduces the overall error. On the other hand, testing on near-to-
natural data distributions gives clearer insight to real life error rates. 
The passages PoD consists of semi-automatically selected news text from the 
Gigaword corpus [126].  Texts of around 50 words long are automatically chunked from 
the corpus. A human reader then asserts that the content of the paragraphs is suitable for 
the dataset forms. Probabilities of character-shapes of the selected paragraphs are 
compared to those estimated from the Gigaword corpus. If they don’t match, some 
paragraphs are replaced by more representative ones. The dataset, as a whole, should 
ensure a level of natural distribution of character-shapes, but without guarantee on larger 
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n-grams. The character-shape probabilities are shown side-to-side with the corresponding 
Gigaword [126] probabilities in Appendix E. 
3.2.4 The Repeated Phrases Part of Dataset 
The repeated phrases part consists of a set of commonly used phrases that are to 
be written six repeated times per form. This part is the only part where the distribution of 
the covered units per form uniformly goes above one. It is designed with writer 
identification research in mind.  
3.3 Form Collection 
A form is an instance of the dataset intended to be filled by a single writer. Each 
form contains four pages. A four-paged sample form is shown in Figure 19 to Figure 22. 
Each form contains ligative and unligative parts and is intended to be filled by a distinct 
writer. The forms were printed and distributed mainly among the community in King 
Fahd University of Petroleum & Minerals. After discarding incomplete forms, 450 forms 
were selected. More than half of the forms were scanned into TIFF colored images with a 
resolution of 300 dpi. 
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Figure 19. A scanned sample of the first form-collection‎page‎where‎writers’‎information‎is‎filled. 
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Figure 20. A scanned sample of the second form- collection page where the unligative text part (top) and the 
natural statistics part (bottom) are filled. 
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Figure 21. A scanned sample of the third form-collection page concerned with the ligatures part. 
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Figure 22. A scanned sample of the fourth form-collection page. The isolated characters part is marked in a box. 
The rest collects repeated words and phrases. 
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Statistics of the regions, genders, writing-hands, and qualifications of the writers 
are presented in Table 18, where we consider the region of the writer as one of the 
following three:    
 the Arab Peninsula: containing the Gulf countries, Yemen and Iraq, 
 North Africa: containing Egypt, Sudan, and  the countries of Northwest Africa, 
and 
 Levant: containing Syria, Jordan, Palestine, and Lebanon 
The designs of the ligative and unligative parts of the forms are discussed in 
Sections 5.1 and 5.2, respectively. 
 
Table 18. Numbers of writers in the collected dataset per region, gender, handedness and qualifications. 
Region 
Arab Peninsula 417 
North Africa 22 
Levant 11 
Gender 
Male 398 
Female 52 
Writing Hand 
Right Hand 416 
Left Hand 34 
Qualification 
Intermediate School 4 
High School 386 
B.Sc. / BA 53 
M.Sc. / Ph.D. 7 
 
The forms of the ligative dataset are designed to accommodate 40 words/PAWs in 
single-paged grids like the ones shown in Figure 23. Each form covers ligatives under the 
combined reduction-model. Collectively, twelve distinct forms were needed to cover the 
2-Shapes model. This is achieved by making forms that contain the different dot-less 
representatives of each ligative, as shown in Table 19. The last three columns of the table 
contain some unligative patterns for other objectives. 
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 .smrof evitagil fo selpmaxE .32 erugiF
 .hcae seirtne 04 htiw smrof detaler tub tcnitsid 21 fo ngised laniF .91 elbaT
 62 52 42 32 22 12 02 91 81 71 61 51 41 31 21 11 01 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 mroF
 هج هم مج لي لج لا كي كج كا في فم فج عج طح صي صر ضج سي سم سر سج جم حج بي بم بج 1
 هح مم مح لئ لح لإ كئ كح كإ قي قم فح عخ طخ ضي ضر صح شي شم شر شج حم خج تي تم تج 2
 هخ لم مخ لى لخ لأ كى كخ كأ فئ عم قح عخ طم صئ ضز ضح سئ صم شز سح خم جح ثي ثم ثج 3
 هج كم مج لي لج لآ كي كج كآ قئ غم فخ عج ظم ضئ صر صخ شئ ضم سر شح جم حح ني نم نج 4
 هح هم مح لئ لح لا كئ كح كك فى فم قخ عخ طح صى ضر ضخ سى سم شر سخ حم جخ يي يم يج 5
 هخ مم مخ لى لخ لإ كى كخ كل قى قم جج عخ طخ ضى ضز بخ شى شم شز شخ خم خخ ئي ئم ئج 6
 هج لم مج لي لج لأ كي كج كا في عم فج عج طم صي صر تخ سي صم سر سج جم حج بئ بم بح 7
 هح كم مح لئ لح لآ كئ كح كإ قي غم فح عخ ظم ضي ضر ثخ شي ضم شر شج حم خج تئ تم تح 8
 هخ هم مخ لى لخ لا كى كخ كأ فئ فم قح عخ طح صئ ضز نخ سئ سم شز سح خم جح ثئ ثم ثح 9
 هج مم مج لي لج لإ كي كج كآ قئ قم فخ عج طخ ضئ صر يخ شئ شم سر شح جم حح نئ نم نح 01
 هح لم مح لئ لح لأ كئ كح كك فى عم قخ عخ طم صى ضر ئخ سى صم شر سخ حم جخ يئ يم يح 11
 هخ كم مخ لى لخ لآ كى كخ كل قى غم جج عخ ظم ضى ضز بنج شى ضم شز شخ خم خخ ئئ ئم ئح 21
 
 04 93 83 73 63 53 43 33 23 13 03 92 82 72 mroF
 مهل للبيت الله بلا لَهْو فِْهر   عهن طهر َصْهَوة   ُسها َجْهل   بِها لَبَن ِحْبر 1
 صوف بُص محمد لِلإْنسِ  َكْهل قَْهر بَلََغها ظهر أرضها َشهِي   َشْرُحها تَهَب ُ فِتَن   ستر 2
 طن بَط ينبسط َمَل  ههنا فِْهر   عهن طهر َصْهَوة   ُسها فَْرُخها لَبَِسْتها بََحْثن َ نثر 3
 بعد ب ع بسط لِلآن مها فِْهر   عهن طهر َصْهَوة   ُسها َجْهل   نَهار َمنَن   َكنَر 4
 يعسر بَق ّ عقل بلا لَهْو قَْهر بَلََغها ظهر أرضها َشهِي   َشْرُحها يَهَب ُ تين َخْير 5
 جل السنية لقط لِلإْنسِ  َكْهل فِْهر   عهن طهر َصْهَوة   ُسها فَْرُخها نَبّئها يَئن   بِئر 6
 تونس دجاجك نبه َمَل  ههنا فِْهر   عهن طهر َصْهَوة   ُسها َجْهل   بِها لَبَن ِحْبر 7
 حق   جد عربي لِلآن مها قَْهر بَلََغها ظهر أرضها َشهِي   َشْرُحها تَهَب ُ فِتَن   يَتََزّكى 8
 حور ِحس نبي بلا لَهْو فِْهر   عهن طهر َصْهَوة   ُسها فَْرُخها لَبَِسْتها بََحْثن َ ثِيثِز ْ 9
 علي كمال يتم لِلإْنسِ  َكْهل فِْهر   عهن طهر َصْهَوة   ُسها َجْهل   نَهار َمنَن   َكْنز 01
 كفا خط نبها َمَل  ههنا قَْهر بَلََغها ظهر أرضها َشهِي   َشْرُحها يَهَب ُ تين ِضيَزى 11
 ماكر ُجع بيت لِلآن مها فِْهر   عهن طهر َصْهَوة   ُسها فَْرُخها نَبّئها يَئن   يَْشَمـئِز   21
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Table 19 shows ligative per form. Each form contains approximately 120 
character-shapes. Table 20 summarizes coverage information about the parts of the 
collected dataset.  
Table 20. Units and coverage criteria and designs of the different forms of the dataset. 
Parts 
Covering 
Units 
Covered Unit 
Model 
Coverer 
Frequency of the 
covered unit 
Figure 
Number 
Unligative text 
(UT) 
Paragraphs 
all character-
shapes 
form Uniform (1 per form) 
Figure 20  
(Top) 
Isolated 
characters (IL) 
Isolated 
Characters  
Figure 22  
(Left-Top) 
Passages Paragraphs 
all character-
shapes  
dataset Natural per dataset 
Figure 20 
(bottom) 
Ligatures  
Isolated 
ligatures and 
words 
dot-less,  
1-shape  
form 
Uniform (almost 1 
per form) 
Figure 21 
1-shape 
ligatures 
12 forms 
Uniform (less than 1 
per form) 
Repeated 
phrases 
Words and 
sentences 
Selected 
words/sentences 
form 
Uniform (more than 
one per form) 
Figure 22 
 
3.4 Data Preparation 
Pages of the dataset forms are scanned at a resolution of 300 dpi. The scanned 
images undergo preprocessing steps.  
3.4.1 Form-Page Deskew and Classification 
To ease skew detection and correction (deskew) and to ease page classification of 
the forms pages, three aligned black boxes are printed on the corners of each page. The 
boxes are printed in positions so that if their centers of gravity are connected, a right 
angle with sides parallel to the original reference coordinates of the page is formed. The 
skew angle  , taken between the current, say x-, axis and the corresponding original axis 
can be estimated from the arctangent equation: 
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 (3.5) 
where (x1, y1) and (x2, y2) are the centers of gravity of the two boxes on the short side of 
the scanned image. Deskew is done by rotating the image in the direction of -  .  
The black boxes of the pages are automatically recognized by conditioning the 
area- and aspect ratio- (height/width) features of all foreground objects against pre-set 
thresholds. Box positions help in classifying a page into one of the 4 pages a form can 
have. Each page category has the head of the right angle formed by the three black boxes 
at a different corner of the page. 
3.4.2 Block of Handwriting Extraction and File Naming 
The extraction of blocks of handwriting (BoHs) from form pages is eased by 
providing boxes for the printed text and for the handwriting. For all except Page 3 of the 
forms, the boxes were printed on the front of the form pages. For every third page, the 
frames were printed on the back side of the page so that its shadow appears when 
scanning. This was suggested to avoid constraining writers with boxes. By knowledge of 
the page structure, specialized tools to extract BoHs are implemented.  
For example the ligatures part has a grid that can be recognized as the biggest 
foreground object in terms of height and width Figure 24. Borders of each box in the grid 
are defined by high horizontal and vertical profile values (detailed next chapter). 
Vertically, printed and handwritten texts appear alternating in every column. Column, 
row and form numbers are used to identify the correspondent GT of each handwritten 
ligature to provide adequate naming. In Chapter ‎4, we discuss cases where enclosing 
boxes contain BoHs that need to be segmented and named to the character-shape level. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 24. A sample of the ligatures part (a) and its grid (b) 
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4 CHAPTER ‎4 
SEGMENTATION AND GROUND-TRUTHING 
The blocks of handwriting (BoHs) extracted from the Unligative Text (UT) part 
of the dataset (PoD) need to be segmented into character-shapes and aligned with the 
corresponding ground-truth (GT). The segmentation and alignment process is often called 
ground-truthing (GTing). GTing is usually a semi-automatic process. Pixel-level GTs 
assign a distinct label to all pixels that contribute to a unit in the image. This is not to be 
confused with character-level GTs, where the image and the corresponding text are 
provided without character-shape-distinction in the image.  
The ultimate level of text ground-truthing is the character level. Character-level 
ground-truths associate a distinct label to the pixels that correspond to a character in a 
document image. They provide a powerful resource for the development of character 
segmentation and recognition systems [127]. However, character-level ground-truths are 
scarce, mainly because of the human efforts and time required to generate them. The 
dataset of the University of Washington, UW-III, for example, has 979 document images 
with known text, but only 33 of them contain character-level ground-truths [128].  
Character-level ground-truths and character segmentation algorithms engage in a 
“chicken and egg” relationship. If characters were segmented, obtaining automatic 
ground-truths would have become an easier task, and if character-level ground-truths 
were available, the evaluation of character segmentation algorithms would have been 
easy. One way to break this recursion is by human intervention. Fortunately, most writing 
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occurs with some spatial and temporal sequence and Arabic is not an exception [129]. 
Hence, character-level ground-truthing can be performed by only identifying the borders 
of each character [130]. Semi-automatic tools that determine such borders can be 
deployed to ease the task [131]. 
Hereafter, we reserve the term segmentation to the automatic labeling of 
characters in handwriting and the term ground-truthing to their human-guided labeling. 
Segmentation can be performed either blindly or non-blindly. Blind segmentation relies 
solely on information from an image to label text components. Non-blind segmentation, 
also known as text-alignment, exploits information about the corresponding text. Figure 
25 shows the block diagrams for ground-truthing, blind-segmentation, and non-blind 
segmentation.  
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
Figure 25. Block diagrams of (a) blind segmentation, (b) non-blind segmentation, and (c) ground-truthing. 
 
We present different approaches to GT, segment and align the UT PoD. We start 
by GTing for the following twofold benefits: GTs can be used in segmentation 
evaluation; and they provide clean inputs to synthesis algorithms to prevent error 
Handwritten Image  
Ground-truthing 
Text Information 
 
Human guidance 
Pixels Labeled at the Character-level 
 
Handwritten Image  
Non-Blind Segmentation 
 
Text Information 
Pixels Labeled at the Character-level 
 
Pixels Labeled at the Character-level 
 
Handwritten Image Blind Segmentation 
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propagation. We report line segmentation and intents to blindly segment lines into 
character-shapes. Since lines are not aligned with GT, non-blind segmentation is not a 
choice. We use GTed words to make a word-dataset from the current UT PoD and apply 
non-blind segmentation and alignment algorithms on it. We finally introduce a new 
entropy-based evaluation method for Arabic segmentation from words to PAWs and to 
character-shapes. Figure 26 shows Arabic samples from the UT PoD ground-truthed at 
the levels of text-lines words, pieces of Arabic word (PAW) and characters. 
    
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
Figure 26. Ground-truths at the (a) text-line-level, (b) word-level, (c) PAW-level and (d) character-level. 
Arabic character segmentation is an open research problem [132]; especially that 
Arabic script is inherently cursive and that PAWs may vertically overlap. Lack of 
character-level benchmarks and objective evaluation methods are among the most 
important causes for the tardiness of the solution to the character segmentation problem 
in Arabic. In this chapter, we provide automatic and semi-automatic character-level 
ground-truthing for Arabic characters. We also introduce a quantitative evaluation 
method for Arabic handwriting segmentation.  
4.1 Preprocessing and Common Tools  
The BoHs extracted from the UT PoD undergo some conventional conversions 
from colored space to binary space passing through the gray-level space. Connected 
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components (aka blobs) and projections of the binary images are then prepared to be used 
in later stages. Blobs that are smaller than pre-specified height and width thresholds are 
filtered out as noise. Deskew is performed on the extracted BoHs and then repeated on 
single lines.  
4.1.1 Projections 
An image projection, or profile, maps the 2-D space of a binary image into a 
numerical vector. The vertical projection (VP) assigns the number of foreground-colored 
pixels of a column to an entry in the output vector that corresponds to that column. 
Similarly, the horizontal projection (HP) generates a vector of the same size of the image 
height where each entry contains the count of foreground-colored pixels of the row that 
they correspond to. Some of our algorithms rely on vertical and horizontal projections; 
however, we use a smoothed version of the projection profiles.  
The smoothed projection assigns the average number of foreground-colored 
pixels in m consecutive columns/rows to the output entry corresponding to their centers. 
At the image borders, zero-padding is assumed. Equations (4.1) and (4.2) represent the 
smoothed vertical and horizontal projections, respectively.  
                    
          
   
   
 
  
        
 
  
                              
                     
         
   
   
 
  
        
 
  
                        
where img(x,y) denotes the value of a pixel at Row x and Column y, which is 1 if it has 
the foreground color and 0 otherwise, and     denotes the truncation operation. 
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For simplicity, the smoothed vertical and horizontal projections are hereafter 
referred to as VP and HP, respectively, whenever m, c and r do not need to be specified. 
4.1.2 Block of Handwriting Deskew 
Block of handwriting  deskew simplifies line segmentation. BoH deskew aims 
at maximizing the sum of the squares of the horizontal projection values (HP) of the 
BoH. It empirically tries a set of angles around zero and selects the HP-maximizing one. 
Algorithm Deskew is a classical algorithm described in [133] and outlined in Figure 27. 
 
Algorithm: Deskew 
Inputs:  
 Image img, containing a BoH 
 Integer m, the averaging factor 
Output: Deskewed Image imgDeskew 
1. θ = 0 
2. MAXSquareSum =        
        
3. for θ in range from -|θ1| to |θ2| 
3.1. imgD = img rotated by angle θ 
3.2. Obtain       
     from imgD 
3.3. SquareSum =         
        
3.4. if SquareSum > MAXSquareSum 
3.4.1. MAXSquareSum = SquareSum 
3.4.2. imgDeskew = imgD 
end if 
end for 
end Algorithm Deskew 
Figure 27. Deskew algorithm. 
The algorithm favors lengthy horizontal text-lines over shorter ones due to the 
squaring operation. This is adequate to the Arabic script where the abundance of 
horizontal Kashida is ideally high. Skew correction rotates the image line with 
accordance to the chosen angle. Figure 28 shows a paragraph before and after block skew 
correction. Visual inspection revealed no failures when the range was defined from -5
o
 to 
5
o
 with a step of 0.1
o
. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 28. A sample paragraph (a) before and (b) after global deskew correction 
4.1.3 Baseline Estimation 
The term baseline (BL) is used here to refer to the range of rows containing the 
row with the highest foreground pixel count and all its neighbor rows with pixel counts 
above a fraction, factor, of the maximum pixel count. BL is usually computed on a word 
or chunk of words in a single line. The chunks should neither be too short nor too long. 
Figure 29 (a) shows an example of BL miss-estimation in a chunk that is of 3 character-
shapes only. The BL range surrounds the descendent of a character-shape that happens to 
exceed in HP the Kashida level. This would be less likely if the text had contained a 
representative amount of character-shapes.  Figure 29 (b) shows a case where BLs on 
chunks would be more accurate than a unified BL, due to a wavy writing style over and 
under the estimated BL. 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 29. Baseline miss-estimation for (a) a short line and for (b) a long wavy line. 
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We present two baseline-range estimation algorithms: the Single Baseline-Range 
Estimation algorithm (SBRE) that estimates a single baseline-range for a text-line image 
and the Multiple Baseline-Range Estimation algorithm (MBRE) that estimates localized 
baseline-ranges. SBRE is simpler and needs fewer inputs while MBRE is more complex 
but adequate for wavy long text-lines.  
The SBRE algorithm, listed in Figure 30, assigns as a baseline-range the maximal 
set of contiguous rows containing the row with maximum HP but no rows with HP values 
less than a specified factor of it. 
Algorithm: Single Baseline-Range Estimation (SBRE) 
Inputs:  
 Array HP{r} of the smoothed horizontal projection of an image 
 Fraction factor with a value between 0 and 1 
Output: Pair of Integers (u, d) representing the upper and lower y-
coordinates of the baseline-range 
Steps: 
1. Let hmax be the maximum value in HP{r}; i.e. hmax = Max(HP{r}) 
2. Let hr be the row-number of hmax ; i.e. hr = ArgMax(HP{r}) 
3. bl = factor* hmax 
4. Set u to be the nearest row-number to hr satisfying the following 
conditions: 
4.1.      u is above hr  
4.2.      HP{u} ≥  bl 
4.3.      HP{the row above u} < bl 
5. Set d to be the nearest row-number to hr satisfying the following 
conditions: 
5.1.      d is below hr  
5.2.      HP{d} ≥ bl 
5.3.      HP{the row below d} < bl 
end Algorithm Single Baseline-Range Estimation (SBRE) 
Figure 30. Listing of the SBRE algorithm 
The MBRE algorithm, listed in Figure 31, assigns a baseline-range to different 
segments. Text-line segments are horizontal partitions of the text-line image. MBRE 
defines them as maximal contiguous parts of the text-line image where VP is greater than 
or equal to a certain threshold. Segments that are above-average in width are assigned 
their baseline-ranges via SBRE. Narrower segments are assigned interpolated values 
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according to the nearest right and left segments with assigned ranges. The interpolated 
ranges may differ according to their order of computation; we adhere to computing them 
from right to left.  
Algorithm: Multiple Baseline-Range Estimation (MBRE) 
Inputs:  
 Array HP{r} containing the m-averaged horizontal projection of the 
text-line image, 
 Array VP{c} containing the m-averaged vertical projection of the text-
line image, 
 Fraction factor, a baseline factor 
 Integer cut, a threshold on VP 
 Number Threshold  
Output: An Array of ordered pairs of integers (ui, di) representing the y-
coordinates of the baseline-range 
Steps: 
1. Let Segment be the set of chunks, where each chunk is a range of 
columns (c
i
1, c
i
2) that are surrounded by, but not containing, columns 
where VP{c} is less than cut.  
2. Let widthi denote the width of the i
th
 element in Segment given by 
  
    
    
3. Let widthWs be the average widthi 
4. Assign to Th the product of Threshold * widthWs 
5. for the first, last and every element i in Segment where widthi > Th 
5.1. Compute (ui, di) using SBRE with inputs: HP{c
i
1, c
i
2}, factor 
end for 
6. for every element i in Segment where widthi      
6.1. Interpolate the values for the output element (uc, dc) from the 
nearest entries; i.e. uc = (uc-1  + uc+1)/2 , dc = (dc-1 + dc+1)/2 
end for 
end Algorithm Multiple Baseline-Range Estimation (MBRE) 
Figure 31. Listing of the MBRE algorithm 
BL estimation can be made more accurate if local estimations are done on chunks 
of lines with tuned lengths. We experimented on BL-estimation on chunks of words 
containing 5 or more characters taken from GTed data, like the ones in Figure 32 (a). In 
the absence of GT data, chunks are chosen with aid of VP. Figure 32 (b) shows vertical 
lines whenever the VP grows above (start preliminary chunk) or drops below (end 
preliminary chunk) a pre-specified threshold. Widths between starts and ends of 
preliminary chunks are averaged and chunks larger than a factor of the average are 
chosen for SBRE. BL for chunks that are not chosen in the previous step are interpolated 
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from BLs of their neighbors. The computed BLs are shown for different line-chunks with 
the lighter pairs of horizontal lines in Figure 32 (b) and the interpolated ones are shown 
with darker pairs.  
 
  
 (a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 32. Chunks of words for (a) non-blind and (b) blind BL estimation. 
All thresholds that were introduced in the algorithms of this section, along with 
the range of values that they may take, are reported in Table 21. The impact of m and 
factor for different values are pictorially displayed in Table 22 along with the upper and 
lower baseline borders and the peak of HP. We notice that factor affects the thickness of 
the range of the baseline. 
Table 21. Threshold description and values used in baseline estimation. 
Threshold Algorithm Description 
m VP, HP Smoothing factor for VP and HP 
cut MBRE Maximum number of pixels considered as a white cut in VP  
threshold MBRE 
Factor to adjust the threshold on computable vs. interpolation text-line 
segments when compared with the average width of all segments  
factor MBRE, SBRE Percentage of the maximum of HP not breaking the baseline zone 
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Table 22. A word with HP and upper and lower baseline borders for different m and factor values. 
m factor 50% factor 75% 
1 
  
5 
 
 
9 
  
90 
  
 
4.2 Ground-Truthing and Analysis on the Pixel-Level 
The scanned paragraph images are semi-automatically ground-truthed in two 
levels: the text-line level, discussed in Section ‎4.2.1, and the character level,  discussed in 
Section ‎4.2.2. Words and PAWs can be obtained by the automatic reassembly of ground-
truthed characters based on the underlying text, as discussed in Section ‎4.2.3. 
4.2.1 Line-Level Ground-Truthing 
 Line-level ground-truthing is performed by means of the semi-automatic tool 
with the interface shown in Figure 33. Native Arab users were asked to set/edit vertex 
points for a polygon that surrounds only the components of the topmost text-line 
displayed in the interface. Upon closing the polygon, all surrounded pixels are cropped to 
a separate text-line image  and the user is allowed to request the next samples.  
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Figure 33. A snapshot of the text-line ground-truthing tool with some control points shown. 
4.2.2 Character-Level Ground-Truthing  
The GUI tool, shown in Figure 34, aims at character-level ground-truthing. The 
tool sequentially displays segments of text-lines, as defined by the VP in the MBRE 
algorithm, and allows the user to surround characters and ligatures with polygons. Upon 
closing a polygon, the enclosed pixels are labeled with a sequential number. Users are 
expected to choose characters in strict right-to-left order. The tool also shows the 
complete text-line on top of the display area to help removing ambiguities. In addition, it 
allows merging segments if the user demands it.  
 
Figure 34. A snapshot of the character ground-truthing tool with confirmation request on a ligature. 
Foreground pixels are labeled in the output image based on the order of their 
selection. Foreground pixels that are left out the polygons are labeled as Kashida. 
Ligatures need special treatment: By knowing the positions of the possible omni-ligatives 
in the corresponding text and by keeping track of the number of labeled characters per 
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paragraph image instance, the tool requests the user to indicate whether some polygons 
corresponds to a single character or to a ligature of two characters, as shown in Figure 34.  
4.2.3 Words, Pieces of Words, and Extended Character-Shapes Reassembly  
Most segmentation systems report their results on isolated words assuming they 
are somehow obtained from the dataset. To be comparable with such systems, we 
develop a word-reassembly tool that copies the characters of words together into separate 
images. Word images have an advantage in limiting error-propagation. However, they 
can be negatively affected by their short widths when it comes to baseline-range 
estimation and localized deskew. Figure 35 shows with color contrasts a GTed and re-
assembled word with Kashida.  
 
Figure 35. A GTed word with contrasting colors representing different labels. 
GTed data is expensive and scarce. A total of 103 BoHs of UT PoD forms were 
GTed. Manual and automatic inspection filtered out mistakenly written or GTed data to 
remain with 54 acceptable BoHs for this work. From the discarded BoHs, 17 at least can 
be repaired with reasonable programming intervention. Appendix A shows statistics that 
can be extracted from GTed data. 
Extended character-shapes are automatically assembled from labeled character-
shapes by taking Kashidas which are touching to them. Figure 36 shows an example for 
reassembling a word and its corresponding extended character-shapes.  
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(a) 
 
 
 
 
 
(b) 
Figure 36. (a) A labeled word and (d) its corresponding extended character-shapes. 
Ground-truthing needs human intervention, and hence is not fully automatic. To 
automate writing units labeling, different segmentation algorithms are discussed and 
evaluated in the following sections. 
4.3 Blind Line Segmentation  
Arabic is written in horizontal text-lines that are stacked downwards. A line either 
ends by a semantic stop or by reaching near the left border of the page; hence, text-lines 
may vary in length. Line segmentation aims at grouping pixels that belong to a line 
together. Line segmentation is important mainly because errors in it propagate to 
subsequent steps. This section presents and discusses a line segmentation algorithm for 
Arabic. 
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4.3.1 Line Segmentation Algorithm 
In this section, we present an Adaptive Line Segmentation Algorithm for Arabic 
(ALSA) [129]. ALSA, listed in Figure 37, is used to obtain lines from BoHs of the UT 
PoD.  
Algorithm: ALSA 
Input:  
 Binary image B of a BoH 
 Integer m, smoothing factor  
Output: Labeled image LB, where each line of B ideally has a distinct label 
1. Compute HPm{r} from B 
2. Compute LTh as the average of all local minima in HPm{r}   
3. Define Valleys as maximal chunks of rows with HPm{r}  ≤ LTh 
4. Let Wavg be the average valley width 
5. for each valley, v 
5.1. if the width of v is less than 0.5* Wavg  
5.1.1. merge v to its nearest neighboring valley  
end if 
end for 
6. for each valley, v 
6.1. Let CP{v} be the median of the longest run with minimum HPm{r} in v 
end for 
7. Assign label v to pixels in LB corresponding to the CCs that have COGs 
between CP{v} and CP{v+1} 
end Algorithm ALSA 
Figure 37. An Adaptive Line Segmentation Algorithm for Arabic (ALSA). 
A local minimum on HP
m
{r} refers to a row with less or equal number of 
foreground pixels than both of its neighbors. The average of local minima, LTh, is used as 
a heuristic threshold that defines what a valley is. A valley is a maximal chunk of HP
m
{r}
 
where values are
 
less than or equal to LTh. Valleys narrower than half of the average 
valley width are merged with their nearest neighboring valleys. 
The usage of LTh instead of a fixed threshold secures not dropping below the 
global minimum of any horizontal projection. Its disadvantage is that it is affected by the 
fluctuations of HP
m
{r}, not only on its values. This disadvantage can be reduced by using 
larger smoothing factors. Within a valley, the row with minimum HP
m
{r} is declared as a 
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cut point CP. In case of a tie, the center of the longest run of contiguous CPs is taken as 
the CP of the valley, as in Figure 38.  
 
(a) 
 
 (b) 
Figure 38. (a) CP and merged valley and (b) local minima in HP1 and LTh. 
Finally, each connected component in the input image is mapped to a line based 
on the y-coordinate of its center of gravity (COG). If the coordinates fall between two 
CPs, i.e. in a valley, the corresponding connected component is assigned a distinct label 
of that valley. This approach avoids cutting connected components among lines. 
4.3.2 Line Segmentation Evaluation 
Line segmentation was subjectively evaluated on 100 document images 
distributed among three categories: printed (provided by [134]), modern handwritten 
(from [135], [136]), and historical manuscripts from [137]. We took 20 images from each 
of the following groups: Printed Naskh font, printed Akhbar font, printed Thuluth font, 
modern handwriting, and historical manuscripts.  
LTh 
Local Minima 
CP 
merged valley 
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Figure 39 shows some results of ALSA on printed, handwritten and historical 
scripts. The results are displayed in Figure 39 such that components that belong to a line 
take a color from the repetitive set red, blue and green. HP
1
 is displayed to the left of 
each output image. 
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
Figure 39. Output samples of (a) printed, (b) handwritten and (c) historical manuscript ALSA algorithm. 
Output images are subjectively ranked on a scale from 1 to 5, where 1 refers to 
results without errors and 5 to severely merged or divided lines. The rankings, along with 
the expected value of the ranking of a category of input pages, are shown in Table 23.  
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Table 23. Subjective ranks of the output images of ALSA along with the expected rank per input category. 
Rank 1 2 3 4 5 Average Rank 
Printed Naskh font 20 - - - - 1 
Printed Akhbar font 20 - - - - 1 
Printed Thuluth font 19 1 - - - 1.05 
Modern Handwriting 12 7 1 - - 1.45 
Historical Manuscripts 5 10 2 1 2 2.25 
Most errors consist of dots and diacritics miss-line-classification (as in Figure 
40(a) and (b)). Line segmentation mainly fails with skew, whether caused while writing 
or while scanning. Inter-line touching components (exemplified in Figure 40 (c)) are 
quite abundant in manuscripts. Similarly, margin writing, as encircled in Figure 40, may 
cause confusion to ALSA. Short lines may constitute a source of errors if not identified, 
or if not containing enough ascender and descender components to cover their range 
properly, as in the example of Figure 40 (b). 
  
(a) (b) 
                          
(c) (d) 
Figure 40. Common error sources: (a) skew, (b) short lines, (c) touching components and (d) margin writing. 
Figure 41 shows some ALSA outputs on the UT PoD of one form. Errors in line 
character-shape and blind segmentation are avoided if a word-dataset is used instead of a 
paragraph. 
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Figure 41. Output samples from ALSA on the UT part for one writer. Two arrows point erroneously assigned 
components to their original lines. 
4.3.3 Blind Character-Shape Segmentation 
Lines need to be segmented into character-shapes. We believe a line can be too 
lengthy to be restricted to match a GT none-blindly. Hence, we present a blind character-
shape segmentation algorithm for line-to-characters segmentation.  
Blind Character-Shape Segmentation Algorithm 
The Blind Character-Shape segmentation algorithm dissects an image based on 
valleys in the VP, in an analogous way to how ALSA dissects paragraphs into lines, but 
in the vertical direction and with a few other differences. For example, the definition of a 
valley in Blind Character-Shape segmentation depends on two thresholds: MountTh and 
ValleyTh. A valley is a maximal chunk with VP values less than MountTh bordered by 
values that are also less than ValleyTh. Figure 42 illustrates the concept graphically. 
 
Figure 42.‎Sketch‎depicting‎the‎concept‎of‎“Valleys”. 
Valley 
Merged 
valleys 
cut 
MountTh 
ValleyTh 
cut 
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The use of two thresholds for the definition of a valley reduces the possibility of 
fluctuations near the threshold level. This idea is borrowed from Schmitt electronic 
switches [138]. The two thresholds can reduce turbulences (hysteresis) based on their 
amplitudes while the smoothing factor reduces turbulences based on their frequencies to 
obtain blind word segmentation. Figure 43 presents Blind Character-Shape segmentation 
algorithmically. The algorithm is described below: 
Algorithm: Blind Character-Shape Segmentation 
Inputs:  
 Binary image img of a handwritten line or a chunk of it 
 Integer m, smoothing factor  
 Integers MountTh and ValleyTh, such that MountTh ≥ ValleyTh  
Output: Labeled image Limg, where each character-shape of img ideally has a 
distinct label 
1. Compute VPm{c} from img 
2. Define a Valleys as maximal chunks of img where:  
2.1. VPm{c} is never above MountTh  
2.2. VPm{c} at both of its ends are less than ValleyTh 
2.3. No column c out of the Valley with VPm{c} <  ValleyTh is nearer 
than any other column with VP
m
{c} ≥ MountTh 
3. Define cuts at the median c from those sharing the value min(VPm{c}) 
4. Assign one distinct label in Limg to every pixel corresponding to the 
foreground of img and falling between two consecutive cuts  
end Algorithm Blind character-shape Segmentation 
Figure 43. Blind Character-Shape segmentation algorithm. 
Step 3 defines a single cut between each two segmented character-shapes. 
Alternatively, the starts and ends of valleys can be used in a way similar to that of 
chunking words, as was shown in Figure 32(b). Single cuts are adequate to the Extended 
Glyphs Concatenation model while valley starts and ends are more adequate to the 
Synthetic Kashida Concatenation model of Section  3.2.  
Smoothing, with factor m as defined in Table 21, reduces turbulences based on 
their frequency while Schmitt triggers reduce them based on their amplitudes. MountTh 
and ValleyTh are made dependent on stroke-widths. Stroke-width is computed as the 
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average BL ranges per BL-computed column. We multiply stroke-width by two fixed 
factors to get MountTh and ValleyTh. Although we still need to have two fixed 
thresholds, each writer can have a pair of MountTh and ValleyTh thresholds which are 
adaptive to his stroke width. 
Character-Shape Blind Segmentation Evaluation 
We have applied blind character segmentation to the original, as well as four 
variations of, the dataset images. The alterations include: baseline-range and/or dots 
removal and increased smoothing. Baseline-range removal deletes all pixels within the 
baseline-range, as assigned by the SBRE or the MBRE algorithms. One rationale behind 
baseline-range removal is that it enhances differentiating single-stroke characters from 
Kashida by emphasizing the role of their positions with respect to baseline region.  For 
example, the “ر” character consists of a descending stroke that resembles a Kashida in the 
VP. However, if the baseline-range is deleted, such descender would remain unlike 
typical Kashida that would be removed.  
The VP of similar characters may vary because of the different positions of dots 
on them. This makes it difficult to calibrate the algorithm thresholds. Dots may cause 
over-segmentation when they result in VP crossing MountTh within a character. They 
may cause under-segmentation if they prevent a Kashida from going below the valley 
threshold. Hence, removing dots, and other small connected components, becomes 
beneficial. We remove connected components based on area, width, and height 
thresholds.  
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A sample of the results along with the ground-truthed version is shown in Figure 
44. Segmentation points for characters are shown with limited vertical text-lines for each 
altered version of the text. Word segmentation points are shown with text-lines that 
prolong from the top till the bottom of the image.  
Original text-line 
 
After deleting baseline-
range 
After deleting small 
connected components 
After deleting baseline-
range and small 
connected components 
word segmentation 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 44. Visualization of (a) the segmentation results on a handwritten text-line and (b) its ground-truth. 
 
The range of possible results from character-shape Blind Segmentation depends 
on: MountTh, ValleyTh, the four BL estimation thresholds displayed in Table 21, and the 
deletions made to input line. No exhaustive optimizations were made to these thresholds 
in this work. Quantitative evaluation of the results is shown in Section  4.5. 
Blind segmentation for Arabic handwriting is known to have issues. The 
projection approach, for example, assumes that white spaces between words are generally 
wider than those between pieces of Arabic words (PAWs). Unfortunately, this 
assumption may not always hold for handwriting. Moreover, white spaces may not show 
in vertical projection because of inter-PAW overlap.  
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Secondary components and pepper noise may also bridge the vertical projection 
of the otherwise white cut regions. On the other hand, it is common to find broken PAWs 
due to salt noise. Hence; we find projection-based word and PAW segmentation 
impractical for handwriting. Figure 45 shows results from running ALSA on flipped 
lines. 
An alternative approach that avoids vertical overlap obscuration aims at grouping 
connected component into PAWs. Main glyphs need to be recognized as PAW glyphs 
and all corresponding secondary and broken components need to be associated to them. 
Main glyphs are recognized by three features: position, size and the aspect ratio (height / 
width).  
  
 
 
 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
Figure 45. Sample results from a ALSA run on flipped lines for (a) a word with two PAWs (b) a PAW, (c) a 
proper subset of PAWs, and (d) a word with one of its PAWs cut by salt noise. 
The position of a main glyph normally touches the range of the BL. Sizes of 
PAWs are generally expected to be larger than sizes of secondary components. Small 
PAWs, like single characters, may be smaller in size than some secondary components. 
In particular, the character “ا” and its Hamza-versions are small characters that tend to be 
displaced out of (above or below) the BL range. Fortunately, most secondary components 
can be distinguished from “ا” by the aspect ratio feature and size, probably except for the 
broken vertical stroke over “ط” and “ظ”. 
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4.4 Non-Blind Segmentation 
Non-Blind techniques are those that use information of the underlying text to 
segment images of handwriting, accordingly. In this section, we segment words in two 
steps to cope with overlapping PAWs: Word-to-PAWs and PAW-to-Characters. 
4.4.1 Words-to-Pieces of Arabic Words Non-Blind Segmentation 
Words-to-Pieces of Arabic Words (Word-to-PAWs) segmentation receives word 
images and their corresponding text and aims at labeling each PAW distinctly. PAW 
segmentation is important because the overlap between PAWs causes errors in algorithms 
that intend to dissect words into character-shapes with vertical cuts. In this section, we 
present and discuss a Word-to-PAWs segmentation algorithm. 
In Words-to-PAWs segmentation, PAWs should include their corresponding dots 
and diacritics. Therefore, images are first over-segmented into CCs, and then, CCs are 
regrouped into PAWs. Later, we use the underlying text to compute the correct number of 
PAWs, referred to as correctPAW. The algorithm listed in Figure 46 intends to identify a 
number of PAWs equal to correctPAW by classifying and reclassifying connected 
components into two sets for PAWs, PAWset, and for secondaries, SEC.  
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Algorithm: Word-to-PAWs Segmentation 
Inputs:   
 Word Image word_img 
 Word Text ground-truth corresponding to word_img 
 baseline parameters (factor and m) 
 Three Thresholds: 
o Integer thS, initial minimum size of PAW 
o Integer thO, maximum orientation of a secondary 
o A structural element SE, for dilatation 
o baseline thresholds (m, factor) 
Output: Labeled Image Limg where connected components of a PAW share a 
distinct label 
Steps: 
1. Initiate wmg to be equal to word_img 
2. Use ground-truth and script rules to obtain correctPAW, the real number 
of PAWs in wmg 
3. Let connected components be the set of connected components of wmg 
4. Let (u, d) be the output of SBRE for wmg with baseline parameters 
(factor and m) 
5. Let PAWset be the set of connected components that have any point with 
the y-coordinate in the range (u, d) AND are larger than threshold thS 
6. Let Secondaries be the set of connected components that: 
                  do NOT intersect any point in the Range (u, d) OR  
                  are NOT larger than threshold thS 
7. Let numPAWs be equal to the number of elements in PAWs 
8. if  (numPAWs < correctPAW  AND (u, d) are within the range of wmg rows 
9.     increment the range of (u, d) by performing u = u  - 1 and d = d + 1  
10.     Repeat from Step 5 
   else  
     Repeat while (numPAWs < correctPAW  AND ar <1.5* thS AND or < thO) 
11.        Let cc be the largest element in Secondaries 
12.        Let ar be the area of cc  
13.        Let or be the orientation of cc 
14.        if (ar <  threshold 1.5*thS AND |or| < thO) 
15.            move cc from SEC to PAWset 
           end if 
     end while  
end if 
16. if (numPAWs > correctPAW AND se < SE)  
17.       dilate wmg with the structural element se, increment se and goto 
Step 5 
endif 
18. Label each element in word_img AND PAWset distinctly 
19. Use closing to label each element in word_img AND in SEC like its 
nearest neighbor from PAWset  
end Algorithm Word-to-PAWs Segmentation 
Figure 46. Word-to-PAWs segmentation algorithm. 
 
Connected components with areas smaller than a threshold “thS”, and far from the 
baseline-range are initially classified into SEC. Others are classified as PAW. The 
number of elements classified into PAWset can be initially different from correctPAW. It 
can become larger due to broken characters or because of secondary components being 
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misclassified as PAW. It can be smaller than correctPAW in case of touching characters 
or baseline-range errors. 
If the number of elements in PAWset is less than correctPAW, the baseline-range 
is gradually expanded till a predefined limit is reached. If the number of elements in 
PAWset remains below correctPAW, even with expansion of baseline-range, then the 
baseline condition is relaxed under some additional restrictions on size and orientation 
values where orientation refers to the angle between the x-axis and the major axis of the 
ellipse that has the same second-moments as the region. It is noticed that small PAWs 
tend to have more vertical components than similar sized secondaries. 
To overcome the effects of broken PAWs, image dilatation is performed, with 
several structural element dimensions, if necessary. We use a rectangular structural 
element that favors merging objects vertically rather than horizontally. Iteratively, we 
dilate all connected components. A PAW element can be a group of connected 
components combined when dilated. One drawback of this method is that it can 
sometimes merge several objects in one iteration; leading the number of elements in 
PAWset to exceed correctPAW. Figure 47 shows some examples of broken and corrected 
PAWs.  
 
 
 
Figure 47. Examples of broken PAWs that are corrected. 
Table 24 lists the thresholds used in the Word-to-PAWs segmentation algorithm 
and their chosen values. 
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Table 24. Thresholds of the Word-to-PAWs segmentation algorithm along with their used values. 
Description Values 
Maximum area of a secondary connected component, thS 65 
Maximum orientation of a secondary, thO 40o 
Structural Element shape, and dimensions (rows, columns) Rectangular (30,16) 
Baseline thresholds (m, factor) (9, 0.7) 
Table 25 displays a breakdown of these errors as found in our 2,322 output words. 
A mistaken result might be reported in more than one category. Touching glyphs are 
mainly caused by writers using non-standard styles of writing. Most errors (138 errors) 
were of ground-truthing. Some errors were of the writing or scanning processes. Dots and 
broken-glyph assignments can be reduced, but not completely eliminated, by the 
thresholds in the algorithm. 
Table 25. Words containing errors with frequency counts per error cause. 
    Error  
Word 
Touching 
glyphs 
Secondary 
assignment 
Broken 
PAW  
Total 
هاخا  1  1 
يحلا 2 3  5 
سمشلا 3  2 5 
خيشلا 2  3 5 
تهتنا  3 2 5 
مظعأ  1 1 2 
نأ  2  2 
يداوب 2 1  3 
ثلاث  1  1 
جاح  2  2 
كلذ  3  3 
حجار 1 2 4 7 
مزمز 2 17  19 
عوطس 3 1  4 
نآمظ  1  1 
ضوع 2   2 
فوع 1   1 
همركأف 1 9  10 
برق 1 5  6 
اذل  5  5 
تلآل  5  5 
حون 1   1 
ضقناو  7  7 
صاخشأو  1 3 4 
فلكتو  2  2 
بصو 1   1 
لاقو 3   3 
جيهو 1 1  2 
Total 26 73 15 114 
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4.4.2 Pieces of Arabic Words to Character-Shapes Segmentation 
Algorithms that segment Pieces of Arabic Words (PAWs) to characters are 
presented here. PAW-to-Characters segmentation takes some features from our character 
blind segmentation algorithm and others from our Word-to-PAWs segmentation 
algorithm. One PAW-to-Characters segmentation algorithm, the Fuzzy Parameters 
algorithm, listed in Figure 48, uses statistics on character widths (presented in Appendix 
A) to integrate fuzzy segmentation. 
Algorithm: Fuzzy Parameters 
Inputs:  
 Integer W the width of image img 
 Array TXT{} of the codes of the underlying text for img 
 Number α ≥ 1,  an attenuation factor for fuzzy range 
 Array Ws{} of character width averages indexed by TXT 
 Array STDSs{} of character width standard deviations 
Output:  
 Array DL{} of fuzzy centers 
 Array DR{} of fuzzy ranges 
Steps: 
1. Let sum be the sum of all Ws{TXT} elements 
2. Initiate accumulator to 0 
3. for i indexing all characters in TXT  
4.     accumulator = accumulator + 
 
   
         
5.     DL{i} =  ┤W – accumulator ├   /* where DL is the array of fuzzy                       
centers and ┤├ denotes the rounding operator */ 
end for      /* subtraction is to reverse the center position, as 
Arabic is written from right to left */ 
6. for i indexing until the penultimate character in TXT  
R{i} =  ┤(STDSs{ TXT{i} } + STDSs{ TXT{i+1} } ) / 2├ 
nR{i} =  ┤ 
 
   
 STDSs{ TXT{i} } / α├  // normalize and attenuate 
end for 
7. Replace nR values that are lower than 1 by 1 and all values that are 
greater than W by W 
8. for i indexing until the penultimate character in TXT 
9.     DR{i} = DR{i} representing the vertices of the triangle (DL{i}, 
R{i})), (DL{i} - nR{i}, 0) and (DL{i} + nR{i+1}, 0) 
end for 
end Algorithm Fuzzy Parameters 
Figure 48. Fuzzy Parameters algorithm for the estimation of non-blind character segmentation ranges. 
Fuzzy Parameters aims at making some points more likely to have cuts solely 
based on the priori mean and standard deviation statistics of the character-shapes 
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involved in the text. The means help distributing the centers of the cut-points so that their 
relative positions match the relative values of the respective means. Moreover, the 
likelihood of a cut at a given position is inversely proportional to the standard deviations 
of the two neighboring widths. Around each center of cut-point, the likelihood of a cut 
decreases linearly as a function of the standard deviation of the width of the character to 
its side. The fuzzy ranges vary proportionally to the standard deviations so that if a 
character can have a wide range of values, we give it a larger fuzzy range. Figure 49 
shows an example of the fuzzy ranges between two character-shapes when the 
attenuation factor, α, equals four.  
 
Figure 49. Fuzzification of the likelihood of cut-points between two connected characters. 
 
The fuzzification with the parameters estimated above contributes in the PAW-to-
Characters segmentation algorithm listed in Figure 50; however, only Figure 51 tells its 
complete story. First, we optimize the selection of mountain and valley thresholds 
according to the real number of characters obtained from text information. In case of ties, 
we use the corresponding character width means to choose more likely cut centers. In all 
cases, we subtract the fuzzy triangles from the VP to encourage, without forcing, the 
algorithm to find potential valleys near them. The disadvantage is that the subtraction 
may also affect mountains, which are as necessary as valleys in defining cuts. The 
subtraction can be constrained to affect only certain values of the VP. 
(DL{i} - nR{i}, 0) (DL{i} + nR{i+1}, 0) 
 (DL(i), R{i}) 
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Algorithm: PAW-to-Characters Segmentation 
Inputs:  
 Image PAW_img, of the PAW to be segmented 
 Integer m, the averaging factor  
 Text ground-truth corresponding to the characters in PAW_img 
 Array Ws{}containing the average statistic widths of characters 
 Arrays STDs{} containing the standard deviation of the widths of 
characters 
Output: Labeled Images Lcharacter and Fcharacter where every character should 
have a distinct label 
Steps: 
1. Use ground-truth, to obtain realChs, the ideal number of characters,  
2. Use Algorithm Fuzzy Parameters to obtain DL{}, the dissection locations, and 
DR{}, the dissection ranges 
3. Let v be equal to VPm{c} of PAW_img 
4. Initiate error to infinity 
5. for integer MountTh ranging from ┤min(v)├ to ┤max(v)├ 
6.     for integer ValleyTh ranging from ┤min(v)├ to MountTh  
7.         Use Algorithm Blind character segmentation to obtain cuts on PAW_img 
8.         if the number of elements in cuts equals realChs 
9.             update error with sum(|DR– cuts|) if it is less than the previous 
error 
 end if 
end for 
end for 
10. Assign to pixels in each Lcharacter range between neighboring cuts 
corresponding to foreground pixels of PAW_img a distinct label  
11. v = v - DR 
12. Repeat the Steps 4 and 5 one more time 
13. Assign to pixels in each Fcharacter range between neighboring cuts 
corresponding to foreground pixels of PAW_img a distinct label  
end Algorithm PAW-to-Characters Segmentation 
Figure 50. PAW-to-Characters Segmentation Algorithm. 
The dotted lines in Figure 51 are for blind segmentation. Solid lines with triangles 
at the bottom are for the fuzzy width-segmentation. Thick dashed lines are for the fuzzy 
hybrid segmentation. The curves on top of the image are upside-down plots for the VP 
(with more values) and VP – fuzzy (with less values). 
 
Figure 51. An example of the several character segmentation results. 
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PAWs-to-Character-Shapes Segmentation cannot segment ligatures. Table 26 
displays potential ligatures along with the ID numbers of writers reported to use any of 
them. Out of 648 omni-ligatives, 73 are ligatures. Thirty out of the 54 writers never used 
any ligatures. Twelve writers have between one and two ligatures in their paragraphs. 
Ten out of the 12 potential ligatures are used. The maximum number of ligatures one 
writer has used is seven. We choose to leave ligatures handling for future research. 
Table 26. Ligatures per writer as reported while GTing the unligative text part of our dataset. 
Writer ID ـمظ ـحل خيـ ـمشـ جيـ ـهتـ ـخش ـهس حج ـجنـ مظـ ـلكـ Total 
5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1           7 
11 1 1 1   1 1 1     1     7 
116 1 1 1 1 1     2 1       7 
199 1 1 1   1   1     1     6 
9 1 1 1   1         1     5 
85   1   1     1 2 1       5 
119 1 1   1       2         4 
139 1 1 1     1             4 
201   1     1 1     1       4 
16 1   1     1             3 
19   1       1     1       3 
123 1 1   1                 3 
6 1             2         2 
7 1     1                 2 
120   1 1                   2 
2                   1     1 
3 1                       1 
88   1                     1 
105 1                       1 
106 1                       1 
109 1                       1 
140   1                     1 
185   1                     1 
187 1                       1 
Total 16 15 8 6 6 6 4 4 4 4 0 0 73 
4.5 Segmentation Evaluation with Ground-Truth 
In general, image segmentation suffers from the lack of quantitative validation 
methods [139]. One exception is when ground-truths are available. In this section, we 
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introduce an adaptation of an entropy-based image segmentation validation metric [140]. 
The metric cross-validates segmented images against ground-truths. We adapt the method 
for handwriting so that it allows any cut in the connection stroke (e.g. Arabic Kashida) 
without contributing in over-segmentation and under-segmentation errors.  
First, we summarize the underlying concept. The entropy, H(x), of a discrete 
random variable X is given by: 
                    
 
                        
where P(x) is the probability of event x for the random variable X. 
The conditional entropy of X given Y, H(X|Y), is defined by Equation (4.4) which is 
equivalent to Equation (4.5) 
                                           
  
 
                                              
   
 
where P(X,Y) is the joint distribution of X and Y. 
Let A be a segmented image and G be its corresponding ground-truth. H(A|G) is 
the expected entropy of the labels taken from A with pixel locations corresponding to 
label y in G. It detects under-segmentation errors in an image. The conditional entropy 
H(G|A) quantifies over-segmentation errors. Figure 52 helps explaining how we evaluate 
over-segmentation and under-segmentation errors from the segmentation result and the 
ground-truth of a word.  
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(a) (b) 
Ground-truth (G)    
Corresponding Segmentation Result (A)    
H(A|G) 0 0.6469 0 
(c) 
Segmentation Result (A)    
Corresponding Ground-truth (G)    
H(G|A) 0 0.9831 0 
(d) 
Figure 52. Labeled (a) ground-truth and (b) segmentation to evaluate (c) over-segmentation and (d) under-
segmentation with conditional entropy. 
 
Over-segmentation and under-segmentation do not always imply that the 
resultant number of segments is larger than or lower than that in the ground-truth. Miss-
segmentations resulting from the displacement of segmentation cut-points between 
neighboring characters, as well as those resulting from overlaps that cannot be separated 
with vertical cuts, are evaluated as over-segmentation in one character and under-
segmentation in the other one. Any miss-segmentation can be quantified as a combination 
of over-segmentation and under-segmentation. 
We adapt the metric so that the background and the connection pixels (i.e. white areas as 
well as Kashida zones, as shown in Figure 53) do not contribute to the error values. This 
is performed by giving Kashida of the GT the labels of their nearest connected neighbors. 
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Colored 
Segmentation 
Result 
 
Colored GT  
(with Kashida in 
blue) 
H(A|G = yi) (OS) 0 0.1557 0 
H(G|A= yi) (US) 0.0798 0 0 
Figure 53. Segmentation evaluation with Kashida labels. 
The combination of errors from several samples is done via weighing each error 
value by the size of its component and averaging them. The combination of over-and 
under-segmentation error values, however, is generally not straightforward. It is worth 
noting, however, that for this metric the weight of under-segmentation is usually higher 
than that of over-segmentation because of the typical sizes of the erroneous components 
in each case.  
We ground-truthed a total of 2,322 words (8,640 character-shapes) to the 
character-level and use the GT to demonstrate the process and results on ten 
segmentation scenarios. We divide the algorithms into: 
 Blind-segmentation, that does not utilize text-information, and  
 Non-blind segmentation, or text-alignment, that utilizes certain features of text-
information. 
Besides, we separate the input and output levels into: Text Line-to-Characters, 
Words-to-PAWs and PAWs-to-Character portions, as in Table 27. The “Th” column 
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contains values for a factor of the stroke-width of each input image. Th shows the values 
of MountTh and ValleyTh when stroke-width is multiplied by 1.1 and 0.9, respectively. 
Table 27. Segmentation experiment details and results using the adapted conditional entropy evaluation method. 
Algorithm Brief Description  Input Details m Th/ 
x=… 
Over-
Errors 
(bits) 
Under- 
Errors 
(bits) 
Blind  
Line-to-Characters  
Original text-lines  5 1 0.3555 0.6121 
baseline-range deleted text-lines 5 0.6 0.3373 0.6987 
Small connected components deleted text-
lines 
5 0.65 0.3237 0.6729 
baseline-range & small connected 
components deleted text-lines 
5 0.6 0.3090 0.8709 
Original text-lines  7 0.75 0.2579 0.6937 
Semi-Blind  
Word-to-PAWs  
Words & count of PAWs Table 24 0.0202 0.0402 
Count aware only  
PAW-to-Characters 
PAW & count of characters 5 --- 0.2857 0.3173 
Image-Blind Text-aware  
PAW-to-Characters 
Widths of characters 7 --- 0.2391 0.2339 
Non-Blind PAW-to-Characters with 
Lcharacter outputs (see Figure 50) 
PAW & widths of characters 7 --- 0.2374 0.2500 
Non-Blind PAW-to-Characters with 
Fcharacter outputs (see Figure 50) 
PAW &  widths of characters 7 α = 4 0.2280 0.2336 
 
Within each portion in Table 27, we display the experimental results in their 
decreasing order of over-segmentation. Moreover, we display the best result of a portion 
in bold, and the worst result of a portion is underlined. For the blind Text Line-to-
Character segmentation portion, a tradeoff between over- and under-segmentation errors 
can be seen. This trend disappears in the non-blind portion, where the two error-values 
decrease with the injection of more text-information. Word-to-PAWs segmentation 
shows results which are better by around an order of magnitude than our segmentation 
algorithms that target character segmentation directly. The reported blind Text Line-to-
Character segmentation experiments suffer less from over-segmentation than from under-
segmentation. Non-blind PAWs-to-character segmentation result in comparable over-
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segmentation and under-segmentation error rates. Only the best of the reported blind 
character segmentation results outperformed the worst of our blind character 
segmentation algorithms in over-segmentation.  The one-by-one images, along with their 
over- and under-segmentation error values, are found in our online dataset samples [141]. 
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5 CHAPTER ‎5 
ARABIC HANDWRITING SYNTHESIS 
Handwriting synthesis refers to the computer generation of online and offline 
data that resembles human handwriting. It aims at transforming input text into images of 
handwritten samples with equivalent script, whereas recognition maps handwritten 
samples into digital text. In this chapter, we present concatenation synthesis techniques 
and a statistically-modeled connection stroke. We introduce selection-based 
concatenation that selects character-shape samples according to their feature matches and 
some distance measure.  
The approach is outlined in the block diagram of Figure 54. The approach takes 
character-shape images as inputs and reshuffles them into instances of any requested text. 
For each character-shape, features are extracted at the connection-points to ensure the 
selection of samples that are most compatible for connection. The filled rectangles in the 
diagram show the four steps of the synthesis procedure while the rounded rectangles 
indicate the information needed in each step. 
 
Figure 54. Block diagram of the steps to obtain an image dataset in filled boxes. 
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The input dataset contains character-level ground-truthed texts that cover all of 
the Arabic character-shapes. From the dataset, we extract strictly segmented character-
shapes that minimize the extension part out of the character’s glyph, as well as extended 
character-shapes. These are used for the Extended-Glyphs and the Synthetic-Extensions 
concatenation techniques. The connection-point location step intends to find the 
coordinates of the connection edges for each character-shape instance, sometimes with 
the help of the baseline information obtained before segmentation. Thickness and 
directions features are computed for connection parts. In addition, the sample-to-average 
character-shape width ratio is also used as a feature to help choosing character-shapes of 
similar scales. Based on their features, samples of the text to be synthesized (entered from 
a keyboard or a file), particular character-shape samples are selected. Finally, the selected   
samples are positioned on a canvas using one of two connection schemes: extended-
glyphs (EG) concatenation and Synthetic Extensions (SE) concatenation.  
5.1 Connection-Point Location  
Connection-point location is necessary for feature extraction, sample selection, 
and PAW connection. We investigate connection-point location for two scenarios: the 
blind scenario and the ground-truth aware scenario; the former being prone to the 
baseline zone (BL) errors and the latter to ground-truth errors. 
The extensions can be methodically located from character-shape images based 
on their right and left edge positions. We search for connection-points at the right side of 
(E) and (M) character-shapes and at the left side of (B) and (M) character-shapes. 
Examples of (B), (M) and (E) character-shape extensions are shown in Figure 55. 
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(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 55. Correct extensions (in circles) and erroneous extension location samples (in rectangles) for (a) an 
ending character-shape, (b) a middle character-shape and (c) a beginning character-shape. 
Figure 55 also shows that not only connection parts, but also character parts, 
may come at the edges of a character-shape image. This case causes ambiguities in 
connection-point location. To reduce such ambiguity, we choose points within the 
baseline-range (BL). BL cannot be accurately estimated from single character-shapes. 
Hence, we receive BL information for chunks of characters from the previous steps. We 
identify an extension as the nearest connected component (CC) to the bounding box edge 
side of interest within BL and not farther than N pixels from the edge itself. From that 
CC, the connection level is taken as the y-coordinate of the median of nearest column to 
the corresponding edge. 
We report error rates for connection-point location based on 1,462 character-
shape images that have the Kashida label near their right and left sides. The right and left 
error rates of our approach are 1.64% and 2.12%, respectively. Some errors are due to 
inaccurate BL estimations, and some are due to ligatures, a case in which characters 
connect out of BL.  
5.2 Feature Extraction 
We extract features that describe the connection-parts (Kashida features) and the 
relative-widths of the character-shapes (Width feature). Kashida features are intended to 
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assure within PAW matching. They measure the thickness and the direction of 
connection-parts within a window of N pixel-columns from the outer edge of a character-
shape. The thickness feature at Column j is taken as the vertical distance between the 
upper and the lower contours of the connection-part. The direction feature is taken as the 
difference between the middle y-coordinate of the connection part pixels at Column j and 
the corresponding value for Column j+1. Hence, N thickness features and N-1 direction 
features can be computed per connection-part. Kashida features are illustrated in Figure 
56 (a). The Width feature refers to the ratio of the width of a character-shape sample to 
the average width of its class samples. The average widths per sample are pre-computed 
and stored for use in this feature. Figure 56 (b) illustrates the effect of the Width feature. 
 
 
 
    W11 W21 
 
 
 W12 W22 
 
 W1avg.    W2avg. 
                   (a)       (b) 
Figure 56. Illustration of (a) the features of the 7 leftmost pixels of a left connection part and (b) the two matches 
based on the width-ratio feature. 
We compute and store all features in 2×N sized structure. Kashida features are 
stored so that the outer features of the rightmost connection-part are matched with the 
inner features of the rightmost connection-part. The different Kashida features are stored 
in different structures to ease taking subsets with window sizes less than N, if needed. 
The width-ratio features are matched together, regardless of their connection-part sides.  
The Width feature typically has smaller values than thickness values. To 
maintain significant effects for the Width feature, it is multiplied by a pre-specified 
Thickness  
Magnitudes 
 
Direction 
Vectors 
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weight, WT, and the Kashida features are normalized by their respective numbers. Next, 
we select representative samples of character-shapes for synthesis. 
5.3 Sample Selection 
Samples of character-shapes contributing to the synthesis of some text are 
selected so that they collaboratively pursue a natural look and behavior. The features of 
neighboring samples are evaluated by the city block distance measure. The collection of 
samples that minimizes the sum of the measured distances is selected. When synthesizing 
several versions of a word, we assure each selection is unique. 
The search space of sample selection is affected by the number of units to be 
jointly selected (U) and by the number of samples per character-shape. Units refer to 
extended-glyphs in EG concatenation and to character-shapes and SE. We estimate the 
number of comparisons required for a selection by Comparisons(U), the number of 
distance matchings for a unit of U character-shapes. In the following, let Ui be the 
number of samples of the i
th
 character-shape in the synthesized unit. Equation (5.1) 
estimates the search space for brute-force selection. 
                  
 
   
                                         
Brute-force search for sample selection is impractical except for small values of 
U. One solution to this problem is to limit the usage of brute-force selection to PAWs, 
since more than 99.5% of PAWs consist of 5 or less character-shapes [101]. Then, the 
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different PAWs are linked based on the width features of their two neighboring 
characters.  
Another approach that avoids intractable brute-force selection is the forward 
algorithm [142] that performs optimal matching for the first pair of the character-shapes 
and sequentially matches neighboring character-shapes in a chain Equation (5.2) 
represents the number of vector comparisons for our greedy forward algorithm.  
                        
 
   
                      
Curtailed and broken connection parts may result in thickness values of zero. 
When matching features-structures for sample selection, the zero thickness features may 
undesirably match. For this reason, we penalize zero-thickness extension parts by 
replacing their distances by larger values. 
5.4 Concatenation 
In this step, images of cursive text are composed from individual character-
shape samples. This is accomplished through one of two concatenation approaches: the 
Extended Glyph approach (EG) and the Synthetic-Extension approach (SE).  
The aggregation of the character-shape with part of its attached Kashida, as 
shown in Figure 57(a), is referred to as an extended glyph, and it is the basis of the EG 
approach. Extended-glyphs can be of the beginning, middle or ending shapes, denoted as 
(Bx), (xMx) and (xE), respectively; where the ‘x’ prefix/suffix indicates the presence of a 
Kashida extension before/after a character-shape. The regular expression of a multi-
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character PAW under this model is given by (Bx)(xMx)*(xE), where the ‘*’ mark 
indicates zero or more occurrences of the symbol before it.  
On the other hand, SE concatenation utilizes synthetic Kashida between strict 
character-shapes that were extracted with minimal Kashida extensions, as shown in 
Figure 57(b). The regular expression for SE concatenation is given by (B)(K(M))*K(E). 
The search space of samples can be larger in SE than in EG due to the greater number of 
units in SE. Below, we discuss some issues of the EG and the SE models.  
 
(a)                                                    (b) 
Figure 57. Examples of (a) Extended-glyphs connection model and (b) Synthetic Extensions connection model. 
5.4.1 The Extended Glyph Approach 
Extended-glyphs are extracted from the dataset as the character-shapes along 
with their neighboring Kashida extensions. Then, the Kashida extensions are trimmed so 
that they are only few (2-6) pixels out of the extended glyph. Trimming extensions of the 
extended character-shape model not only keeps the extension length natural, but also 
leaves the connection-point at a clean cut.  
The EG model uses direct-connection concatenation to synthesize PAWs and 
no-connection concatenation between PAWs. Extended character-shapes are placed in 
juxtaposition where character-shapes within a PAW are vertically aligned so that their 
horizontally extensions overlap with N pixels.  
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Then, spaces are added between PAWs and words. If the text to be synthesized 
explicitly specifies a space, a gap size from the uniform distribution between 14 and 28 
pixels is selected and a corresponding space is inserted in the synthesized image. 
Displacements in both the gapping and overlapping directions are made between PAWs. 
The displacement values are selected from a normal distribution centered after (E) and 
(A) character-shapes by 5 pixels and scaled by a standard deviation of 1.75. Cleary, it 
favors gaps over overlaps. 
5.4.2 The Synthetic-Extension Approach 
The Synthetic-Extension (SE) model uses a synthesized connection stroke to 
concatenate strictly-segmented characters into PAWs. Apart from the strict segmentation 
and the synthetic extension, the procedure is similar to that of EG. In this section, we 
explain connection stroke modeling from analysis to synthesis 
A statistical model learns Kashida shapes from our dataset. It analyses the 
features of extracted Kashida and captures them into discrete histograms that are 
sometimes loosely referred to here as Probability Density Functions (PDFs). These PDFs 
are later used to draw values for a synthesized Kashida. The following sections elaborate 
on Kashida extraction, representation and modeling. 
Kashida Extraction  
Kashida extensions are extracted from the dataset based on their ground-truth 
labels. All Kashida and noise components share a common label value. Hence, to isolate 
Kashida from pepper noise components, we constrain the extracted components to be 
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adjacent to two consecutive characters. For some later statistics, the names of the 
neighboring characters are stored along with their corresponding Kashida. 
To assure accurate Kashida analysis, the left and right borders need to be cleanly 
(vertically) cut. To achieve this, we trim slices from both sides Kashida borders. The 
widths of the slices are adaptively computed based on the Kashida width.  
Some Kashidas are discarded based on size and aspect ratio thresholds. Figure 58 
displays samples of trimmed and discarded Kashida. 
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 58. Samples of (a) trimmed Kashida and (b) discarded Kashida. 
 
Kashida Representation  
Each extracted Kashida is represented by three sets of features: its width 
(Width), the directions of its upper contour (UCD) and the directions of its lower contour 
(LCD). Figure 59 shows these features. Note that we do not need to model Kashida 
starting or ending thicknesses for our connection scenarios.  
 
Figure 59. Kashida width (W), upper contour directions (UCD) and lower contour directions (LCD). 
We show how we identify Width, UCD and LCD of our previously extracted 
Kashidas as in the algorithm that is listed in Figure 60. Kashidas contribute with more 
LDC 
UDC 
W 
Starting Thickness Ending Thickness 
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than 1,000 widths and 13,000 pixel-directions (slopes) for each of the UCD and LCD. In 
the next section, we discuss computing the PDFs for these features that represent Arabic 
Kashida for different scenarios. 
Algorithm: Kashida Features Extraction 
Input: Arabic Handwritten Images with Character-Level Ground-Truth Labels 
Output: Arrays for the values of Width, UCD and LCD 
Procedure: 
For each labeled image i: 
For each Kashida connected components K: 
Filter out noise based on dimensions & aspect ratio 
Trim leftmost and rightmost pixels of K 
Compute and Save the width Width of K in Array Widths 
Compute 
  
  
 to obtain upper and lower contours of K 
/* UCy: vector containing the pixels’ y-coordinates of upper contours of K 
and LCy: vector containing the pixels’ y-coordinates of lower contours of K 
*/ 
Compute 
    
  
 and 
    
  
 to obtain UCD and LCD 
// The pixel slope vectors of UD and LD 
Reverse UCD and LCD to become from right to left 
Multiply them by -1 to comply with coordinate system 
Save UCD and LCD in Arrays UCDs and LCDs 
END Algorithm 
Figure 60. The Kashida features-extraction algorithm. 
 
Probability Estimation 
The probability density functions (PDFs) for Width, UCD, and LCD of Kashida 
are computed for subsets of the Kashida population, as well as for their proper set. 
Kashida subsets may be taken per writer, per the character they emerge from, or by the 
character they reach.  
Two types of PDFs are estimated: Kashida Width PDFs (KW-PDFs) and 
Contour Direction PDFs (CD-PDFs). KW-PDFs are estimated based on bins that are 
eight pixels wide. Strokes shorter than 6 pixels are discarded in the extraction step; hence, 
the first bin is usually under-populated. CD-PDFs are estimated for the upper and the 
lower contours. We show upper CD-PDFs (UCD-PDFs) for the upper contour of a whole 
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Kashida as well as for each of five equal portions of it. We also show UCD-PDFs that are 
conditional on the predecessor contour-pixel direction value. Lower CD-PDFs (LCD-
PDFs) are either estimated independently or conditionally given the corresponding upper 
contour direction. 
The PDFs we present are first estimated on the complete set of Kashida, and 
then they are re-estimated on subsets based on the connected characters or the writers. 
Per-connected-characters’ PDFs are presented once per the predecessor character and 
again per the successor character of a Kashida. The fourth set of Kashida for which the 
PDF is estimated is the per-writer subset.  
Three main types of PDFs are estimated for all of the subsets of Kashida. In 
particular, KW-PDFs, 5-Portions UCD-PDFs and Conditional-on-Upper LCD-PDFs are 
considered. CD-PDFs that are conditional on the predecessor contour-pixel are unstable 
when used to synthesize Kashida because the PDFs choice is determined by a single 
random value. Table 28 lists all Kashida PDF types per their subsets. Together, these 
PDFs contribute 2,459 Width and contour values. 
Three row sets can be identified in the table: the width PDF, the UCD set, and 
the LCD. We choose one PDF type from each of the latter two sets. The 5-portioned 
UCD was chosen because it is more robust than the conditions UCD, which makes the 
pixel direction solely conditional on one previous pixel direction. To link LCD to the 
corresponding UCD, we compute conditional PDFs of LCD given UCD. 
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Table 28. The computed PDFs and their sizes per Kashida subsets and types. 
Sets  
PDF  
Statistic per Kashida Proper set 
Subset per previous 
character-shape 
Subset per next 
character-shape 
Subset per Writer 
KW 1 1×1 42×1 50×1 44×1 
UCD W 1×1 42×1 50×1 44×1 
Conditional UCD  (W-1) 1×5 42×5 50×5 44×5 
5-Portioned UCD  (W/5) 1×5 42×5 50×5 44×5 
LCD W 1×1 42×1 50×1 44×1 
Conditional LCD W 1×5 42×5 50×5 44×5 
 
Figure 65 to Figure 65 show examples of the histograms for the proper set of 
Kashidas.  
 
 
Figure 61. Kashida Width histogram for the proper set of Kashidas (KW-PDF). 
 
Figure 62. 5-Portioned Upper Contour histograms for the proper set of Kashidas (UCD-PDF). 
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Figure 63. Conditional Lower Contour Directions histograms for the proper set of Kashidas (LCD-PDF). 
 
Figure 64. Conditional histograms for the proper set of Kashidas UCD-PDF, and (e) UCD-PDF. 
 
Figure 65. Upper Contour Directions histogram for the proper set of Kashidas (UCD-PDF). 
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Upon inspection, we noticed that the “conditional on the next character” column 
captured writing styles that are calligraphically justifiable. For example, the width-
histograms of character-shapes ـضـ and ـظـ, shown in Figure 66, were non-descending. 
These two characters are often written in a special way that this subset reflects. 
 
 
(a) (b) 
Figure 66. Non-descending KW-PDFs found to enter to (a) Middle ـضـ and (b) Middle ـظـ character-shapes. 
Kashida Synthesis 
To synthesize a Kashida, we first draw a width, W, from the KW-PDF and add a 
random integer ranging from zero to the bin size to it in order to cope for the histogram 
quantization. Then, we draw W UCD values from the 5-portioned UCD and W other 
values for their corresponding values conditional-on-upper LCD and use these as the 
contours of the Kashida. We impose minimum and maximum distance between each 
UCD and its corresponding LCD values so that the Kashida thickness is always within 
the pre-specified range. Once the contours are selected, we fill the range between them 
with black pixels. Two samples are show in Figure 67. 
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 67. Synthesized Kashida (a) with the overall upper contour PDF and (b) with the portion-wise upper 
PDFs. 
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5.5 Experimentation and Results 
Synthesis systems should be evaluated based on their intended applications, as 
shown in Section  2.1. Our aim in this dissertation is to improve a recognition system with 
natural-looking data. Hence, we present the results of our handwriting synthesis system 
by images and by reporting their impact on the performance of a state-of the-art text 
recognizer [9]. In section  5.5.2, we present the recognition results of an HMM-based 
system, on the popular IFN/ENIT benchmark database [108], with and without the 
injection of synthesized data. In this section, we present the settings and results of our 
synthesis system and their impact on the recognition system.  
5.5.1 Synthesis Experimentation and Results 
To evaluate the natural-looking of the synthesized data,we synthesize six versions 
of the possible multi-word names of 721 Tunisian towns/villages from our dataset 
described in Chapter  3. In Figure 68, we show some samples of the handwritings of our 
writers for convenience. Table 29 displays some statistics on the text that we synthesize.  
   
   
Figure 68. Text samples of our dataset by different writers. 
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Table 29. General statistics on our synthesis test bed. 
Feature Value 
Total PAW 1,445 
Total character-shapes 3,847 
Avg. number of character-shapes per town name 5.34 
Maximum number of character-shapes in a town name 13 
Avg. number of character-shapes per PAW 2.66 
Maximum number of character-shapes in a PAW 7 
Avg. number of PAWs per town name 2.00 
Number of PAWs with 1 character-shape 64 
Number of PAWs with 2 character-shapes 709 
Number of PAWs with 3 character-shapes 422 
Number of PAWs with 4 character-shapes 174 
Number of PAWs with 5 character-shapes 55 
Number of PAWs with 6 character-shapes 19 
Number of PAWs with 7 character-shapes 2 
 
A set of parameters affects the quality of synthesis and the time it consumes. 
These parameters are shown in Table 30. To synthesize unique versions of the same 
word, a selected character-shape combination is kept in a list and prevented from 
appearing again.  
Table 30. Setup parameters for the synthesis. 
Setting Value 
Brute force selection until (in character-shapes) 2  
Zero-thickness penalty Yes 
WT weight for the W/Wavg features 10 
 
Figure 69 shows some samples of the results of our extended-glyphs and 
synthetic-extension synthesis. With our features, we noticed that the connections of the 
EG images are smooth enough to fool the native eye. The images synthesized by the SE 
technique have more variability in shapes due to the parameters selected from the PDFs. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 69. Samples of our (a) extended-glyphs and (b) synthetic-extension synthesized images for three city 
names of IFN/ENIT. 
 
5.5.2 Recognition Experimentation and Results 
Researchers use synthesized data to expand the training set of a recognition 
systems and hence enhance its recognition rate [10]–[14].  In this section, we intend to 
demonstrate the possibility of benefitting from the injection of synthesized data into the 
training set of recognition systems. Our baseline system is trained on the 2,322 word 
samples from the dataset described in Chapter  3. We, then, assess the impact of injecting 
synthesized data to the baseline system. We inject samples of the EG concatenation 
model for one set of experiments and samples of the SE concatenation model for another 
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set of experiments. SE results are better than GE results due to their components’ 
variability. Then, we evaluate our system on Set ‘D’ and Set ‘E’ of the IFN/ENIT 
benchmark consisting of 937 city names. Some samples from IFN/ENIT are shown in 
Figure 70. 
 
Figure 70. A town/village name written by 12 different writers. 
Our text recognition system is a continuous HMM system using the HTK tools 
[142]. A left-to-right continuous Hidden Markov model (HMM) of Bakis topology with 
constant number of states per character-shape recognizer is used. We extracted nine 
statistical features from the word images. These features are adapted from [9] and [143]. 
We append nine derivative features to the original features such that the dimension of the 
feature vector is 18. Each character-shape HMM is modeled with the same number of 
states. The optimal number of states is decided based on the evaluation results.  
We experiment on incremental numbers of injected data and summarize the 
results in Table 31. We report the top 1 word recognition rates (WRR), along with the 
statistical significance of the 95% confidence level, the top 5, and the top 10 best results. 
After six samples per city name, the change in WRR halts being statistically significant.  
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Table 31. Results‎of‎injecting‎different‎number‎of‎‘SE’‎synthesized‎samples‎in‎the‎original‎training‎data. 
Number of samples injected 
for each of the 721 city 
names 
Word Recognition Rates 
Top 1  
Statistical 
significance 
Top 5 Top 10 
Zero sample (Baseline System)  48.52 (±1.00) 64.17 67.74 
One sample 64.51 (±0.97) 78.09 81.67 
Two samples  66.76 (±0.95) 81.05 84.09 
Three samples 67.86 (±0.94) 81.66 84.68 
Four samples 69.00 (±0.94) 82.67 85.38 
Five samples 69.18 (±0.94) 82.05 84.89 
Six samples 70.13 (±0.93) 82.94 85.53 
Seven samples 69.82 (±0.93) 82.62 85.42 
Eight samples 69.29 (±0.93) 82.54 85.55 
Nine samples 69.74 (±0.93) 82.89 85.59 
Ten samples 70.58 (±0.92) 84.22 87.03 
 
The WRR trend with number of injected images for each city name is 
graphically shown in Figure 71.  
 
Figure 71.‎Recognition‎result‎and‎significance‎for‎injecting‎different‎number‎of‎‘SE’‎synthesized‎samples‎in‎the‎
original training data. 
Table 32 shows that the EG technique reports a WRR of 63.67%, an 
improvement of 9.93% whereas the SE technique reports a WRR of 70.13%, an 
improvement of 16.39% over the baseline system, and an improvement of 6.46% over the 
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EG technique when tested on Set ‘D’. It shows the same trend when tested on Set ‘E’. It 
can be clearly seen from the table that adding synthesized training data to the baseline 
training set significantly improves the results. Both, the EG and the SE techniques, lead 
to significant improvement although SE lead to a better improvement. In order to make 
sure that the improvements are indeed due to the synthesized data and not only due to 
simple addition of more data, we conducted one more set of experiments where we 
doubled the baseline training data by simply adding a copy of the baseline images. The 
results using the double number of training samples did not show any significant 
improvement over the baseline system; thereby further corroborating the conclusions 
drawn on improvements due to synthesized data. 
Table 32: Word Recognition Rates (WRR) for text recognition task on IFN/ENIT database. 
Testing 
Training  
Set ‘D’ Set ‘E’ 
Top 1  
Statistical 
significance 
Top 5 Top 10 Top 1 
Statistical 
significance 
Top 5 Top 10 
Baseline System  53.74 (±1.06) 64.17 67.74 48.52 (±1.00) 67.31 70.35 
Doubled Baseline 
System 
53.82 (±1.06) 64.29 67.86 48.44 (±1.00) 67.30 70.29 
Expanded by EG 
synthesis 
63.67 (±1.05) 74.44 77.98 58.54 (±0.97) 77.65 80.67 
Expanded by SE 
synthesis 
70.13 (±1.01) 81.19 84.19 66.51 (±0.93) 82.94 85.53 
 
In Table 33, we show our results in the context of other comparable research. 
Some researchers, e.g. [35] [11], [38], inject synthesized data to improve the original 
results, whereas others, e.g. [10], [14], [37], experiment on the synthesized data only 
without the original data. Bayoudh et al. [35] experiment on online writer-dependent 
lowercase-character Radial Basis Function Network (RBFN) and Support Vector 
Machines (SVM) recognizers. They inject 300 synthesized versions of the 26 English 
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characters to the training set. Their best improvement increases the character recognition 
rate (CRR) by approximately 13 percents. Helmers and Bunke [10] generate data that 
performs approximately as well as collected data on an offline HMM recognizer whereas 
Varga and Bunke [11], [41] perturb handwritten text-lines to expand their training set and 
improve their recognition rate. Saabni and Sanaa intent to find PAW recognition rates 
(PAWRR) for alternative online and offline training sets [14], [37]. They evaluate their 
work on a Dynamic Time Wrapping (DTW) online recognizer [144] an adaptation of it 
for offline recognition. Similarly, Miyao and Maruyama synthesize a virtual Hiragana 
dataset that performs comparably to their original dataset [12]. The robustness, speed and 
performance of the recognition of online gestures are addressed in [91].  
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Table 33: Summary of our work in the context of other related work. 
Citation Task Original DB 
Original 
Results 
Synthesized Data 
Synthesized 
Data Results 
Classifier Injection 
This Work 
 Offline  
 Text 
recognition  
 Arabic 
 2,322 words 
53.7% 
WRR 
6 versions of 721 
IFN/ENIT city names 
70.1%  
WRR 
HMM Yes 
Bayoudh et 
al. [35] 
 
 Online 
 Writer-
dependent 
recognition  
 Lowercase  
 Isolated Latin 
characters 
 Twelve Writers 
 Each writing 10 
versions of the 26 
lowercase 
characters 
≈ 82.5% 
CRR 
 Generation of character 
300 versions 
 Distortions and Analogy 
≈ 95% 
CRR 
RBFN 
 
Yes 
 Image Distortions 
≈ 92.5%  
CRR 
 On−line and Image 
Distortions 
≈ 94%  
CRR 
≈ 93% CRR 
 Generation of character 
300 versions by: 
 Distortions and Analogy 
≈ 96.5%  
CRR 
SVM Yes 
 Image Distortions 
≈ 95.5  
CRR 
 On−line and Image 
Distortions 
≈ 95.75  
CRR 
Helmers and 
Bunke [10] 
 Offline  
 Text 
recognition  
 Latin script 
 Subset of the 
IAM database  
 Total of 1190 
words  
 From a lexicon of 
37 words 
 Training 80% 
 Evaluation 20% 
70.8% WRR 
 Concatenation –based 
synthesis of original 
data 
65.8%  
WRR 
 
HMM No 
 Segmented character 
samples 
68.5%  
WRR 
 n-tuples of characters 
71.1%  
WRR 
Varga and 
Bunke [11], 
[38] 
 Offline  
 Writer-
Independent 
 Cursive  
 Handwriting 
Recognition  
 3,899 word 
instances 
 6 writers 
 From a lexicon of 
412 words  
33.1% WRR 
 5 synthesized lines 
added to each original 
line 
 All distortions 
Substantial 
change 
 49%  
WRR 
HMM Yes  Line level geometrical 
transformations 
47.1%  
WRR 
 Connected component 
level geometrical 
transformations 
38.7%  
WRR 
Saabni and 
Sanaa [37] 
 Online  
 Arabic  
 PAW-
recognition 
 500 PAWs  
 6 different 
writers 
81% 
PAWRR 
 Same database 
synthetically generated  
 Using concatenation 
82%  
PAWRR 
Elastic 
Matching 
Technique 
No 
Saabni and 
Sanaa [14] 
 Online and 
Offline 
 Arabic 
 PAW 
recognition  
 From 48 experts 
 ADAB (online) 2 
200 PAWs 16 
356 shapes 
 80.21% 
precision  
PAWs generated from 
 ADAB and experts’ data 
In precision. 
 81.16% 
synthetic  
 81.09% 
user-
synthetic  DWT No 
 From 48 experts 
 IFN/ENIT 
(offline) 
 78.21% 
precision 
PAWs generated from 
IFN/ENIT and experts’ 
data 
 78.64% 
synthetic  
 80.43% 
user-
synthetic 
Miyao and 
Maruyama 
[12] 
 Off-Line  
 Character 
Recognition 
 Japanese 
Hiragana 
 10 Japanese 
Hiragana 
characters 
 50 writers 
 50 real 
≈ 97.5% 
CRR 
 50 samples  
 Using on-line affine 
transformation  
≈ 97.3%  
CRR 
SVM No 
Plamondon et 
al. [92] 
 Online  
 Gestures 
 Robust 
increments in 
training  
 11 Gestures 
 7 Writers 
 100 each 
≈ 27.5% 
Error rate  
 10 synthetic gestures for 
each real learning 
sample 
50%  
Error 
Reduction 
Evolve++ Yes 
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6 CHAPTER ‎6 
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Handwriting synthesis has applications that target recognition systems, the 
human eye, or both.  In this dissertation, we explore the effect of Arabic synthesized 
handwriting on a text recognition system. We show that the injection of segmented and 
re-concatenated Arabic characters significantly improved a recognition system that was 
otherwise trained only on the collected samples. The improvement is shown to be due to 
the synthesis operations rather than to the mere repetition of the same data.  
Synthesizing training sets can increase the variability of character-shapes, of their 
connections, or of both for a given handwriting dataset. Synthesis by concatenation of 
Arabic characters mostly adds to the variability of the connections between character-
shapes, as well as the spacing and overlapping between them. It plays a role in enhancing 
the robustness of explicit or implicit segmentation, independently from the underlying 
system. Synthesis by concatenation is particularly useful for holistic recognition systems 
where under-represented patterns of a certain vocabulary can be needed. 
We designed a comprehensive dataset of unligative character-shapes. We 
collected Arabic character-shapes from their natural flow within words. Then, we 
developed and evaluated several character segmentation and alignment schemes to 
separate them. It is worth noting that our character evaluation framework can be of 
benefit for benchmarking the currently open problem of Arabic character-segmentation. 
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We synthesized handwriting from extended and strictly-segmented character-
shapes. Extended character-shapes contain some connection extensions before/after the 
character body. They can be selected and connected directly, without need for explicit 
connection strokes between them. Strict character-shapes contain the character body 
without or with minimal extensions; hence, they need connection strokes between them. 
We model and generate synthetic connection strokes for this aim.  
The connections stroke is modeled by estimating discrete probabilities for the 
following parameters: the stroke width, the upper contour direction of each of 5 equal 
portions of the stroke entering to a specific character-shape, and the lower contour 
direction conditional to the corresponding upper contour direction value. While 
synthesizing handwriting from extended character-shapes may be easier, synthetic strokes 
add to the shape-variability of the synthesized handwriting.  
As in natural data, the improvement due to the injection of synthesized data may 
gradually reach saturation. In our case, six versions per each of the 721 Tunisian 
town/village names that we synthesized were enough for saturation. The extended glyphs 
technique resulted in an improvement of 9.93% and that of synthetic connections reached 
an improvement of 16.39% over the baseline system.  
This work can be extended in a number of ways. Certain ligatures may be used 
instead of their corresponding unligative character-shapes. Generation-based synthesis 
can be used to increase the variability of character-shapes themselves. Other datasets can 
be used to enrich the investigations on their impact on different segmentation and 
recognition systems. Writing styles of specific writers can be captured and synthesized, 
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and their results can be tested by the accuracy of writer-identification systems in 
distinguishing them. 
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Appendices 
Appendix A: Statistics on character and ligature shapes sizes 
Appendix A includes statistics on character-shape samples. Table 34 shows examples of 
statistics that can be taken from GTed data. The Width columns display the average and 
the standard deviation of the widths (in pixels) of the different character-shapes. This 
statistic is used in our non-blind segmentation of PAWs into words. The VP Height 
columns compute the maximum height in the VP profile of characters. This statistic can 
be used together with the widths statistics to design adaptive thresholds for alignment. 
We believe it provides more robust information than the mere height average. 
Table 34. Statistics on the images of character-shape extracted from the UT and the IL PoDs scanned at 300 dpi. 
SN 
character
-shape 
Width (Pixels) VP Height (Pixels) 
Average 
Standard 
Deviation 
Average 
Standard 
Deviation 
1 ـب 23.66 7.36 22.06 6.85 
2 ـلـ 23.39 7.78 40.44 11.03 
3 غـ 44.20 15.02 32.99 7.16 
4 ـح 43.17 11.74 17.71 7.44 
5 اـ 20.01 7.00 32.40 12.08 
6 ج 44.27 10.56 27.99 6.61 
7 أ 23.76 7.77 34.33 11.27 
8 ن 35.00 10.74 23.21 5.69 
9 ا 17.09 7.58 34.50 12.21 
10 ـخ 39.54 11.09 21.91 8.18 
11 اـ 19.46 6.31 32.64 11.66 
12 ه 27.57 10.46 20.59 4.90 
13 ـظ 44.27 8.77 38.06 10.77 
14 ـمـ 42.36 19.79 25.03 13.03 
15 آـ 38.06 12.55 40.73 14.95 
16 ن 39.14 14.75 22.26 5.54 
17 ـب 22.47 7.05 20.04 6.82 
18 وـ 35.33 9.34 23.73 4.90 
19 ا 16.03 5.14 27.24 11.30 
20 د 25.49 11.62 17.71 3.78 
21 ي 49.00 14.61 26.91 6.75 
22 ـع 33.03 11.04 19.64 4.34 
23 وـ 39.70 11.56 22.74 4.79 
24 ف 59.80 23.83 23.16 5.59 
25 ـط 45.20 10.14 41.16 12.52 
26 ـفـ 31.40 8.29 22.63 5.32 
27 قـ 55.04 14.96 27.40 6.42 
28 ـي 32.54 12.39 22.09 5.77 
  761
 
 85.4 08.41 98.01 46.54 ـسـ 92
 51.5 48.91 78.7 39.03 ـعـ 03
 19.5 47.22 92.02 18.74 ـى 13
 20.21 69.93 65.31 04.64 لإ 23
 35.8 63.81 18.11 30.24 حـ 33
 32.6 97.42 31.11 68.54 ـضـ 43
 12.21 06.03 14.5 78.71 ـا 53
 73.7 17.71 93.41 79.33 ر 63
 42.7 72.42 93.8 67.92 ثـ 73
 35.9 90.14 11.31 71.84 ـلا 83
 86.4 12.12 34.61 36.85 ث 93
 02.5 08.22 20.9 44.43 قـ 04
 58.6 35.91 52.01 62.83 ـر 14
 42.4 01.91 01.91 91.25 ب 24
 84.6 05.12 37.11 32.63 ز 34
 63.3 42.61 71.9 33.03 مـ 44
 85.6 94.22 16.9 67.93 ـز 54
 47.11 41.33 86.41 97.93 م 64
 61.6 66.32 68.6 18.72 تـ 74
 00.5 12.71 49.01 12.82 ـنـ 84
 98.6 33.02 02.9 83.83 ـجـ 94
 17.4 54.61 87.8 39.43 ـيـ 05
 32.8 89.22 95.42 27.64 ـه 15
 95.3 12.61 31.8 75.82 مـ 25
 79.6 98.62 60.31 66.04 ـن 35
 69.5 05.51 84.41 39.05 سـ 45
 45.11 63.73 70.11 12.34 ـطـ 55
 56.4 94.22 77.21 30.93 ـو 65
 94.9 92.23 33.42 08.25 ع 75
 97.5 08.12 77.21 58.93 و 85
 82.6 79.62 13.01 75.14 هـ 95
 77.4 27.61 86.01 98.43 ـيـ 06
 75.6 50.82 80.12 79.35 ـج 16
 18.31 58.13 20.5 18.41 ا 26
 91.31 00.43 46.5 45.81 لـ 36
 19.4 44.02 44.61 20.05 ـشـ 46
 73.5 60.91 03.11 36.53 ـمـ 56
 21.6 18.62 80.03 96.37 ـس 66
 78.8 71.91 19.31 78.54 حـ 76
 00.6 64.12 06.52 17.96 ـث 86
 79.3 61.91 99.11 39.33 عـ 96
 08.4 70.22 70.41 31.24 ـو 07
 13.7 63.62 05.41 44.86 ض 17
 38.01 28.23 15.5 33.41 ا 27
 79.01 15.53 13.6 65.71 لـ 37
 52.5 56.12 53.61 58.15 ـشـ 47
 42.5 85.71 09.11 90.73 ـيـ 57
 76.8 74.03 33.62 65.35 ـخ 67
 12.4 10.91 75.9 45.82 نـ 77
 13.5 19.32 52.01 62.83 ـو 87
 13.8 66.72 34.71 76.94 ح 97
 95.5 63.02 87.41 70.53 بـ 08
 89.4 92.22 94.31 73.25 ـصـ 18
 78.5 11.81 02.21 36.13 ـد 28
 68.3 30.81 95.7 42.62 د 38
 48.4 98.81 93.8 35.82 ذ 48
  861
 
 97.01 36.53 57.4 04.61 لـ 58
 50.01 07.73 93.32 18.07 ـك 68
 15.5 19.12 15.6 37.82 فـ 78
 89.21 95.73 16.9 41.03 ـأ 88
 08.9 76.82 87.81 71.94 كـ 98
 99.6 76.12 39.21 61.93 ـر 09
 74.4 42.71 94.21 91.13 مـ 19
 57.8 35.42 18.22 02.34 ـه 29
 13.4 76.02 52.61 68.24 و 39
 28.6 16.12 00.11 45.15 صـ 49
 89.4 08.81 67.02 90.06 ـب 59
 64.5 98.02 92.11 69.83 و 69
 10.7 47.91 56.9 78.23 تـ 79
 85.21 99.23 46.72 44.85 ـكـ 89
 26.01 15.83 06.41 35.82 ـلـ 99
 97.6 76.42 33.72 00.56 ـف 001
 03.5 61.22 34.11 18.93 و 101
 97.6 04.22 10.9 12.43 قـ 201
 35.11 09.43 11.7 14.91 ـا 301
 15.11 98.04 19.01 45.63 ل 401
 88.11 33.73 79.8 94.91 لـ 501
 20.21 98.93 21.61 92.85 ـلآ 601
 74.5 46.02 63.81 75.55 ت 701
 13.21 68.73 64.9 41.62 أ 801
 36.4 98.91 59.11 60.63 عـ 901
 69.31 53.14 10.21 79.34 ـظـ 011
 89.01 53.33 11.9 50.43 ـم 111
 16.5 92.32 66.21 77.45 ضـ 211
 79.3 49.41 34.11 44.33 ـبـ 311
 79.11 61.73 21.02 45.55 ـط 411
 01.5 43.51 04.61 38.15 سـ 511
 96.7 33.72 90.52 91.84 ـهـ 611
 75.4 71.71 36.9 13.23 ـيـ 711
 99.21 72.44 92.71 15.74 ـل 811
 63.5 42.22 16.11 49.04 و 911
 40.31 24.83 45.01 12.32 أ 021
 94.5 30.12 64.61 59.45 شـ 121
 19.5 16.12 14.11 55.24 ـخـ 221
 16.41 78.63 13.61 36.32 ـا 321
 28.5 43.62 06.31 09.76 ص 421
 54.11 79.53 76.81 43.13 لـ 521
 47.5 34.62 66.81 90.87 ـص 621
 29.41 71.43 03.6 76.41 ا 721
 43.9 38.13 46.51 53.22 لـ 821
 23.7 31.81 43.21 38.83 ـحـ 921
 39.5 58.52 88.43 51.16 ـي 031
 72.4 62.22 08.11 72.83 غـ 131
 48.7 72.82 65.02 98.77 ـش 231
 76.8 00.02 32.21 68.73 ر 331
 06.41 98.43 59.4 05.31 ا 431
 92.8 44.12 64.21 44.34 جـ 531
 98.8 76.92 37.31 49.84 ـح 631
 71.6 71.32 84.9 94.43 غـ 731
 43.6 99.12 23.9 10.23 ـثـ 831
 27.31 00.53 01.6 57.91 ـا 931
 23.3 69.51 77.01 02.03 مـ 041
  961
 
 20.8 33.62 11.61 95.34 ـة 141
 19.01 93.93 58.6 96.91 لـ 241
 83.5 35.12 91.7 42.03 ـذ 341
 51.41 35.53 13.5 61.41 ا 441
 44.9 06.32 83.21 42.54 جـ 541
 49.5 04.32 94.31 35.64 ـن 641
 62.5 66.12 38.9 99.72 بـ 741
 63.6 07.42 66.8 18.33 ـغـ 841
 92.5 60.81 74.01 11.93 ـيـ 941
 09.11 61.73 71.12 69.75 ـظ 051
 28.5 09.22 32.21 72.93 و 151
 71.11 93.33 87.5 19.41 ا 251
 54.5 99.02 57.9 10.52 نـ 351
 98.4 07.42 30.21 05.04 ـقـ 451
 51.7 70.92 24.81 05.37 ـض 551
 38.21 27.23 51.6 30.61 ا 651
 95.5 06.12 23.7 56.02 نـ 751
 38.5 24.51 63.01 25.53 ـتـ 851
 08.9 52.13 71.31 38.44 ـهـ 951
 12.5 00.91 81.04 82.08 ـت 061
 5515.11 67.62 9937.61 61.64 خ 161
 973729.7 25.02 1054.13 67.95 س 261
 44493.11 2.42 9869.23 88.06 ش 361
 95479.21 65.62 4143.92 36 ط 461
 26212.31 46.92 6753.72 67.85 ظ 561
 22998.21 48.43 7604.92 44.45 غ 661
 847706.8 84.52 5825.52 40.35 ق 761
 12584.11 80.13 7595.83 82.86 ك 861
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Appendix B: Statistics and comparisons on ligature shape widths 
Table 35 displays the average widths of several UT PoD ligatures and compares them to 
the widths of the composing character-shape widths (from Appendix A) individually and 
when summed. 
Table 35. Ligatures statistics extracted from GTed data scanned at 300 dpi. 
Ligatures 
Average width (Pixels) 
Ligatures 1st character-shape 2nd  character-shape 
Sum of 1st & 2nd 
character-shapes 
Ligatures - Sum 
ـمظ 63.95 44.27 42.36 86.62 -22.67 
ـجنـ 53.25 28.21 38.38 66.59 -13.34 
جيـ 70.89 34.89 53.97 88.85 -17.96 
ـمشـ 49.93 50.02 35.63 85.65 -35.72 
خيـ 67.60 37.09 53.56 90.65 -23.05 
مظـ 75.57 43.97 34.05 78.02 -2.45 
ـهس 100.33 51.83 32.31 84.14 16.19 
ـخش 74.25 54.95 42.55 97.50 -23.25 
ـحل 31.22 22.35 38.83 61.19 -29.97 
حج 63.50 43.44 48.94 92.38 -28.88 
ـهتـ 67.50 35.52 44.83 80.35 -12.85 
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 tesatad ruo morf epahs-retcarahc rep selpmas fo rebmuN :C xidneppA
 stnemirepxe ni desu epahs-retcarahc rep selpmaS fo srebmuN .63 elbaT
 elpmaS
 tnuoC
-retcarahc
 epahs
 ا 684
 ـا 423
 أ 261
 ـأ 45
 ـآ 45
 ب 45
 ـب 45
 ـبـ 45
 بـ 612
 ت 45
 ـت 45
 ـتـ 84
 تـ 801
 ث 45
 ـث 45
 ـثـ 45
 ثـ 45
 ج 45
 ـج 45
 ـجـ 45
 جـ 401
 ح 45
 ـح 45
 ـحـ 45
 حـ 261
 خ 94
 ـخ 45
 ـخـ 45
 خـ 45
 د 801
 ـد 45
 ذ 45
 ـذ 45
 ر 801
 ـر 801
 ز 35
 ـز 45
 س 94
 ـس 45
 ـسـ 45
 سـ 401
 ش 94
 ـش 45
 ـشـ 201
 شـ 05
 ص 45
 ـص 45
 ـصـ 45
 صـ 45
 ض 45
 ـض 45
 ـضـ 45
 ضـ 45
 ط 94
 ـط 45
 ـطـ 45
 طـ 45
 ظ 35
 ـظ 45
 ـظـ 45
 ظـ 83
 ع 45
 ـع 45
 ـعـ 45
 عـ 261
 غ 94
 ـغ 45
 ـغـ 45
 غـ 801
 ف 45
 ـف 45
 ـفـ 45
 فـ 45
 ق 94
 ـق 45
 ـقـ 45
 قـ 801
 ك 94
 ـك 45
 ـكـ 45
 كـ 45
 ل 45
 ـل 45
 ـلـ 801
 لـ 363
 م 45
 ـم 45
 ـمـ 801
 مـ 512
 ن 801
 ـن 45
 ـنـ 05
 نـ 261
 ه 45
 ـه 801
 ـهـ 801
 هـ 45
 ـة 45
 و 423
 ـو 072
 ي 45
 ـي 45
 ـيـ 652
 يـ 45
 ـى 45
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 serutagil dna sepahs margiB :D xidneppA
 .226,2 elbissop eht lla fo tuo 845 gnitneserper ledom cihpargopyt ssel-tod eht fo smargiB .73 elbaT
 
 
  ssel-toD
 )M( elddiM
 
 )E( gnidnE
 
 ـهـ ـمـ ـلـ ـكـ ـفـ ـعـ ـطـ ـصـ ـسـ ـحـ ـبـ
 
 ـي ـو ـه ـن ـم ـل ـك ـق ـف ـع ـط ـص ـس ـر ـد ـح ـب ـا
 )B( gninnigeB
 بهـ بمـ بلـ بكـ بفـ بعـ بطـ بصـ بسـ بحـ ببـ بـ
 
 بي بو به بن بم بل بك بق بف بع بط بص بس بر بد بح بب با
 حهـ حمـ حلـ حكـ حفـ حعـ حطـ  ـحص حسـ ححـ حبـ حـ
 
 حي حو حه حن حم حل حك حق حف حع حط حص حس حر حد حح حب حا
 سهـ سمـ سلـ سكـ سفـ سعـ سطـ سصـ سسـ سحـ سبـ سـ
 
 سي سو سه سن سم سل سك سق سف سع سط سص سس سر سد سح سب سا
 صهـ صمـ صلـ صكـ صفـ صعـ صطـ صصـ صسـ صحـ صبـ صـ
 
 صي صو صه صن صم صل صك صق صف صع صط صص صس صر صد صح صب صا
 طهـ طمـ طلـ طكـ طفـ طعـ ططـ طصـ طسـ طحـ طبـ طـ
 
 طي طو طه طن طم طل طك طق طف طع طط طص طس طر طد طح طب طا
 عهـ عمـ علـ عكـ عفـ ععـ عطـ عصـ عسـ عحـ عبـ عـ
 
 عي عو عه عن عم عل عك عق عف عع عط عص عس عر عد عح عب عا
 فهـ فمـ فلـ فكـ ففـ فعـ فطـ فصـ فسـ فحـ فبـ فـ
 
 في فو فه فن فم فل فك فق فف فع فط فص فس فر فد فح فب فا
 كهـ كمـ كلـ ككـ كفـ كعـ كطـ كصـ كسـ كحـ كبـ كـ
 
 كي كو كه كن كم كل كك كق كف كع كط كص كس كر كد كح كب كا
 لهـ لمـ للـ لكـ لفـ لعـ لطـ لصـ لسـ لحـ لبـ لـ
 
 لي لو له لن لم لل لك لق لف لع لط لص لس لر لد لح لب لا
 مهـ ممـ ملـ مكـ مفـ معـ مطـ مصـ مسـ محـ مبـ مـ
 
 مي مو مه من مم مل مك مق مف مع مط مص مس مر مد مح مب ما
 ههـ همـ هلـ هكـ هفـ هعـ هطـ هصـ هسـ هحـ هبـ هـ
 
 هي هو هه هن هم هل هك هق هف هع هط هص هس هر هد هح هب ها
  
 
   
  
                       
 
 
M
M( elddi
 )
 ـبهـ ـبمـ ـبلـ ـبكـ ـبفـ ـبعـ ـبطـ ـبصـ ـبسـ ـبحـ ـببـ ـبـ
 
 ـبي ـبو ـبه ـبن ـبم ـبل ـبك ـبق ـبف ـبع ـبط ـبص ـبس ـبر ـبد ـبح ـبب ـبا
 ـحهـ ـحمـ ـحلـ ـحكـ ـحفـ ـحعـ ـحطـ ـحصـ ـحسـ ـححـ ـحبـ ـحـ
 
 ـحي ـحو ـحه ـحن ـحم ـحل ـحك ـحق ـحف ـحع ـحط ـحص ـحس ـحر ـحد ـحح ـحب ـحا
 ـسهـ ـسمـ ـسلـ ـسكـ ـسفـ ـسعـ سطـ ـسصـ ـسسـ ـسحـ ـسبـ ـسـ
 
 ـسي ـسو ـسه ـسن ـسم ـسل ـسك ـسق ـسف ـسع ـسط ـسص ـسس ـسر ـسد ـسح ـسب ـسا
 ـصهـ ـصمـ ـصلـ ـصكـ ـصفـ ـصعـ صطـ ـصصـ ـصسـ ـصحـ ـصبـ ـصـ
 
 ـصي ـصو ـصه ـصن ـصم ـصل ـصك ـصق ـصف ـصع ـصط ـصص ـصس ـصر ـصد ـصح ـصب ـصا
 ـطهـ ـطمـ ـطلـ ـطكـ ـطفـ ـطعـ ططـ ـطصـ ـطسـ ـطحـ ـطبـ ـطـ
 
 ـطي ـطو ـطه ـطن ـطم ـطل ـطك ـطق ـطف ـطع ـطط ـطص ـطس ـطر ـطد ـطح ـطب ـطا
 ـعهـ ـعمـ ـعلـ ـعكـ ـعفـ ـععـ ـعطـ ـعصـ ـعسـ ـعحـ ـعبـ ـعـ
 
 ـعي ـعو ـعه ـعن ـعم ـعل ـعك ـعق ـعف ـعع ـعط ـعص ـعس ـعر ـعد ـعح ـعب ـعا
 ـفهـ ـفمـ ـفلـ ـفكـ ـففـ ـفعـ ـفطـ ـفصـ ـفسـ ـفحـ ـفبـ ـفـ
 
 ـفي ـفو ـفه ـفن ـفم ـفل ـفك ـفق ـفف ـفع ـفط ـفص ـفس ـفر ـفد ـفح ـفب ـفا
 ـكهـ ـكمـ ـكلـ ـككـ ـكفـ ـكعـ ـكطـ ـكصـ ـكسـ ـكحـ ـكبـ ـكـ
 
 ـكي ـكو ـكه ـكن ـكم ـكل ـكك ـكق ـكف ـكع ـكط ـكص ـكس ـكر ـكد ـكح ـكب ـكا
 ـلهـ ـلمـ ـللـ  لكــ ـلفـ ـلعـ ـلطـ ـلصـ ـلسـ ـلحـ ـلبـ ـلـ
 
 ـلي ـلو ـله ـلن ـلم ـلل ـلك ـلق ـلف ـلع ـلط ـلص ـلس ـلر ـلد ـلح ـلب ـلا
 ـمهـ ـممـ ـملـ  مكــ ـمفـ ـمعـ ـمطـ ـمصـ ـمسـ ـمحـ ـمبـ ـمـ
 
 ـمي ـمو ـمه ـمن ـمم ـمل ـمك ـمق ـمف ـمع ـمط ـمص ـمس ـمر ـمد ـمح ـمب ـما
 ـههـ ـهمـ ـهلـ ـهكـ ـهفـ ـهعـ ـهطـ ـهصـ ـهسـ ـهحـ ـهبـ ـهـ
 
 ـهيي ـهو ـهه ـهن ـهم ـهل ـهك ـهق ـهف ـهع ـهط ـهص ـهس ـهر ـهد ـهح ـهب ـها
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Appendix E: Probabilities of the passage part. 
The average difference between corresponding character probabilities in the 
passage part and Gigaword is approximately 0.13%.  
character-
shape  
Gigaword 
1000 
Forms 
ء 0.40% 0.41% 
ا 10.97% 10.02% 
اـ 7.01% 7.17% 
ب 0.23% 0.21% 
ـب 1.86% 1.63% 
ـبـ 1.25% 1.30% 
بـ 0.26% 0.35% 
ت 0.96% 1.10% 
ـت 1.36% 1.64% 
ـتـ 2.31% 2.74% 
تـ 0.38% 0.26% 
ث 0.07% 0.07% 
ـث 0.20% 0.17% 
ـثـ 0.25% 0.30% 
ثـ 0.07% 0.12% 
ج 0.06% 0.06% 
ـج 0.73% 0.66% 
ـجـ 0.39% 0.46% 
جـ 0.02% 0.06% 
ح 0.09% 0.09% 
ـح 0.70% 0.73% 
ـحـ 0.58% 0.61% 
حـ 0.06% 0.07% 
خ 0.01% 0.00% 
ـخ 0.40% 0.47% 
ـخـ 0.18% 0.29% 
خـ 0.02% 0.01% 
د 1.21% 1.06% 
دـ 2.15% 2.21% 
ذ 0.17% 0.20% 
ذـ 0.41% 0.59% 
ر 1.92% 1.70% 
رـ 3.48% 2.93% 
ز 0.34% 0.34% 
زـ 0.43% 0.34% 
س 0.11% 0.09% 
ـس 1.22% 1.09% 
ـسـ 1.19% 1.04% 
سـ 0.31% 0.34% 
ش 0.02% 0.00% 
character-
shape  
Gigaword 
1000 
Forms 
ـش 0.47% 0.29% 
ـشـ 0.65% 0.74% 
شـ 0.04% 0.02% 
ص 0.03% 0.05% 
ـص 0.38% 0.34% 
ـصـ 0.70% 0.58% 
صـ 0.03% 0.05% 
ض 0.07% 0.08% 
ـض 0.33% 0.33% 
ـضـ 0.26% 0.29% 
ضـ 0.05% 0.06% 
ط 0.03% 0.04% 
ـط 0.34% 0.32% 
ـطـ 0.63% 0.66% 
طـ 0.09% 0.09% 
ظ 0.01% 0.01% 
ـظ 0.04% 0.04% 
ـظـ 0.13% 0.20% 
ظـ 0.01% 0.01% 
ع 0.18% 0.19% 
ـع 1.45% 1.64% 
ـعـ 1.41% 1.67% 
عـ 0.36% 0.43% 
غ 0.00% 0.01% 
ـغ 0.17% 0.12% 
ـغـ 0.21% 0.14% 
غـ 0.10% 0.02% 
ف 0.16% 0.19% 
ـف 0.58% 0.63% 
ـفـ 0.63% 0.59% 
فـ 0.16% 0.16% 
ق 0.20% 0.18% 
ـق 1.04% 0.97% 
ـقـ 1.17% 1.25% 
قـ 0.20% 0.22% 
ك 0.09% 0.08% 
ـك 0.90% 0.88% 
ـكـ 0.75% 0.80% 
كـ 0.11% 0.17% 
ل 0.63% 0.61% 
character-
shape  
Gigaword 
1000 
Forms 
ـل 5.69% 5.90% 
ـلـ 1.71% 1.89% 
لـ 0.63% 0.79% 
م 0.61% 0.46% 
ـم 2.69% 2.58% 
ـمـ 1.33% 1.55% 
مـ 0.42% 0.55% 
ن 1.21% 0.97% 
ـن 1.32% 1.02% 
ـنـ 1.66% 1.57% 
نـ 1.54% 1.44% 
ه 0.16% 0.24% 
ـه 0.59% 0.77% 
ـهـ 0.86% 1.11% 
هـ 0.41% 0.51% 
و 3.08% 3.44% 
وـ 3.11% 2.58% 
ي 0.08% 0.34% 
ـي 2.38% 2.02% 
ـيـ 4.36% 3.55% 
يـ 0.23% 0.92% 
ئ 0.00% 0.00% 
ـئ 0.52% 0.41% 
ـئـ 0.09% 0.12% 
ئـ 0.00% 0.00% 
ة 0.77% 0.84% 
ةـ 3.10% 3.33% 
ى 0.42% 0.16% 
ىـ 1.57% 0.79% 
ؤ 0.01% 0.01% 
ؤـ 0.14% 0.19% 
أ 0.48% 1.05% 
أـ 0.11% 0.26% 
إ 0.15% 0.47% 
إـ 0.01% 0.04% 
آ 0.03% 0.04% 
آـ 0.00% 0.00% 
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